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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

«. .££ - ticonceded that cn^nment and training affect
much more than^SiiHiiiTiil^^

thaf^°
of intelligence tests, and in all tests for

hfn Th
scholastic as well as psychologicalhan there was. but at the same time there is Lre widt

t hi h",
use wherever their use has once beenestablished^ In other words the limitations of all types of

iTm t r »"d<^--stood. This understanding of thei,-

raTher r' I
deterrent to their use, butrather has enhanced their usefulness because they may bemployed with better consideration of their strengths ^andweaknesses. The high degre^^ of technical efficienev nf ihc

American aimy during WIo^ War II would have been
psychological tests in the.elect on of trainees for particular types of work and in the

EnMan
in both America andEnglaiul has greatly benefited through personal guidanceand the revision of workshop proccdur^rTaM practices

Ed^Sr ® 1° "’ade by applied psv7h^yEdu3tKi£aI^roce_sses are being steadily modi^d liTThe

merit

^ educational and psychological mea6i|e-

- ,

snc7 '7- accruing fromsuch practices. But India is not altogether happy in its

Ln Co
from the University Educa-tion Commission Report. Vol. I, pp. 328 and 329:-
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PREFACE

We are convinced that if we are to suggest one single

reform in university education it should be that oLei^i

nations We advisedly say reform although wekMW that

inTiSia as well as elsewhere in the world, dissatisfaction

with examinations has been so keen that eminent edu

tionists and important educational organizations have

even advocated the ^^^on^oieKam^ns. We do

not share that extreme^^v and teel tharexaminations

rightly designed and intelligently usej can be a useful

factor^ in the educatio'STprocess. If examinations are

necessary, a thorough reform of these is still more

necessary.

. We sueeest the introduction of such yalid^^jeli^le,

adequate, objective cxaminatio iLS in the universities of

India at the eariiesF possible^ime. Without this there is

danger that Indian higher education will fall into chaos.

Fortunately there is a wealth of scientific work on test-

ing, measurement, evaluation and appraisal done in the

West, and especially in the United States, which can help

us very greatly in devising objective methods of testing

intelligence, aptitude, achievements as well as personality

traits. The discovery and utilization of statistic^ con-

cepts and techniques have helped the growth during the

last three decades of an elaborate science of mental

measurement which we do well to harness to our pressing

educational needs.

What is true on the university level is even more true on

the lower levels of education. W^e have the same pressing

problem from top to bottom but on a more aggravated scale

where less educated and less well trained teachers are

employed. The lower the school, the more urgent the need

of reforming the values of teaching through a change in the

emphases and procedures of the examination system.

The last ten years has seen very little progress in the con-

struction of objective tests in this country. There has been

even less progress in their use. Every year several new
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Standardized tests are constructed, mostly by students seek-
ing master’s or doctor’s degrees, but their use is still
negligible. The tests are allowed to go out of print because

^
few attempt to use them. Not until the Departments of

EducaUon revise their way of examining and the emphasis in
education switches to real learning instead of mere examina-
tion-passing will there be any widespread use. In 1951 the
Madras Department of Education for the first time used
New- Type tests in its Secondary School Leaving Certificate
Examination. The Examination procedure of this depart-
ment was already the most progressive in the country and
this experiment puts it further ahead. It is hoped that the
experiment will be continued to its conclusion. The first
attempt was a very conservative one and the tests quite
short and therefore incomplete. Naturally there is a certain
amount of mistrust of the unfamiliar on the part of those
who do not want to lessen the chances of their wards or
pupils to pass the all-important examination. Also conser-
vative teachers view with some alarm the necessity for
changing their style and objectives of teaching. This,
however, is admittedly the thing absolutely essential if

education is to be pulled out of the rut in which everyone
admits it happens to be but comparatively few really wish
to do anything about. It is hoped that the Department of
Education will persist in the experiment long enough to
give the change in style a chance to show its worth and
overcome the first criticisms of a naturally conservative and
apprehensive section of the teaching profession and general
public.

In the first two editions of this book the writer listed all

the experiments in New-Type tests carried out in this country
which came to his attention. He has reason to believe that
he succeeded in listing the more important ones up to that
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date. In this edition most of the recent experiments which

have come to his notice have been listed, but he knows that

the list is very far from exhaustive. He has been out of

the country for half of the period since the last edition and

is not in nearly as close touch with experimenters as he

was formerly. In addition he sees little use in lengthening

the list of ‘attempts' in constructing tests if these are not in

regular use. There is almost an entire absence of informa-

tion as to the extent and continuity of the use to which

various tests are put. The only thing that really counts is

the use to which they are put.

Practically all teaching universities and many training

colleges in India have departments of psychology or educa-

tion which have done something in this line. For materials

in one’s own language the institutions in the local area

should be consulted. However, to date neither the depart-

ments of psychology of the higher institutions of learning nor

the administrative Departments of Education in the various

states have taken a definite lead in preparing and making

available psychological or achievement tests. The initiative

is still largely in the hands of individual schools or persons

in a private capacity. It is an encouraging sign in Madras

that teachers’ organizations are taking an interest in the

question. That may eventually give a backing which the

very commendable but sporadic efforts to date have been

lacking. Without more substantial backing progress will

continue to be very limited and will hardly proceed beyond

the talk stage.

Raipur, M.P.

September 1951.

E. W. M.
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PART I

TESTS FOR THE SCHOOL ROOM
I

CONDUCTING NEW- TYPE TESTS
FOR CLASS USE

The best way to arrive at an understanding of modern
testing methods is to construct a few informal tests one-
self. This, any intelligent teacher who will take a little

trouble to inform himself, and who enjoys experimenting in

a modest way, can quickly learn to do. He will find plenty
of scope for exercising his ingenuity, because making a
good test is an art.

One does not need to wait until the end of the school
term for an excuse to give informal New-Type tests.

Tests of this type can be made excellent teaching devices
and come as much under the heading ‘ lesson preparation

’

as under that of ‘ final examinations The teacher will

find them extremely useful in checking his own work
as well as that of his pupils. Any teacher who does
not merely ‘ lecture ' and ‘ talk at ' his pupils, but strives

to give them certain ideas and to help them to develop
certain attitudes, will find informal tests, of the type that
pupils consider a recreation and not an ordeal, of inestim-
able value in letting him know what ground has been
adequately covered and what ground is to the pupil still

enveloped in fog.

I. The True-False Test

Let us assume that a class has just finished a study unit
of Akbar s reign. The teacher wants to know whether or
not Akbar s statesmanship is duly appreciated and whether
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the main facts are reasonably clear to the pupils. The

True-False test will give a good opportunity to see if the

pupils know the facts well enough to identify them m a

mass of assertions some of which are correct and some of

which are not. The teacher may hand out cyclostyled or

printed copies of the test to the pupils but it is by no means

necessary
,

to make such elaborate preparations. The est

items may be dictated. In order to give the following test of

forty questions, the teacher need only to instruct the pupds

to take a long narrow sheet of paper and wnte down the

consecutive numbers from i to 40. As the teacher reads

statement number one the pupil puts a plus sign beside

No I on his own sheet if he considers the statement

correct, or a zero sign if he considers the statement incorrect.

Then item number two is read out, and the pupil puts the

appropriate sign beside the corresponding number on his

own sheet. The whole test can be given in fifteen minutes.

If the teacher permits, a lively discussion is bound to follow

the giving of the test, clearing up hazy ideas and false

impressions. The class will very likely enjov itself and the

time will be well spent.

Wiedemann' suggests that the following directions

given with a True-False test

;

Directions

About one-half of the following statements are true and

about one-half are false. Mark each true statement with a

plus sign (or an x) on the dotted line at the left of the state-

ment. Mark each statement that is partly or wholly false

with a zero (o) on the dotted line at the left of the state-

ment. Do not mark statements that you do not know.

Mark the statements in order.

I Weidemann. C. C.. Hoiv to Construct the True-False Examina-

tion} p. 78. Teachers’ College Contributions to Education, No. 225.

Teachers’ College, Columbia University, New York. 1926.
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Do not guess. Guessing reduces your score.

Ask no question.

Of course, other wordings are possible. If the warning
against guessing is not given, one may expect more guess-
ing. Sometimes this is even required, the examiner requir-
ing every question to be marked one way or the other.

1 he results of a test given to two different groups are com-
parable only if the directions were the same, for the wording
of the directions may influence the score quite appreciably.

X I. Akbar was a descendant of Timur.
o 2. The father of Akbar was Babur.
o 3. Akbar spent most of his youth in the palaces at

Delhi.
o 4. Akbar was the first man to call himself ‘Kaiser-i-

Hind’.
X 5. Akbar was a very young man when he became

emperor.
o 6. Akbar's regent was Sher Shah.

7- Akbar treated the rebelling Bairain kindly.
X 8. When Akbar ascended the throne his empire was

much smaller than that of his grandfather.
o 9. Akbar’s empire stretched to Cape Comorin.
X 10. Akbar tried to found a new religion.
o II. Akbar reserved the highest places in his govern-

ment for Mohammedans.
X 12. Much of Akbar's system of government survives

until today.
o 13. Akbar encouraged that part of the Hindu com-

munity in which suttee was sometimes observed,
to continue this practice.

X 14. Akbar said: 'Why should I claim to guide men
before I myself am guided?'

X 15. Akbar once rode more than 200 miles on horse-
and camel-back in two days.

o 16. Akbar is unique more because of his generalship
displayed in war than for his work in peacetime.

o 17. Akbar was able to consolidate the empire because
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he treated rebels and enemies with the strongest

discipline.

X i8. Although Akbar was a Mohammedan he put Hindus

and Parsces in responsible positions.

0 19. Akbar was blessed with well-behaved sons.

o 20. As he was a man of war, Akbar had little time for

poets and scholars.

o 21. The most beautiful building that Akbar caused to

be built is the Taj Mahal.

X 22. Though he knew little Sanskrit, Akbar was interested

enough in Sanskrit literature to have much of it

translated into Persian.

X 23. Akbar spent some years of his life in exile.

X 24. His capital city throughout his reign was Delhi.

o 25. His abolition of the Hindu head tax did not show
political sagacity.

o 26. In order to compensate his treasury for the deficit

caused by the abolition of the Hindu head tax,

Akbar instituted a religious pilgrimage tax.

o 27. One of his greatest military victories was the battle

of Panipat.

X 28. Akbar’s generals often criticized him for his gene-

rous treatment of the vanquished.

o 29. Akbar died before Europeans came to India.

X 30. Akbar built a new capital at Fatehpur Sikri.

o 31. Akbar’s greatest ambition was to unite all India

under the religion of his fathers.

X 32. Amongst Akbar's best friends were the two brothers,

Abdul Fazl and Faizi.

X 33. Faizi was a famous scholar of Hindu literature.

X 34. Akbar's son Salim became his successor.

0 35. Akbar lies buried at Fatehpur Sikri.

0 36. As a successful general Akbar considered training

in the army the best type of education for practi-

cally all men.
o 37. The famous financier of Akbar’s reign was named

Birbal.

.\ 38. Bengal and Orissa became part of Akbar’s empire.
X 39. Jehangir rebelled against his father Akbar.
\ 40. Akbar married a Rajput princess.
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The advantages of a True-False test are several, mostof which are shared by other New-Type tests. These ^vill

ttnt' oTn t ‘he h"’ita-
.ons of New-lype tests. But any one who uses New-Type
tests must know well their characteristics and how not touse them I he characteristics of the separate types, how to
construct them and what pitfalls to avoid, will be discussed
in this chapter briefly, deferring the broader question of
advantages and limitations until later.

I hm are a number of characteristics of a True-False test
which make themselves immediately apparent. One is that
pupils can get a good many items correct by guess-work
But the guess-work has been provided for and a mere guesser
will get approximately zero on this test for the simple reason
that m a fairly long list of items the examiner assumes that
out of every two times the examinee guesses, he accidentally
guesses right once and wrong once. The examiner therefore
infers that each wrong response means that two guesses have
been made and deducts two marks to make up for the one
got right by guess-work. For example, if a pupil got thirty
Items riglit and ten wrong, he would get ten marks deducted
for wrong gues.ses and ten more for the accidentally right
guesses, leaving a final score of twenty which denotes the
number of items he knew positively [40—10—10 = 20 • or
40—(10 X 2) = 20].

Let us assume that a pupil realizes that he knows practi-
cally nothing about the subject-matter, and decides to guess
at all answers. He is quite likely to get twenty out of the
forty items right, l^ut twenty wrong and twenty more
deducted for guessing, leaves a score of zero even though
half the items were marked right. Usually in a test of this
sort, the score recorded is the number right minus the
number wrong, which is exactly the same thing as deduct-
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ing twice the number of mistakes from the number of items

attempted. Questions not attempted are not counted. If

only thirty out of the forty questions were attempted and*

all were right, the score would be 30.

It is quite fair to deduct two marks for every wrong

answer for when the only alternative is to guess either-

' right ' or ' wrong it can be assumed that in the long

run about half will be guessed right and half wrong. The

longer the test the more certain we may be that the above

assumption is correct, for the law of averages applies to a

large number of trials and is not at all reliable in a small

number of trials.

When using a True-False test for an examination on which

the result of a year’s work is to be decided, there should be

at least 100 items in the test to eliminate the unreliability

arising from mere chance and guess-work. If a test is given

largely for teaching purposes or for checking the work of the

class as a whole, a shorter test can be used; but when promo-

tion is at stake, the longer test is needed.

Another feature of this type of test is that it is time-

saving and enjoyable to the pupils even though sharp

thinking and exact knowledge may be demanded for a good

score. It is also apparent that one can easily confuse the

pupil who learns largely by rote and give opportunity to

the pupil who can draw the proper conclusions and inferences

from what he has learned. It is easy in such a test to steer

clear of the stereotyped and bookish answers of the tradi-

tional test. One can test the application of learning in

unexpected situations and see how generally available the

new learning is to the pupil, rather than how well he can

repeat the lessons word for word.

In constructing True-False tests, one should take care not

to make the statements preponderantly negative or prepon-
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derantly positive. About a half-and-half proportion of
positive and negative statements is desirable or the clever
student may notice that the teacher consistently gives more
of one kind than the other, and when in doubt as to the
correct answer, will mark the way which gives him the better
chance to guess right. If a pupil notices that his teacher
usually gives twenty-five per cent negative items and seventy-
five per cent positive, marking all doubtful ones positive
increases his chances considerably. Symonds^ says;
Some of the pitfalls to be avoided in making a True-False

statement are

:

{a) Avoid long statements. Good statements can be con-
structed with from lo to 20 words. Longer state-
ments are sometimes necessary.

(6 ) Avoid ambiguous statements.^
(c) Avoid trivial statements.'^
{d) Avoid suggestive statements.^
(e) Put statements positively where possible.^ ^
(/) See that one statement does not answer a preceding

one.

(g) Avoid dependent clauses (especially those which deter-
mine the truth or falsity of the statement).

(i^[) Avoid compound sentences containing two separate
ideas either of which may be false. If either half of
a compound sentence is false, the whole item must
be considered falsc^^

Such papers do not take long to correct if one goes about
it properly. A ' key ' can be made by taking one of the I

test papers with all the responses recorded as expected in|
a perfect paper. This paper is held beside the pupils’ papers
and the signs on them compared.
Some objection has been raised to putting false informa-

tion before children. It is claimed that the suggestion of

misinformation may be strong enough to create a wrong
* Symonds. P. M., .\feasi4rtnient in Secondary Education (The

Macmillan Co., New York. 1930), p. 26.
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association in the memory. However, life continually con-

fronts us with the need of culling misinformation, half-truths,

and biased propaganda from the truth and so a little train-

ing in the examination of statements for their truth or falsity

will not come amiss. There is no question of practising

deception for it is plainly stated that some statements are

^
right and some are wrong, and the student is challenged to

say which. The claim that misinformation is taught through

* suggestion has been tested but it has been found that the

examinee gets more aid in correcting misinformation than

liarm from the suggestions of misinformation.

Of course pupils will make a few careless mistakes in tests

of this sort, out of carelessness marking right what they

know perfectly well to be wrong. Brief revision before

handing in papers may eliminate a few careless mistakes.

It has been found in questions of memory-recall that if we

know the correct response with enough certainty not to

require guess-work, the correct response to each statement

comes with lightning rapidity. Hesitation usually means

uncertainty, which necessitates guess-work, {excepting in

novel questions demanding thinking). Our first answer is

more likely to be right than the answer we give after toying

around with the statement. When pupils are given the

opportunity of checking their papers, the changes they make

(exclusive of correcting mere careless mistakes) are more

likely to be wrong than right. Thus the opportunity of

checking is of doubtful benefit.

A philosopher has more trouble with designating a

statement categorically right or wrong than a child has.

He knows that there are two sides to mauy questions. The

writer was first introduced to this type of test in his later

student days when his studies were largely of a philosophical

nature. He found it hard to give the unqualified responses
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Classn this vNay If your hrst reaction is that the statement
s nearer riglit than wrong, then mark it right. If your firsteaction is that the statement is nearer wrong than right,en mark it ivrong,' When we enter into the game in this

spirit the philosophers objections arc not so serious. Lifedemands similar decisions from us in highly important
matters ever\’ day.

‘ ^

Pre-adolescent children are not troubled much by philo-
sophical debates of this nature and children above Lt agecan be made to understand, after a few such tests, that there
IS a value m using snap-judgement in this wav and that theanswer we give has only relative meaning.
The Yes-and-No test is a variation of the True-False witli

the Items worded somewhat differently. Both True-False
and Yes-and-No tests may be modified to offer a third alter-
native such as ‘ unknown ’ or ‘uncertain’.

Examples

1. Were .Mongolians the first people to tame tlie horse?

^ MT . , .
Unknown \o

2. Were carts used in India in the time of Asoka?
Yes Unknown h’o

3- Was gunpowder first manufactured in China?
Yes Unknown .Vo

The correct alternative is to be underlined or ticked.
‘ Unknown ' does not mean that the pupil is ignorant of
what he is expected to know but that exact information oii
the point Ls unavailable.

2, I'he Ml'i.tipi.e Choice Iest

The Multiple Choice test is a very popular one because
It readily lends itself to a variety of demands, namely.
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memory for detailed information, pra.r.tkal^ reasoning

ability, and ability to choose the correct solution from a

number of suggestions all of which may sound plausible

enough to require keen discernment. Practically the same

material covered in the specimen True-False test given on

pp. 3-4 is covered in the following example.

Directions

In the following statements four alternative endings to

each sentence are given. Only one is right. Put a cross (x)

before the one that is right. Mark only one alternative

It is well to include one example actually worked iri ^he

direction for the sake of those pupils who have never worked

such a test before ;
or the teacher should demonstrate on

the blackground.

1. Akbar was born in Sind instead of in the royal palace

because

(a) His mother's home was there.

(b) Good maternity care was to be had there.

(c) His parents were fleeing before Sher Shah.

Id) His parents were there on vacation.

2. Akbar permitted his regent, Bairam, to go on a

pilgrimage to Mecca because ®

ia) Bairam had asked to go, for religious reasons.

ib) Akbar wanted him to go on a diplomatic mission.

(c) Bairam had been rebellious and therefore Akbar

wanted him to absent himself from India for a while.

id) Akbar could not go himself and therefore sent a sub-

stitute.

3. Akbar tried to found a new religion because

(a) He thought the old religions false.

( h) He wanted to unite the people of many religions who

lived in his empire under one religion.

1C) He had a vision telling him to do so.

id) He was anxious to become a famous religious hero.

4. .‘\kbar is famous in a way that ver\’ few kings and

emperors of India are because

(a) He was a great conqueror.
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(6) He had the most splendour at his court
(c) He built the finest cities and buildings.
(rf) He moulded the people of many religions, races, and

allowances into a well administered and contented
empire.

becaus^*^^^^
abolished the Hindu capitation tax primarily

(a) The revenue derived from it amounted to very little,
(fi) It made the Hindus in his realm more contented when

they were not discriminated against by such a tax
(c) He thought of more effective ways of raising revenue
(d) He could not enforce its collection.
6. The famous finance minister of Akbar s reign was
() Todar Mai.
{b) Abdul Fazl.

(c) The Raja of Jodhpur.
(d) Bairam.
7. When Akbar came to the throne the extent of his

empire was
U) Larger than Babur’s.
() Larger than Asoka’s.
(c) Smaller than Babur's.
(d) Larger than the present Indian Empire.
8. At Akbar s death the extent of the empire was
la) The same as Babur’s.
ib) Smaller than Babur's.
ic) The same as the present Indian Empire.
(d) The same as Asoka’s.
9. Abdul Fazl was famous for
<a) Conquering the Deccan.
{b) Heading a rebellion.

‘c) Writing a history of Akbar's reign.
(d) Organizing land surveys.
10. Akbar reigned for

() 25 years.

() 36 years. .

[c) 10 years. ,

(d) 49 years.

11. Akbar was succeeded by his son
(a) Jahangir.
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(6) Shah Jahan.

(c) Humayun.
[d] Aurangzeb.

12. As a tribute to Akbar's organizing ability much

remains even today of his

(a) Civil administration.

(6) Army organization.

(c) Religious organization.

(d) Organization of a department of education.

13. In the field of religion Akbar’s greatest contribution

was in his

(fl) Founding of a new religion.

[b) Expansion of his father's religion.

(c) The building of temples or mosques.

[d) The religious toleration of his administration.

14. The revenue that Akbar was able to raise, was

(a) greater than,

{b) smaller than,

(c) about the same as,

that which the present administration raises from the

same geographic area.

It is quite evident that the chance clement of guessing

right in a Multiple Choice test is one in four when four

alternatives are given and one in five if five alternatives are

given. Guessing in such a test will produce only a 25 or

20 per cent result. Ever\- three or four wrong answers,

as the case mav be, may be assumed to mean that one

right response was obtained accidentally through guesswork.

In making this type of examination, the difficulty of the

test is almost entirely dependent on what kind of alter-

natives the questioner prepares. A question like; ‘ In the

year 1572 Akbar subdued (Australia. America, Iceland,

(lujarat) ' is obviously ridiculous and no .test at all. The

incorrect alternatives presented should not be too obviously

incorrect. The position of the correct answer should some-

times be first, sometimes last, and sometimes in the inter-
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mediate positions so that the pupils cannot capitalize the
examiner’s tendency to put the correct alternative in a
certain favoured position. At least four choices should bo
given so as to reduce the chances of guessing right. A
Multiple Choice test cannot be dictated. It must be printed
or cyclostyled. The score is the number of items checked
correctly. No score is given when more than one alter-
native is marked for a single item.

For a reliable Multiple Choice test al least hfty items
are necessaty. When other forms of tests are included in
the examination, even ten or twenty items will be enough.

3. The Matching Test

This type is popular where exact information is wanted.
There is only a very small chance of guessing correctly in
a Matching test.

Directions

In column I is a list of causes, in column II is a list of
ettects, each of which is largely due to some cause listed in
column I. In the brackets before each effect (column II)
put the number of the cause with which it is associated.

I

Causes
1. Zero temperature
2. High latitudes

3. The stopping of the

clouds by the high

Himalayas
4. Floods
5. Lightning
6. Electrical discharge

7. Warm ocean streams
8. Dry climate

9- Moist warm climate
10. Volcanic activity

11. Attractive force of

the moon

II

Effects

(12) Rain, snow, hail

( 6) Lightning

( ) Waterspouts

( 4) Erosion

(10) Earthquakes

( 9) Tropical forests

( 5) Thunder
( ) Coral islands

( 7) Mild even climate

(11) Tidal action

( i) Freezing over of rivers

and lakes

( 8) Hot days and cold nights
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12. High humidity with
( )

Typhoons

a sudden fall of ( 3) The dry climate of,

temperature Tibet

( )
Rainbows

( 2) Cold climate

(The numbers in brackets under column II have been

filled in for purposes of illustration.)

The score is the number of correct matchings. Not more

than fifteen to twenty items should be included in each column

for if the number of items is more than this the pupil will

have to re-read a long list too many times. One need only

try to a solve a Matching test oneself to see what is meant

by this last statement. Of course one can have more than

one Matching test in the same examination. No less than

ten items should be included in at least one of the columns.

The columns need not have the same number of items as

some of the items in one column may remain unused, being

put in to increase the number of possible choices for the

examinee.

One may arrange for only one item from column I to

apply to each item in column II or one can make a more

complex test as in the following example in which each item

in column I has several possible correct associations in

column II, all of which should be indicated. In such a case

it is best to inform the examinees that there are several

possibilities and that the score depends on the number of

those indicated.

I II

1. Stork

2. Bat
3. Snail

4. Butterfly

5. Shark
6. Herring

(12, 13

{3. 4, 9, II. 14

(i, 2, 5' b, 7>

(5. b

(I, 10

(2. 7 . 8

)
plant

)
invertebrate

10) vertebrate

) fish

) bird

) mammal
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7 - Whale
8. Hyena
9. Beetle

TO. Myna
11. Earthworm
12. Fern
13. Diatom
14. Scorpion

15

(4.

9

) insect

4- The Completion Test

As Its name implies, the Completion test is a test fromwhich something has been left out, and this is to be suppliedby the pupil. There is nothing particularly new about this
type of test

: the filling in of blanks in incompleted state-
ments IS an old pedagogical device. However, the modern
testing movement has made much wider use of this way of
putting what IS m effect a question, and places much more
emphasis on the fact that the statement must be so worded
hat the answer treated as ‘ correct ’ in the test is practically
the only answer that can reasonably be defended.
A Completion test may also make use of pictures. Several

intelligence tests for young children give a picture in which

ask the
Child. What IS missing in this picture? ' Pictures, dia-^ams and the like offer a large variety of possibilities for
treatment in this way to test observation and understanding
of relationships. We are here, however, dealing only with
simple informal tests of the type that the teacher can prepare
or the classroom with no considerable e.xpenditure of time
and means, and so we shall confine ourselves to verbal
Completion tests. The example is a test in language usage*

Directions

In each of the following sentences one word has been
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left out for each blank line. Think of the one word that

should be written on the blank line to make the sentence

correct and sensible. Write the word in the blank space.

Read the whole sentence before you write the word.

(Sometimes the first letter of the word you are to use is

given.) Read the sentence again after you have written

the word, to be sure that it is correct and sensible.

1. ‘ How much money have you, Rama? ' Rama
answered: ‘ I only three annas.'

2. ‘ Did you bring the parcel?
’

' No, but I would have

b the parcel if it had not too heavy'.

3. W you surprised to see us?

4. ‘These books belong to Kashiram but th on the

shelf are mine.’

5. The committee composed of three members.

6. When we do our daily lessons faithfully we are more

1 to have satisfactory results.

7. ‘ Does the cycle belong to you and your brother

together?
'

‘ Yes, it belongs to my brother and /

8. He is not as tall you are.

9. When you finish your work in this room, please return

to your room.

10.

Kamala was so sure she had won the prize that she

asked the teacher: ‘ Who won the prize ? Was
it ?

'

IT. ‘W will you choose to be chairman of this

meeting?

12. Both Mohan and Jagadish are strong but Jagadish is

the str .

13. Jagadish is the strong man in the football team.

14. They let Phirtu play with them although he could not

play nearly as well as .

15. The boys enjoyed diving. They dived a

springboard the water.

16. The shopkeeper signed to the receipt.

17. Every scout is asked to bring own cooking

vessels.

18. I would have gone if I c have made the proper
arrangements.



19. Let us work together. You and
more quickly by helping each other '

Symonds gwes the following suggestions
preparing such an examination

Care must be taken not to' omit too many words asthe test becomes difficult when the omission.^ are num-
erous. The best plan is to prepare a list of important
tatemen s covering the portion of the subject on which
he pupils are to be tested and then from these statements
to strike out a significant word or vords. In every case
he words omitted should be the only ones that will' fit in
the blank spaces. The pupil’s score is the number of
blank spaces filled in correctly. Oftentimes, even though
great care is taken, a word other than the one stricken
out m\\ fit in the blank space. In this instance, the scorer
will have to use his judgment as to whether it should
receive credit. In giving a completion test each pupil
must be provided with a mimeographed or printed copy
of the examination.
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will finish

for those

The chance of ‘guessing right ’ in this type of test is

small if the statements are well vorded. It is not an easy
test to prepare and there are pitfalls for the ine.xpcrienced
examiner.

5. Classification Test
Directions

In each line cross out the word that docs not belong
tnere. Cross out just one word in each line as for
example:

Cat, horse, cow, mango, dog
1. Punjab. United Provinces, Rajputana. Bombay

Presidency, Kashmir.
2. Narbada, Bay of Bengal, Ganges, Indus, Mahanadi.
3 - Lurope, Africa. Asia, England, North America.
4. Harbour, trade, exports, imports, mountains.

•op. cit.. p. 37.
2
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5. Tahsil, district, island, province, division.

6. Lahore, Bombay, Colombo, Madras, Karachi.

7. Nagpur, Lahore, Ludhiana. Amritsar, Rawalpindi.

8. Ceylon, Andaman, Burma, Laccadive, Nicobar.

9. Kashmir, Gwalior, Hyderabad, Bengal, Mysore.

10. Monsoon, rice growing, desert, tifty-inch. rainfall,

forests.

11. Peninsula, isthmus, plateau, island, lake.

12. Lake, ocean, monntain, river, sea.

13. Lake, river, ocean, pond, viliage tank.

14. Railway, industry, steamship line, highway, trade

route.

15. Nilgiris, Himalayas, Vindhyas, Western Ghats,

Indus.

16. Nepal. Ceylon, Bhutan. Sikkim, Kashmir.

17. English, Gujarati, Hindi, Tamil, Telugu.

18. Bangalore, Pondicherry, Goa, Diu, Karikal.

19. Elephant, tiger, water buffalo, kangaroo, sambiir.

20. Pipal, palm, tamarind, teak, birch.

(The words to be crossed out are printed in italics).

At first sight this test seems to be much like the Multiple

Choice test. Most of the rules which apply in making up a

Multiple Choice test apply here also ;
so loo the remarks

about the element of chance in guessing correctly when the

right answer is not positively known. But a careful

examination of the mental process of doing this test shows

this type to he quite different from the Multiple Choice.

The Multiple Choice test puts several alternatives before us

from which we must choose the right one. The Classification

test on the other hand demands that we discover a common

relationship between four out of five words which is not

shared by the fifth. Our real job is not only the choice ot

the word to be struck out. but a much more complicated

process
;
namely, discovering the principles of classification

which makes four of the words related and the fifth word

an imposition into the series. This unrelated word can be
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identified as the unrelated word only after the principle ofclassiheahon of the others has been discovered. We do notchoose the right word, we strike out the nuisance which isquite a different mental process. This type of test iscommonly called an XO test (Cross-out test)
This hst of e.xamples does' not exhaust the variety ofNeu-Type tests. By making use of pictures, diagrams

charts and cartoons, considerable variety can be introduced
r.ut nearly all tests can be resolved into a few main typeswith numerous variations of each type. For use in the
c assroom by a teacher who has limited time for test con-
stniction and experiment and cannot afford to eet tests
pnntcd or blocks for illustrations made, the five tests
described will prove the most, useful and are quite sufficient
to do all that most teachers will want to do through theirown informal tests.

ihe different types of test may be used in one and thesame examination when once the pujiils arc familiar with
the varmus types. If they arc not familiar with the various
types ffie different procedures required are liable to prove
confusing. Ihe following geography examination was
composed in the rough ’ in less than two hours Once
the teacher ' gets the hang of it ' it does not take long to
make informal tests.

Part I

Directions

Some of the following statements are true and some art-
false. Put a cross (X) to the left of each true statementand a zero (o) to the left of each statement that is partly
or wholly jalse.

^ -

Do not mark the statements you do not know
I. The range of temperature in Colombo is greater than

in Lahore.
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2. The monsoon reaches Burma sooner than it reaches

Calcutta.

3. Jacobabad receives the heaviest rainfall in India.

4. The climate of Asansol is better for cotton growing
than that of Nagpur.

5. The Sundarbans country is south of Calcutta.

6. The Santal Parganas are in the vicinity of Poona.

7. One of the principal crops of Bengal is jute.

8. One of the principal crops of Bengal is cotton.

9. Nanda Devi is the highest mountain in British India.

10. Since Kashmir is a mountainous country, rice is not

grown there.

11. The people living in the wheat-growing parts of India

are on the whole taller than the people living in the

rice-growing parts.

12. Lahore has heavier rainfall than Benares.

13. The aboriginal peoples of India are darker in colour

than the people of the later invasions.

14. Bangalore is a sea port on the west coast of India.

13. Much nibber is produced in Ceylon.
lb. When forests are cut down the flood conditions in the

countrv’ become worse.

17. Since the best railway and boat conne.xion between
England and India takes not less than ii days of

travel, one cannot expect a letter from London to

arrive in Bombay in less than ii days.
15. India carries on more trade with the United States of

.America than with England.
19. Marathi is the most widely spoken language of India.

20. Large quantities of lumber come from Kashmir to the
Punjab every year. This is mostly teak wood.

21. In Ceylon the same postage stamps are not in use
as in peninsular India.

22. The Buddhist religion flourishes best in the vicinity

of the birthplace of the founder of this great religion.

23. Burma is no longer a political part of India.

24. The manufactured products of India are of less import-
ance economically than the agricultural products.

25. The ministers of each province are appointed by the
Vicerov.

%
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n: . Part II
Directions

- iis* s
g'-asslands of Gujarat l.ave made it possible

xtentVarGu?arar'T V ' -h -
industry

^
^ P^^’acts of tliis

3 - Cawnpore is famous for its mills.
4. inc Jumna and (ianges join near the city of> IS often called * the roof of the world '

SjedThe"'"" mnfe.
7. Katmandu is the capital of

provincial Congress Governments at

10 The' ^ 'mportant river port in India,10. I he most important c.xport of India to Japan is

Part III (Multiple Choice)
Directions

In the following statements four alternative endings toeach sentence are given. Put a cross (.\) to the left of theone that is nght. Mark only one alternative, the one you
think IS the best answer out of the four given.

1 . Bombay is a more important port than Calcutta
because

{a) It is an older port.

(6) The harbour is larger.

fc) Bombay is closer to the centre of population
(d) Bombay is closer to that part of the world with which

India has clo.sest commercial and political relations.
2. The export of indigo, which is used in the manu-

lacture of certain dyes, is not nearly what it was so years
ago because '
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() Dyes like that made out of indigo can now be manu-

factured from chemicals.

() People do not like the colour indigo as much as

formerly.

(c) Other countries grow better indigo.

[d) The entire indigo crop is needed for local use.^

3. The most thickly populated part of India is

(a) Hyderabad.
{b) Bengal.

(c) Malabar.

(ii) The Punjab.
^

4. Dchra Dun is not far from Ambala but has a much
higher rainfall because

(fl) It is farther north.

(b) The monsoon gets there earlier.

(c) It is close to very high mountains which draw the rain.

Rice is grown there.

5. There is no railway running into Tibet because

(a) It takes much money to build a railway and the

Tibetans arc too poor to build one.

{h) There is no iron in 'libet from which to make rail-

way lines.

(c) Tibet is such a small country that a railway is hardly

necessary.

{d) High mountains surrounding this country add to the

inaccessibility and isolation of Tibet.

6. Tea growers in India arc having a hard time to find

a market for all the tea they can produce because

() The supply is greater than the present demand.
() Tea drinking has been found to be harmful.

(c) The price of Indian tea is higher than that from other

countries.

(d) Indian tea docs not compare favourably with that

of other countries.

7. Bombay city docs not become as cold as Nagpur
because

[) It is further south.

() It is nearer the sea which tempers the climate.

(c) It is a bigger city.

It is farther from the Himalayas.
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uifh fill''
Of the Himalayas are covered

am mountains very few treesare found. Ihc reason for this is that
(rt) The soil is too rocky.

The altitude is too great.
(e) The mountains prevent sufheient rain from falline

north of the mountains. ^

(d) The land is all cultivated, leaving no room for forest

tlu^ Jheat'"nhir°"
{a) Bengalis like rice better than wheat.
(6) The price of wheat is higher than that of rice.
(c) Kice IS a healthier food than wheat
(</) The climate of Bengal is better suited to rice growing.

ti n'
between the culture and institit

t ons of the peoples of north India and south India is largeledue to the fact ot
®

(rt) A different climate.

in geographical features of the countrv’.
(c) I he difference in diet of the people.
[d) The fact that north India is directly in the path of

the various invaders of India from the north-west.

Part IV (Matching Test)
Directions

In column I is a list of cities. In column II is a list of
Items pertaining to certain cities. Read over the list of
items in column II and see which applies best to Karachi.
Then write the number printed in front of ‘ Karachi ' in the
brackets in front of the item you choose as applying best
to Karachi. Mark onlj^ one item, the one that fits best.
Do the same with the name of each city.

I

1. Karachi
2. Quetta
3- Tatanagar
4. Amritsar

5 - Akola

II

( ) Famous because of the
Golden Temple of the
Sikhs

( ) Capital of one of thc‘ most
progressive Indian states
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6. Lucknow (

7. Mysore (

8. Mandalay
(

9. Madura
(

10. Goa (

(

{

(

(

(
\

(

(

(

)
Capital of Hyderabad

)
Famous for oil production

) Famous for coal production

) Chief port for Sind

)
Irrawaddy river port

)
City in Ceylon

) Famous because of one of

the largest Hindu temples in

existence

) Port for Malabar

)
Portuguese possession

)
Famous as a cotton mart

)
Famous for jute mills

)
Capital of the United
Provinces

) Recently visited by very
severe earthquake

Part V
Directions

Opposite the name of each river, state in column I the
province, state, or foreign country in which the river rises.

In column II state the province in which the river joins the
sea, or merges with a larger river of which it is a tributary.

I 11

Indus

Brahmaputra
Narbada
Godavari

Jumna
(xanges

Mahanadi
Irrawaddv

teacher can use the same test in succeeding years, or

at least considerable parts of a test. If the pupils of a

fonner class have no written copies in their possession, one
can be certain that they will be able to give very little help
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to the present class that will be of value in the test. When
here are half a dozen questions in an examination, one can

SI down and record them from memory afterwards but notwhen there are from fifty to a hundred items. Thus a
teacher xnll find the labour expended on a certain test thisyear of benefit m succeeding years also. In the course
" material at hand
so that with a little reorganization and addition of fresh
Items he «an quickly get up an acceptable test.

What is the passing mark on a New-Type test? In
India we are so used to hearing of an arbitrary uniform
percentage number as constituting the passing mark that
It run be difficult for some teachers to adjust themselves
to the fact that each test of the modern type has its own
passing mark which no one can know until the test has been
tried out to see how hard it is. If answer papers are arrangedm order of excellence from best to poorest, one has the
required information. Usually one considers that the
twenty-five per cent of the pupils who are weakest are not
doing passing work. But not always. There will always
be the twenty-five per cent weakest pupils and sometimes
these are nowhere near weak enough to justify our 'failing

’

all of them. Sometimes fifty per cent of the pupils cannot
‘ make the grade although in such a case probably the
teacher or the test is at fault rather than the pupils. If
fcur-fifths of the twenty-five per cent weakest pupils are
just a little lower than the average mark for the whole
class and the remaining one-fifth are far below, obviously
the one-fifth (which is five per cent of the whole class)
deserves to fail.

If sixty-five per cent of the pupils score well and thirt\--

five per cent are very much below the average mark the
failures should probably be thirtv-five per cent. There is
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no defensible rule of thumb for deciding passes and failures.

Yet this question is decided by rule of thumb in most

schools in India, and in most public examinations. But
what an unsatisfactory state of affairs this has produced!

Superficially it seems uniform and just to decide that fifty

per cent of the total marks shall be considered passing, but

when one year eighty per cent of the pupils of Class VIII
pass in the English examination set by the Central Board
and the next year forty per cent pass, we know it is not a

matter of the pupils being so much stronger or weaker in

one year than in another but of the examiners giving

examinations that are not of uniform difficulty (which is

inevitable, for nobody knows in advance how difficult a

new examination will be) and making no adiustments to

correct this. This is a most unscientific way of examining,
which New-Type tests obviate by judging according to

competitive standing. It is fairer to say that we will select

such-and-such a percentage of the pupils standing best in

the examination than to decide that every pupil who gets

such-and-such a percentage of the marks in an examination

(of which the degree of difficulty is pure guess-work on the

part of the examiner) shall pass and that all those who get

below a certain percentage of the marks will fail. The
work of hundreds of pupils and teachers is invariably a

more uniform product from year to year than is a few' hours

work of an examining board which, because of the atmos-
phere of secrecy surrounding the examination, does not even

get an opportunity to experiment with its questions to see

whether they are easy or hard.
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WHAl' IS A STANDARDIZED TEST?
All the devices employed in informal New-Type tests,

and many more, are utilized in Standardized tests.
Standardized tests may be. expected to be much more
elaborate than the infonnal and certainly much more
carefully and scientifically prepared. They are intended
to be used in a large number of schools, with thousands
of individuals. Very few teachers will ever prepare a
Standardized test but practically all teachers in progressive
schools may expect to give Standardized tests at some time
or other. Through the use of Standardized tests a teadicr
can quickly compare both his own class as a whole and the
individuals of his class with other classes and individuals.
Information to enable him to make such fomparisons is a
necessary part of a Standardized test. A teacher must be
well-informed in order to use such tests intelligently.

A fully-standardized test is standardized in three respects

:

(i) in form and construction
;

(ii) in the way it is adminis-
tered and evaluated

; and (iii) so that the score of any
examinee can be quickly and easily compared with the
scores of other examinees of the same age, school place-
ment, or other classification. In other words, norms must
be supplied.

Some tests are standardized only in one or two of these
respects, and hence do not merit the name of fully-stan-

dardized tests. Even informal tests like those in Chapter I

may be partly standardized. Ordinarily we expect a fully-

standardized test to be comprehensive enough to do a
thorough job, its form and arrangement to be perfected
through experiment, its material to bt^ well graded, and
results on the test to be available from not less than 2,000
examinees of various ages and accomplishments.
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The form and construction of a test may have a marked
bearing on the results of the test. Supposing there are two
editions of a reading test, one with large print, the other

with very small print. The very small print may be disturb-

ing enough to handicap seriously the group using it, especially

in speed tests. Ambiguous directions or printers' errors

also affect the result.

In a printed test, much depends on the proper arrange-
ment of the page. Suppose that in a Multiple Choice test each
alternative choice is not clearly set off from the others, so

that some pupils are confused, taking a comma which was
meant merely to set off a phrase in one of the alternatives,

to indicate a separate alternative. Or suppose again that in

a Completion test some of the blank spaces to be filled in

are so small and inconspicuous that some of the examinees
fail to notice them. A well arranged and clear printing job
that reduces the possibilities of confusion and misunder-
standing on the part of the examinees is one of the first

requirements of a Standardized test.

Any change in the form or content of a Standardized
test is likely to change averages. In case of changes the

test must always be tried out again to see what effect the

changes produce in the scores. Seemingly small changes
sometimes make a significant difference.

The author of a test must be sure that the test is neither

too hard nor too easy for the groups for which it is intended.

Recently, in a reading test for middle school pupils, eleven
items out of forty were found to be so easy that practically

all middle school pupils could do them. These eleven items
had to be discarded and harder ones substituted. Ten items,

on the other hand, were so hard that no pupils succeeded
with them. These were therefore also replaced. All such
experimental work needs to be done before the test can be
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considered adequately standardized. Usually authors

K u
°t difficulty, judgin..

Thu"
^ examinees answer them'!1 h s .s not done m all cases, since it is not always useful

to have the material thus arranged.
^

rhere is also a difference in results according to what
e.xammer may say or do in the classroom. Once, in

aclmmistering the Goodenough Draw-a-Man ’ test thewn er said :
‘ I want you to draw for me the best possiWe

^ make it asgood and as complete a picture as you can.’ The teacherm the classroom, fearing that the children had not under-
stood rny poor pronunciation of Hindi, nobly came to mvaid and re-explained. This was good except that he
explained too much. He added: ’And don’t forget to
include hands, legs, mouth, nose, eyes.’ That spoiled the
a mg o the test that day, for no suggestion must be given
about what to put into the picture. The pictures of thosewho had had the advantage of hearing this list of sugges-
tions could not honestly be compared with the pictures of
those Mho had not. Many Standardized tests glive the
exact wording of everything the examiner is to sav so as
to be certain that all those taking the examination wdll have
exactly the same amount of help, no more and no less.

Details as to the time to be alloMcd, and just hoM- to
work the different items, arc printed on the test sheet or in
a separate examiner’s manual. These detailed directions
the examiner must follow as closely as the man who u.ses
dynamite for the first time might be expected to follow
directions

!

By no means all Standardized tests have printed forms
for the examinee. The most famous Standardized test
of all. the Binet-Simon intelligence test, has what amounts
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to a book of instructions for the examiner but no printed

torm for the examinee except a record sheet. To follow

such elaborate instructions as are given in this test, a well-

l rained examiner is necessary. He must not only be well-

grounded in psychology but must have practised giving the

Binet-Simon test before he can do it well enough to get

dependable results. Fortunately, the great majority of

Standardized tests are far easier to administer, some of
i

them being so easy that any ordinarily intelligent teacher

who pays strict attention to the instructions given, and is

scrupulously honest, can learn to give them. Tests for older

people arc fairly easy to give. There is a test called The

Oiis Selj-Administering Test oj Mental Ability^ which, as

its name implies, can be given by the examinee himself,

so complete and clear are the instructions. It is assumed

in this test that the examinee will administer the test

honestly as he can cheat no one but himself.

The scoring or evaluating is also standardized. It is

explicity stated just which answers are acceptable and
‘

which are not. There can be no dispute on whether the

answer is right or wrong for the author of the test has

settled the question with finality. One may question the

author’s judgement privately but in marking the papeis

one must follow the author’s directions or else the results

of the papers are not comparable with the results of papers

that some one else corrects.

In such tests as the True-False, only two answers are

possible, true and false. This makes the test strictly

objective, i.e., not subject to the examiner’s personal

idiosyncrasies, but according to the same objective standard

of judgement for all examiners using that test. From this

' By A. S. Otis. Published l>v the New World Book Company,
Yonkers-on-Hudson. New York.
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feature of the New-Type tests, they are often called
objective tests ’ which name is used by many psychologists

instead of ‘new-type • or ‘ modern ‘ which must obviously
soon be out of date.

In the ^lultiple Choice lest, the scoring is also strictly
objective. In the Completion test it is difficult to frame
all statements so that a single insertion is correct but with
care Completion tests also can be quite objective.
Most Standardized tests are so strictly objective in the

sense that the judgement and opinion of the evaluator does
not come into consideration, that the scoring is simply a
matter of seeing that certain words or figures are underlined,
crossed out, or checked in the proper places. Sometimes a
hundred pencil marks, such as checks, crosses, etc., are
all that the examinee has written in an examination that
covers as much ground as a hundred-page note-book would
cover in the essay-type of examination. Recently a machine
has been invented for evaluating papers. An electric
current passing through the test paper reveals, by magnetic-
action on those spots to which pencil graphite has been
applied, whether or not the pencil mark is in the right
place or not. Such machines arc said to be able to mark
thousands of papers in a day and to do it far more
accurately than any human being can be expected to.

That is the height of objectiveness in evaluating papers.
Certainly no examinee can claim that a poor breakfast
or a bad night’s sleep on the part of the evaluator was
responsible for his low marks. In the case of the human
evaluator of the old-type examination one could never bc'

certain that indigestion did not influence the score

!

Recently a paper of arithmetic problems of the old-type
was given to ten professional examiners to evaluate. Of
a possible total of fifteen marks, one examiner gave 15.
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three gave 12, two gave 8, two gave '], and two gave 2

marks.' This is by no means an isolated case and stands

in striking contrast to the objective marking of a Standar-

dized test.

The third and last respect in which a Standydized test

is standardized is that it gives the standard of performance

of the average boy or girl of specific ages, school grade,

etc. For instance, in a certain arithmetic test it was found

that the following were the average scores of the pupils in

the various classes. (From 500 to 2000 pupils of each class

had been examined.)

Class Score

IV 20

V 24

VI 28

vn 33
VIII 38
IX 40

Classified according to age, the pupils got the following

average scores

:

Age Score

10 28

11 27

12 29

13 32

14 35

15
,

are called the ‘ norms
’

Each test has its own set of norms. The norm means

the performance of the normal or average person. The

use of this information is quite apparent. In order to

find out if a pupil is above normal or below normal we

need only compare his score to the norms. If Mohan,

who is fifteen years old and in class V, gets a score of

These statistics of the test.

' llartog. Sir Philip, and Rhotles, E. C., An Examination of

lixaiinnations (.Macmillan, 1936), p. 24.
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24. we see that he is normal for his class but below
normal for his age. If headmaster Tiwari finds that the
average score for his sixth class is 38, he may be justly
proud for this is the norm for the average eighth class.
H in addition, he finds that the average age of his class
is 12, he has a further reason for feeling proud because
his pupils are equally superior compared to others of
their age. No Standardized test is fully standardized
until it supplies information of this sort, and an author
of a test is in honour bound to point out the incomplete-
ness of a Standardized test that has as yet no norms.

The sets of norms most used aie the age norms and
the school-grade norms. Sometimes a different set of
norms is required. Suppose in some ability there should
happen to be a considerable difference between the sexes.
The sex norms would then also be useful. In the case
of some psychological tests these are given, although in

school subjects there has not been any consistent difference
between the sexes large enough to be taken into general
consideration. In athletics, height and weight norms may
prove useful. There is talk of having rural and urban
norms, for in certain things the city children do have an
indisputable advantage. In India, where the city mono-
polizes such a large percentage of the educated group,

s

and the rural areas are backward, a different standard
will probably be considered only natural when we realize

the handicaps of rural children. This will call for different

norms in Standardized tests for the two groups. In some
schools in America a higher standard is expected from the

intelligent pupil tlian from the average or dull. In effect

this means separate norms according to intelligence

quotient.

In intelligence testing the age norms are the

3

more
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important. In the testing of school subjects the class

norms are more important.

There are two qualities a good standard test must have.

It must be reliable and it must be valid. These two terms

‘ reliability ’ and ' validity have acquired a technical

meaning which is something more than the usual meanings

of these words. Both these qualities are measurable.

These two technical terms are not easy to understand

but since they are used much in the discussion of tests,

an attempt to illustrate their essential features should

be included here. Some readers may prefer to skip the rest

of this chapter for the time being and refer to it after the

chapter on statistics.

The writer recently had occasion to see a very unreli-

able primary-certificate test given. In a certain class of

twenty-four boys only eight had passed in arithmetic. The

inspecting officer consented to give another test, which was

of the same difficulty as the first. This time seven boys

passed : but out of these seven, only one was from among

those that had passed the first test. Thereupon a dispute

arose between the parents as to which test should be consi-

dered decisive. As the results showed, there was approxi-

mately as much chance for the boys of the class as a whole

to pass the one as to pass the other. But certain individuals

found it much easier to pass one than the other. The two

tests seemed to be of like diriiculty but the results on either

or both of the tests were certainly not reliable measures, for

the results of two-thirds of the pupils were entirely different

on one test than on the other. Were both of these exami-

nations a reliable measure, the one who stood first in the

one would also have stood first in the other, the one who

stood second in the first would also have stood second in

the other, and so on.
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The reliability rating (or consistency rating as Sir Philio
Hartog calls it) of a test is usually made in this way.
ssume that a test was given on a certain date. One

month later, when the pupils have forgotten all about what
was m the test, the examiner conies along, and to the
Sii^rprise of the pupils, gives them the same test over again.
Ihe examiner arranges the papers or scores of both tests in
order of merit and sees to wliat extent those who stood at
I le top of the class still stand there and those who stood
at the bottom of the class still have that negative distinction
If the order is approximately the same (one cannot expect
It to be extctlv the same) we may safely assume that the
test is reliable or cousisient, for it does today what it diti
a month ago. In the meantime the pupils may have learned
a number of things and bettered their scores but that will
not alter their relative standing. ]f on the other hand,
some who were high are now low and many wlio were at
the bottom of the list are now at the top, we know that
chance plays a large part in the score and that the test is

unreliable or inconsistent. Reliability means that the
score of a pupil on a certain test is not a chance good score
but a consistent good score, or that a pupil's work is nol
chance poor work but consistent poor work.

Another way to find out if a test is reliable is to separate
the scores on the odebnumbered items and treat them as a
complete test to be compared with the scores on the even-
numbered items, given as a second test. Thus you try one
half of the test against the other half. If the pupils have
the same relative standing on the one half as on the other,
we know that they do not get tlie good or poor marks by
mere chance. Or. if there is already a test that is known
to be reliable one may compare results on it with results on
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the new test of the same kind. This will also give a measure

of its reliability.

The amount of reliability can be worked out through

treatment with a proper mathematical formula of the data

given in a ' test and re-test ' or * split-halves ’ test such

as is described in the two preceding paragraphs. The

method of working out the mathematical expression is

rather complicated and requires some understanding of

statistical mathematics. Since the mathematical method is

the same as that involved in working out the correlation of

two tests, that part of Chapter X which treats of the mathe-

matics of ‘ correlation ' applies to the mathematics of a

reliability test also.

Perfect reliability is expressed by the figure one (i.oo).

.Absence of any reliability whatever is expressed by the

figure zero (o.oo). In between these two quantities we

have all possible gradations between perfect reliability and

zero reliability. In practice we do not expect to find perfect

reliability. But some tests do boast of a reliability of 0.95

although such consistency is unusual, A good Standardized

test should have a reliability of not less than 0.70, and 0.85

is considered a fair reliability. Usually the longer the test

the more reliable it is, but this is not invariably the case.

One cannot expect the highest reliability ratings where

the examinees are not used to New-lype tests since

consistency in performance depends on examinees knowing

exactly what is expected of them. An examinee who took

the same test twice without understanding how to work it

in the first trial whereas he did understand in the second

trial will perform very inconsistently on the two tests. A

reliability of from 0.65 to 0.83 is probably not too low in

India, especially if the examinees have had little schooling

and training in taking New-Type tests.
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Recently six primary-certificate tests in arithmetic werefound to have a reliability, when one was considered an
equivalent test for the other, of from 0.29 to 0.45. This
reliability ,s so low that it reveals the score on these tests
o be quite dependent on chance. Tests with no more than
ten questions are bound to be unreliable because so much
depends on the selection of the few items included. Pupils
usually call a question to which they happen to know the
answer easy ’ and one to which they do not know the
answer ‘ hard The more questions there are. the more
one can expect that every pupil will show what he reallj-
can do and the more confident one can be that he was not
merely lucky in getting the questions he happened to know
or unfortunate in getting just the few that he was least
prepared to do.

When is a test valid} A test may be highly reliable and
yet not be at all valid. I once saw the Hindi translation
of a well-known English Standardized test in arithmetic
problems. The pupils did very poorly in the test and the
examiner decided they were poor in arithmetic. On looking
at the translation, however, it was soon plain that very
high-flown Hindi, such as the children seldom heard or
read, was used. It was found that in every problem there
were from four to six words which the majoritv of pupils
did not understand. So this test was a rather stiff voca-
bulary and reading test as well as an arithmetic test and
could not be considered a valid measure of arithmetical
ability. It was found that by rewording the problems the
results were much improved. A test of low validity is a
test that claims to test one thing but really tests another,
a situation which makes it about as useless as the judge-
ment of a doctor who mistakes malaria for diabetes.

There are many tests which claim to test intelligence but
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to discover whether they actually do is most difficult.

Intelligence is not easy to define, let alone measure with

exactitude, although some efforts to do so have undoubtedly

met with notable success. If an alleged Intelligence test

gives greatest credit to those who prove themselves in later

life to be rank blockheads, it is obviously not an Intelligence

test. If an Arithmetic test gives highest honours to those

who later prove themselves to have little number sense and

poor computational ability, or if a Reading test does not

actually differentiate good readers from poor readers, they

are not what they claim to be, and hence not valid as

Arithmetic or Reading tests.

The real validity of a test is its proved usefulness. The

Army Intelligence Tests used in the Great European War

proved their validity by doing fairly well what they were

intended to do, namely pick out the best men for responsible

positions requiring intelligence. Mechanical-aptitude tests

are valid if they can predict who will become a good

mechanic, assuming that the examinees do their best to

become good mechanics.

To determine whether a test is valid or not takes

e.xperience and time. Certain things can be done, even

during the experimental stage, that give at least some

indication of future success or failure of the test to do what

it should do. If a new Intelligence test shows practically

the same results as several other well-tried tests, we may

safely assume that it does somewhat the same thing as the

well-established tests do. One of the first things to do in

finding out if a test is valid is to compare its results with

those of tests that have given evidence of being valid. The

extent to which it docs this can be determined mathematically

in the same wav that the reliabilitv of a test is expressed.

If the results of a test also correspond fairly well with the
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opinion of a reliable teacher as to the relative ability ofhose tested, this is another point in its favour although
teachers make many mistakes in estimating fhe relative
native ability of the pupils under them. School progress
a so is a criterion and any test in subjects that are taught
over a ^riod of years is expected to show norms indicating
S eady increase in the ability of the pupils as they reach
the higher classes: or the validity of the test may be rightly
.juestioned. The norms of an Intelligence test must show
development from class to class because one does expect
1000 pupils of Class VI to display more intelligence than
looo pupils of Class V in almost anything they attempt to
do. This last statement does not apply in the case of tests
in school subjects where memory of recently drilled subject-
matter, is greatly stressed, because in work of this type
forgetting soon sets in and pupils will not make as good a
score as when the learning; is recent.
A Standardized test is a finished product, a work of art.

It must confonn to exacting standards of form and arrange-
ment and approximate to a yardstick in the objective way
in which it is applied and the results recorded. It must
also prove to be a reliable measure which measures just
what it claims to measure.
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SCHOOL-SUBJECT TESTS
(STANDARDIZED)

Most Standardized tests come under two main classifica-

tions: School-subject tests or Psychological tests. School-

subject tests grow out of the school routine and examine in

those things purposely taught in school, namely the know-

ledges, skills, and arts. Psychological tests on the other

hand aim at the measurement of attitudes, emotions, natural

ability, temperament, etc. Foremost and best-known

among the Psychological tests are the Intelligence tests

which must not be confused with School-subject tests.

School-subject tests will be discussed at length before taking

up the question of Psychological tests. Intelligence tests

attracted public attention before Standardized School-subject

tests, and were largely instrumental in stimulating the

development of the latter. But as this book is intended for

the teacher rather than for the psychologist, we shall first

consider the School-subject test because it operates in a

field in which the schoolmaster is more at home.

We often hear the terms Scholastic test and Achievement

test used interchangeably with Subject tests. The name

Achievement test is usually reserved for a series of School-

subject tests combined into a single battery of tests to

measure all-round achievement, but the distinction is not

very important nor is it consistently made, so the reader

may regard the above three names as being synonymous.

The purpose of these tests is quite different from that of

the Intelligence test although in form and partly in content

they may resemble some Intelligence tests very closely.

These tests deal with what the teacher tries to teach while
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Intelligence tests try to avoid teaching effects as much as
possible. Ihis IS a very important distinction.
The school has been from ancient times, famous for the

teaching of - the three Rs '
; reading, writing and arithmetic.

t IS htting that we start our description of School-subject
tests with an examination of these three specialities of the
school. Hardly any other three subjects could better illus-
trate the problems of scicntihc testing.

I. Reading Tests

In preparing Standardized Reading tests we must first
ask what we are aiming to teach the pupil to do when we
teach him ' to read ’

. VVe then set about trying to
measure the extent to which pupils are learning to do this.
First we must know what the aims of teaching reading arc
or we cannot arrange to test the progress in attaining these
aims.

The traditional reading examination, not only in India
but nearly everywhere, consisted of oral reading. By this
method we find out whether the pupil, with only such
aids as looking at the printed page, can repeat vocally
the contents of the page exactly as printed.

This method of testing reading has some obvious weak-
nesses. First of all it tests the kind of reading that, outside
the school, we need to do least of all

; namely, reading
aloud. A good reader does most of his reading silently,
which is quite a different thing from reading orally. In
oral reading neither the spcud nor the accuracy of com-
prehension can be attained that can be attained in silent
reading. To be able to do the one docs not mean that
we can do the other satisfactorily. They both need to be
taught and examined separately.

The traditional Reading test in India usually tests the
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reading of familiar material. This is no real test of

reading for one cannot tell what part of the performance

is real reading and what part mere rote memory. One

cannot tell whether the reader reads understandingly or

not from his reading an old lesson ; for if he understood

the lesson last week when it was taught, he understood it

before starting his present reading performance. The

conditions under which most oral reading is tested arc

artificial, for reading is of value mostly in the reading of

unfamiliar material. Mere rehearsal of material previously

read is of some value but not of much. Oral reading lends

itself well to examining pronunciation, and accuracy of

reading isolated words, but little else. For e.xamining the

understanding of what has been read, silent reading tests

are much superior to oral. Understanding what is read is

by far the most important thing about reading and can

be entirely lacking in a person who reads aloud fluently

and with fair pronunciation and expression. The testing

of oral reading confines itself almost entirely to accuracy

in vision and what might be termed the elocutionary

effects. Since this can only be done by listening to each

reader individuallv most Standardized tests omit oral

reading, leaving this to the individual teacher to arrange

in his own way. To those who wish to examine a

Standardized test in oral reading. Ballard's One Minute

Reading Scale' and Gray’s Oral Reading Tests and Check

Tests- are recommended.

Ballard’s One Minute Reading Scale is an eminently

practical little test which can easily be emulated in any

' I^allard, P. B., The Meic Examiner, p. 145 ;
and also in Mental

T'>ts (^niv(•r^ity of London Press). See Bibliography-

- U.rav, W in., Standardized Oral Readini; Check Te.^ts and
Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs Jest (Public School Piib-

lisliing Co., F51<'on)ington, 111.. r.S..\-).
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Indian language. The test consists of a printed list of
short words. The words are isolated and not related.The pupil IS told to read these words aloud as last as
le can. At the end of one minute the c.xamincr stopshim and records the number of words read conecHy
If the pupil hesitates more than five seconds over any word,

I^allard supplies age norms so
^at the pupil s ' reading age ’ may be quickly ascertained.
He supplies separate norms for boys and girls as he has
found that girls read slightly faster than boys. This test
tests only a single phase of reading, word recognition
It does not examine understanding or even pronunciation.
Ihere is a high correlation between scores on this scale
and other tests which measure much broader aspects of
the reading skill but the scale itself is a measurement of
only one very narrow skill.

A similar list can easily be prepared in any language
and used for comparison of pupils.* Of course Dr. Hallard's
norms cannot be used for any list except his own. Such
a reading test may seem at first to be nothing much more
dian the old-style reading examination : but note that
n is very radically difterent for it tests material that is not
at all familiar (a list of isolated words cannot be easily
remembered like sentences where one word suggests the
next), the scoring is quite objective, and the standards have
been arrived at by careful experiment. This is an easy
test which any intelligent teacher can work out for his own
school, or preferably, a number of schools. The teacher
IS advised to use class norms rather than age norms as ages
vary so enormously in each class of most Indian schools
A part of the test is included for illustration:

* \ Hindi test constructed on the model of Ballard’s 0 >;e M,„uteRidding Test IS found together with norms on page 75 of Men/el's
:>ugl'est,o>is for the Teachhig of Reodiwr

-icn/db
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The testing of silent reading has done much to revolu-

tionize the teaching of reading. The emphasis is now on

understanding and to some extent on the speed of reading,

for it has been found that both accuracy and enjoyment

of reading are greatly dependent on reading with ease and

speed. It has been found that training can bring about

improvements that were hardly considered possible thirty

years ago.* Probably half the students in high school and

college could be taught to double their reading speed after

a few weeks of proper training. It was formerly assumed

that somehow or other those who got through the first stages

of learning to read would advance to proper efficiency if

they only kept on reading. The result of this unwarranted

assumption has been, and is, inadequate readers in high

schools, colleges, and in adult life—nearly all of whom
could have been greatly improved with a little proper atten-

tion. The methods of examining reading reflect the kind

of teaching of reading that experts wish to encourage.

The ability to read one kind of material does not give

one ability to read all kinds of material. Recently I picked

up a treatise on geology which looked interesting and un-

doubtedly is interesting to those who know’ how to read

geology. But the terminology was not familiar to me and

' Sop tho pamphlet entitled ' Little Practice Can Double Your
Reading Spe<-d an<l Comprehension ’ published by St. Christopher’s
Training College, W-pery, Madras.
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I soon lost interest because I did not sufficiently understandBy reading geological subject-matter ] will, however in

sZ works of this natureSome people read stories with interest but w-ould be lost
If given ordinary political news to read, or easy popular
S icnce such as ten-year-old children commonly read What
IS easy for some people to read is difficult for others because

an'rfih"'
7°‘ familiar with the subject-matter

^nd 77 I" a reading test for middleand high school pupils, highly technical material should not
c included but a fair vanety of types of literature should

certainly be represented, for the cultural value of readin»
IS dependent on our ability to read as wide a variety
worth-while literature as possible.

^

The aims m the teaching of reading as stated in the
Twe,,ty-fourtli Yearbook of the National Society for the
btudy of Educatwn' have become classic and are accepted
far and wide. These aims are briefly;

I. Rich and varied experiences of reading.
permanent interest in reading.

i!? 1 i?-n
and economical and effective habitsand skills of reading.

A test that aims at finding out how teacher and pupils
are progressing towards these aims will of necessity embodv
features radically different from the old type of oral exami-
nation.-

As an example to show the comprehensiveness of a single

Published by the Public School Publishing Co.. 1925.
^ niuch more thorough discussion of the problem of teaching

iTthor^V^r
reading ability the reader is referreci to theauthor s book .S?<gges/tou.s- for the Teaching of Readme m India

bo^'f
^ "/vers.ty Press). In this book numerous te^t model,

also Tn^uXi.
‘ ''“-bulary test^
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standardized reading test, an outline of the Sangren-Woody

Reading Test'- will be given. This was prepared for classes

IV-VIII.

Part i. Fact Material

Forty multiple-choice items of the following type are

given

:

A letter comes in the (water, wind, store, mail).

A rock is a big (stone, animal, train, flower).

(The proper word is to be underlined).

Part ii. Rate of Reading

The pupil is given an interesting article on how a pencil

is made. The pupil is given one minute to read as fast

as he can, reading carefully, however, as he will be tested

later to see what he has understood. At the end of a

minute the pupil marks on the page the place which he

reached, and the examiner later records the number of words

read per minute.

Part hi. Fact Material

Six paragraphs with questions like the following are given.

Note that the emphasis here is on detail. This is reading

for detailed information.

The ‘lead’ in your pencil is not made of lead. Long
ago people had lead in their pencils ;

that is probably

why the pencils we use are called lead pencils. Another

mineral called ‘graphite’ is now used. This mineral is

taken from mines in the same way as coal or iron ore.

1. What did people use in their pencils long ago.-*

2. What mineral is used in pencils now?
3. P'rom what is the mineral taken?

‘ By P. V. Sangren and C. Womly. Published by the WorI<i

Book Company.
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Part n-. Total Meaning

The following paragraph docs not aim at supplying detail

effect. A word picture is painted which should be seen asa w-hole rather than m detail. This is a different type ofreading from Part III. Twelve such paragraphs" are

The waves rolled mountain hieh Thev mt tmri d i

Ssj "f h'!s

,

wS"? * y " ll>»«n.l pte.
.no™.'.,"”™?- -.ionp.

Part v. Central Thought

In paragraphs under this heading the author is testing
the ability to get one cehtral thought.

"" dangerous business. Thick clouds of

h!n
settle over the sea more quietly and quickl\-than showers of ram come down on us.' In the thickfog. where one cannot sec fifty feet, the men in the doriessometimes lose their way. Sometimes great storms comeup and upset their little boats.

n\
fishing is a very dangerous business

6) Heavy fogs often settle over the sea.
(e) Men cannot see fifty feet in the heavy fog
id) Storms often upset the little boats.

thiLht
statement which is the centraltnought of the above paragraph.)

Part vi. Following Directions

Opposite are two squares of different sizes. The larger
square is a playground for children, and the smaller one

\ which children must not go. There
should be a fence between the playground and the
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garden. Make this fence by drawing a line to separate

the squares.

Part vii. Organization

Under this heading, quite lengthy selections are given

and the pupil is required to*^^ organize the contents into an

outline.

The Sangren-Woody test is a very elaborate one and is

more than is required for ordinary use. There are many

reading tests which are very much more simple and can

be given in half an hour.

One of the simplest and most interesting ones is Ballard's

which is given in his book Mental Tests (see Bibliography).

This test consists of a single story, approximately 500 words

in length. The story is an exquisite one about a small

bird, a fish and a crow. The beginning of the story is

very easy reading matter but towards the end of the story

the reading becomes difficult and demands increasing

maturity. The pupils are given three minutes to read the

story, after which the printed story is taken from them

and a completion test on the entire story is given them.

There are 67 blanks to be filled in. This test gives a

fairly accurate idea of the ability of the examinee to

understand what is read and his ability to remember

enough detail to make the reading profitable. A criticism

commonly levelled at the test is that it gives too much

credit for a good memory. But a reader who forgets

as soon as he reads is hardly a good reader and ability

to remember depends very largely on the extent to which

the subject matter is understood.* Another Hindi reading

' See the Python and Crow Reading Test’ in the appendix of

Suggestions for the Teaching of Reading in India.
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test for use in high school combines reading ability withmemory, of material read. Four longer selectfons are^lven
e read once only. The e.xaminee is then required to

not require detailed memory but only comprehension ofhe general argument of the passages. It is assumed that

farfs° a
remember 50 per cent of the main

plied with this test.
^

Any teacher can make up an informal Silent Reading
test giving several paragraphs with appropriate questions
on the meaning of each paragraph.

The writer has standardized seven Reading tests in the
Hindi language, 1 one of which is also to bo had in Urdu.
Fart I of a test for middle schools contains nineteen para-
graphs on which questions are put to test understanding
The second part is a vocabulary test (multiple choice type).
Vocabulary' tests arc often included with reading because
a good vocabulary is essential to understanding. Part III
is a simple ‘ rate of reading * exercise.

Two of the reading tests are for use in primary schools,
bince the pnmary school concerns itself with the beginning
stages of reading, the technique of testing these stages
IS quite different from that outlined above. A detailed
description will indicate these differences. Norms are
supplied for all the tests.

Part i. Word Pictures

Part I deals with the recognition of words. Several

‘ These and other tests by the author,
^re obtainable directly from the author
Jaipur, M.P.

subsequently mentioned.
St. Pauls High School,
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pictures are given, also several printed words. The pupil

is told to draw a line from each word to the picture which

illustrates the word. Thus pupils who can read the word

‘ elephant ’ have no difficulty in drawing a line from the

word to the picture of the elephant, which is positive proof

that they can read the word, c.xcepting in such cases where

the pupil has ‘ guessed ’ right. No pupil can guess right

often enough to get a satisfactorv score. Mathematics are
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against him. It is remarkable how many lines are drawn
without a single one having been guessed right.

The answers are quite obvious. The pupil is given one
point for each word or phrase from which a line is drawn
to the picture of it. The line may be drawn from anv
part of the word or phrase to any part of the picture, but
there must be no doubt as to which word or phrase and
which picture is meant. In case of doubt, no sc'in- is

given.

Part ii. Speed Test

The pupil is given exactly three minutes to answer ‘ Yes ’

or ‘ No ’ to twenty questions which are so easy and self-

evident that he should know the correct answers without
much thinking. But in order to give the right answer he

must be able to read the question correctly. If he does

not read it correctly, his answer will be guess-work. He
gives his answer by simply underlining the word ‘ Yes ’ or
' No whichever is correct.

Here arc samples of the type of questions:

Can a dog run ? Yes No
Can you fly ? Yes No
Have you four legs ? Yes No
Is two more than four ? Yes No
Can ducks swim ? Yes No

(The correct answer is underlined by the pupil.)

By seeing how many sucli questions the reader can
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Part iv. Paragraph Reading^

Part IV tests the ability to get the meaning of a para-

graph as a whole, as in the following samples.

I. I am large.

1 am still growing.

My leaves are green.

My branches are long.

Tell me, who am I ?

The answer is one of the four words underneath.

Underline the right word.

girl house tree mango

2 . Mohan went to the bazaar to buy a coconut. The

shopkeeper asked six pice for a coconut. Mohan offered

him an anna but the shopkeeper refused to sell. Mohan

then went to another shopkeeper who offered a coconut for

one anna but Mohan refused to pay more than three pice.

A third shopkeeper offered the desired coconut for three

pice but now Mohan insisted on getting it for two pice.

So Mohan decided to climb into a nearby coconut tree and

pluck himself a nut. Unfortunately he fell out of the tree

and broke his neck.

(i) How much money did Mohan give for a coconut :

(ii) How many coconuts did he buy ?

(iii) How did Mohan get hurt ?
4

As far as is known to the writer, there are as yet no

other standardized Reading tests in any Indian language

although informal Reading tests in the new-type style are

1 Part IV is also printed separately to be used as a

This is found to be quite practical for use at the time toting

.students applying for enrolment in middle schcKil. From
J

time the paragraphs are changed, which modihes the

to an extent to impair the general usefulness even though ne^^

norms are not ascertained.
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being used regularly in quite a number of progressive

schools.

Both Cyril Burt and P. B. Ballard have composed

good reading tests in English which are obtainable from

the University of London Press.

2. Writing Scales

Anyone can see that the testing of writing is quite

different from the testing of reading. What we look for in

writing is legibility. The test of this is in the reading.

Some people may like fancy writing but the busy world

has settled down to looking upon writing as a means of

recording something that is to be read. So beauty and

ornamentation in writing are considered not only less im-

portant than a neat, legible, everyday business hand, but

out of place in correspondence. Fancy writing belongs to

the field of art and not practical writing.

Wc all judge handwriting automatically as soon as we

sec it. Wc immediately classify it as easy to read, fair,

hard to read or impossible. A writing scale does not do

a great deal more than this, but does it with a little more

detail and according to a uniform and consistent standard.

Most teachers can judge handwriting with some degree

of fairness. Nevertheless they will be surprised if they

evaluate one hundred specimens of handwriting and after-

wards put together various specimens given the same grade.

They will be surprised at how uneven in quality those given

the same grade are. They will be equally surprised if

they pick out ten specimens of the same quality and then

^ee what varying marks they assigned to them. One can-

not grade many specimens without letting one’s standard

of grading get more strict or more lax from time to time.

writing scale fixes the standard so that it varies relatively

little.
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The illustration facing this page is nearly self-explana-

tory. Even those who do not read Hindi can see that

the hrst specimen is better than the second, the second

better than the third, and so on down the scale. The
examiner need only compare the writing specimen he

wishes to evaluate with the specimen on the scale it most

nearly resembles and assign the number given in the scale

specimen. By having definite models of different grades

of excellence before him as he works, the examiner's

standard is relatively consistent. Even children can be

taught to use this scale with enough accuracy for practical

purposes and can thus keep record of their own progress.

A scale of this sort also serves the purpose of enabling

the teacher to keep a record of the pupil’s progress or

retrogression. Witliin the period of the school year most

children’s handwriting changes quite noticeably and not

always for the better. By recording the pupil's scores at

the beginning of the year the teacher can quickly inform

himself as to the change taking place.

This scale is modelled after the famous Ayers Handwrit-

ing Scale^ in America.

The construction of a scale is not as simple as it looks.

One must be certain that the specimen labelled ' best ’ is

really best, that the one labelled ‘ second best is distinctly

better than the one immediately below it and also dis-

tinctly better than the one immediately below it and also

'distinctly inferior to the one above it. The judgement of

one person does not suffice to decide this. Two hundred

teachers were consulted in the making of this scale and the

scale had to be revised a number of times until there was

a fair unanimity of judgement. Anyone interested in con-

structing a writing scale for any Indian language may find

1 Public School Publishing Company.
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an article in Christian Education^ for April 1937 of use.

There is no point in constructing an English scale for use

in India as almost any depot for standardized tests will be

able to supply handwriting scales in English.

^

Some constructors of scales give as high as twenty

scaled models. But the difference in degree of excellence

of the nearest specimens is so slight that it takes a writing

expert to see the difference. Nine or ten specimens are

quite enough in a scale for the average teacher and even

more so when the pupil is expected to try his skill in

judging.

.A writing scale also comes into the category of a

Standardized test, for the constniction and method of its

use is standardized, and norms are supplied for each class

separately. Although it does depend on subjective judge-

ment, it overcomes, in part at least, the idiosyncrasies of

individual judgement by taking the consensus of opinion of

a large number of people.

Some scales supply speed standards also, or suggest

that certain standards should be attained at specified speeds.

It is highly desirable to establish norms for speed in

handwriting because in real life much writing has to be

done 'against time'. A beautiful handwriting that is

beautiful onlv when the writer writes very slowly is not

sufficiently practical. Most schools ignore the need for

reasonable speed in the penmanship hour thus causing a

large gap between the standard in the penmanship class

and out of it. Speed should be made an objective in

scales in order to restore a proper emphasis.

The Hindi scale illustrated does not supply speed

' The Lvicknow Publishing House, Lucknow.
2 An English writing scale with four different st\'les of writing

i?* given in Ballard’s S'eiv Examiner, pp. 250-65.
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standards as it is for use in the primar\^ schooJ where speed
should not be stressed.

Professor N. C. Chatterjee of Patna Training College has
composed a more elaborate writing scale in Hindi for use
in middle and high schools. It contains twice as many
gradations as the one illustrated for use in primaiy^ schools
and also gives speed standards. Mr. W. M. Ryburn has
worked out an Urdu writing scale.*

3. Arithmetic Tests

A standardized arithmetic test is not unlike a traditional
arithmetic examination except that standards are supplied
and the test is far more comprehensive, thorough and reli-

able. There are after all only two distinct types of arith-

metic and these must be tested somewhat as our fathers
tested them though we have at our disposal a more thorough-
going way of doing this.

The two types of arithmetic are computation and practi-
cal problems. There are many processes to be taught
under computation, some of them quite complex

; but they
have this in common: they are strictly mechanical and
objective. There arc certain rules which pertain, and if

we but apply them rightly, the answer must be one and the
same for anyone who works them. Problem solving on the
other hand cannot be reduced to a mere mechanical appli-

cation of rules. Problem-solving is a matter of hrst under-
standing the situation (each problem that is not mere re-

petition with only a slight change in data presents a new
situation). After the problem is properly understood (and
this requires intelligence) the data must be properly

arranged and it must be decided what manipulation of this

data will give the information called for. Thirdlv, accu-
%

* Ryburn, W. M. Suggestions for the Teaching of the Mother-
tongue (Oxford I’niversitv Press), pp. 195-8.
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rate mechanical computation is required to work out this

information. It is not at all infrequent that the two abili-

ties, namely, solving problems and doing computation, are

not found in the same person. The one is almost exclu-

sively a mechanical skill and the other is common sense

plus good language ability plus skill in computation.

Problem-solving is to such an extent a natural outcome
of ' the common sense we are born with ' that there are

many people whose abilit)^ to solve problems is not greatly

helped or hindered no matter what the teacher does. This

is not nearly so true in the case of computation which is

one of the most teachable subjects in the whole school

curriculum. A pupil who is good in language but weak in

computation is farther along the road to problem-solving

than the one who is good in computation but weak in

language. The computation defect can be more easily

remedied than the language defect. Computation takes

much practice but problem solving takes good natural

ability in addition to practice.

Many inspecting officers today almost exclusively give

practical problems in the examinations they set. This is

unfair to the less gifted pupil and the teacher, for problem-

solving is so much a matter of natural common sense, which

we either have or do not have, regardless of how hard we
work and how hard the teacher works, that these officers

might almost as well give an Intelligence test and judge

arithmetic by that. Pupils who have not enough natural

ability to understand the why and wherefore of the

problems, can be taught to do a few forms of hard practical

problems, but they will soon forget the process and muddle
it up hopelessly with that of some other problem that they

learned equally mechanically and unintelligently. Much
of the preparation of studenfs for examinations is of this
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type, forced upon teacher and pupil by the unreasonably
hard problems given in examinations.

In Standardized tests, problem-solving and computation
are usually quite separate, for they are considered as
different from each other as English and Geography. The
part of the test dealing with practical problems is simply
a sample selection of various types of problems. Some of

these will be rather stereotyped and some are particularly

designed to tax ingenuity and common sense. Sometimes
an entire section of a tost will be given on arithmetical

reasoning, in which a large number of short problems are

given which demand thinking more than computational
skill or familiarity with stereotyped procedures. Much
more cleverness is required to do a large number of short

easy problems which demand a variety of solutions than
to do long complicated problems of traditional types.

Some tests give as many as forty problems to be solved in

as many minutes.

In computation one differentiates between tests of speed

and tests of power. The power test tries to find out how
difficult a piece of work the pupil can do. The speed tost

tries to find out how much work of a certain ditficullv a

pupil can do accurately in a stated lime. Most tests con-

tain both speed and power exercises.

Speed is nowadays considered much more important than

formerly, not only because a speedy worker saves time but

because speed is an indication also of the ease and etfi-

ciency with which the work is done. Someone who works

hard while playing the piano will not play with the certainty

and master\' that another exhibits who feels relaxed and

at ease while playing. Thus it is in skills ; we become

skilful in doing a certain intricate piece of work when it

becomes second-nature. Speed indicates freedom from
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uncertainty and defective habits of work, and a degree of
mechanical mastery that will not quickly wear off. We
may assume that he who can do correctly a large number
of computations in a short time does his computation with
commendable workmanship and will not soon lose his skill.

Educators have found that it pays to demand high
standards of speed and accuracy in simple computations
because the efficiency gained in easier work prepares the
pupil for harder work

; and because harder computations
are really not required in practical life nearly as much as
the simpler forms. Only occasionally does the non-expert
have to make calculations well up into thousands. We
seldom use long calculations but what calculations we do
need to make, we need to make accurately. The use of
printed practice material has given pupils many times the
practice opportunity they formerly got. Where printed
material is not supplied, much time is spent in tasks like

copying rather than in calculation. This emphasis on
accuracy and ease in workmanship stands in contrast to the
practice in India where as low as one-third accuracy is

tolerated and enough time allowed is for any number of
trial-and-error starts.

A specimen page from The Northumberland Arithmetic
Test by Cyril Hurt' is herewith given. This is an exercise
in addition.

A.kl those figures as quickly and carefully as you can:

s. d. ft. in.

12 53 82 2 4
34 49 3 i-l 3 I
10 75 25 5 3
23 62 63 4 2

(Do not reduce feet to yards)

Ily kind permission of the I-'niversity of London Press
I
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1

£ S. d.

4 7 Iii

lb. oz.

2 5
I 4
6 3
7 2

yds. ft. in.

4 2

2 I yi
5 0 Sk
^ 2 5i

63 493
47 502
82 768
59 916
16 857

tons cwt. qr.

5 17 2

3 5 3
8 12 I

7 16 0

3 16 44

5 l 89.086

3j 17-321
8.V 0.965
2i\v 24.403

Add these figures UP and ACROSS, finding the totals for evervyear and everv town. •'

London
iManchestcr

Liverpool

Newcastle

Totals

^920 1921 1922 1923 Totals

9.146 8.639 7.284 6.789
3.295 6.472 5.973 5,531
*>•374 5.837 4.625 4.247

4.087 4.985 5.167 3.556

Grand Total

There are other pages on subtraction, multiplication,

division, mental arithmetic, rules, and arithmetical

reasoning.

Of a different type is the Monroe Survey Test.' This

seeks to find out the speed of working examples of a

specified uniform quality. This is distinctly a speed test.

The pupil is stopped after four minutes of work. Fourteen

such examples are given in addition alone. Similar

exercises follow in multiplication, division, subtraction,

simple fractions, and the placing of the decimal point in

division.

* By W. S. Monroe. Published by the Public School Publishing
Company.
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7682 6809 8941 5917 6772
8975 7883 6028 4814 7910
9005 8240 6535 9007 9845
5872 6601 8522 6975 2340
3203 3739 6794 3426 2319

7917 3293 6794 8758 2462
4304 7803 5420 2350 9869
9027 7642 3197 4572 1081
2838 9975 7803 8028 4314
1247 2462 8758 1249 5917

As an example of a power test observe the exercise

following this paragraph. This test starts with the easiest

work in simple division and continues through step after

step of increasing complexity and difficulty. The object

of this test is to find out just how far in simple division the

pupil can go before he strikes the stage at which his work
is uncertain. Such a test is of value to the teacher in find-

ing out where to begin to improve work in division. Liberal

time is given in this test because the information wanted is

not in regard to speed but to difficulty.

Series i. 3) 9 7) 49 6) 54
,, 2. 4) 8448 7) 1477 6) 1266

>> 3- 5) 2055 4) 237 9) 4135
- 4- 12) 288 17) 5899 15) 4C35

m
" D- 27) 4I2 36) 1^08 73) 2475
M 6. 42) 521793 58) 300309' 94) 594321
fj /

• 324) 357449 648) 3648081 487) 3387401

The following arithmetic tests, standardized for India,

have come to the writer's notice:

I. On the primary level there is one in Kanarese by D.
\ . Chichermane of Belgaum. He examines addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, division, and arithmetic reasoning
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under separate sub-divisions including examples from the
easiest to the most difficult to be expected in primary schools.
Tliere are age norms as well as class norms.

There is also a Hindi and Urdu test bv the author whicli
goes through the work included in the syllabus of each class
of the primary school separately. Every examinee is ex-
pected to start at the beginning and work on until the
examples are too hard or the process is unknown. In this
way we not only have a check on accuracy but can easil\'

find out the level which the pupil has reached. If a fourth-
class pupil is weak not only in the work of Class IV but in
tlie work of Class III and even Class II, one knows imme-
diately how far back revision should be done. In this way
such significant facts were found out as that the majority
of fourth-class pupils do third-class work so poorly as to
suggest that entirely too much is crowded into the "primarv-
school course. Third-class pupils arc just beginning to get
an acceptable grasp of the work of Class II which makes it

not at all surprising that the standard in the work prescribed
for Class III is so low. This is distinctly a power test which
tests the appropriateness of our present curriculum as well
as the ability of the individual. Testing on a wide scale
tests the curriculum and the test as well as the pupil.

2. On the middle school level there is a single general
survey test (a general survey test is one which makes a rapid
survey of the principal processes in the subject as a whole.
In other words it is a general review test.) in both computa-
tion and problems. This forms two parts of the Middle
Scliool Achievement Test (Hindi).'

* ‘A High School Entrance Test in 2—^ Hours’ (in nine sub-
30cts)» leaching, Vol. XIII, No. i, D^^cember 1940. Oxford
I niversitv' Press.

#
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3- On the high school level there is a very good general

survey test in both computation and reasoning by N. C.

Chattcrjee of Patna (in English, Hindi and Urdu), The
section on computation covers a very wide field and is quite

thorough as a survey. Copies are to be had from the Patna
Training College.^

John W. Narsaiva of St. Paul's High School, Raipur,
M. P. has produced a high school entrance test in arithmetic,

algebra, and geometry' with norms. See Teaching for March
1949.

The South Indian Teachers Union has published an entire

series of tests for survey purposes which are useful for

diagnostic purposes also.

For both the middle and high school level there is also a
very handy scale of arithmetic problems worked out by Mr.
S. C. Chakravarty of the David Hare Training College in

Calcutta.' This scale was originally used in the Bengali

language. It appears in English in Teaching but its transla-

tion into any language should not cause much difficulty nor
a very appreciable difference in the norms if the translator

tries to make the translation as simple as possible.

There are twenty problems in the scale carefully graded
in difficulty by fairly regular gradations. With the kind per-

mission of the author, the scale is printed entire.

^ A Standardized Objective Test in Reasoning Arithmetic ' by
N. C. Chattcrjee. Educatio)i, March 1940 and ‘A Test in Mecha-
nical Arithmetic’ by the same author in the Indian Journal of
Education, September 1939.

= ' Roasoning Test in Arithmetic by S. C. Chakravarty.
Teaching. \ ol. X, No. i, September 1937. Oxford University
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Reasoning Test in Arithmetic

{Tinxe allowed: 45 minutes)

1. There are 105 mangoes on a tree, of which 17 are ripe.

If the wind blows down the ripe mangoes, how many are
left on the tree?

2. 300 mangoes are put into 5 baskets so that each
basket has the same number of mangoes. How many are
there in each basket ?

3. Two groups of boys are standing apart. In the first

group there are 77 boys. If the two groups stand together,

the number of boys becomes 183. What is the number of

boys in the second group ?

4. Ram Babu wants to buy a house for Rs. 5,000. He
has Rs. 2,340 io his pocket. How much more money does

he require ?

5. After giving 5 marbles to each of 27 boys, I have

13 left. How many marbles had I at first ?

6. By selling a watch for Rs. 115 there is a loss of

Rs. 17. What is the real price of the watch ?

7. Fifteen seers of water can nin out in a minute

through a pipe attached to a cistern. If the cistern, can be

emptied through the pipe in 12 minutes, how, many seers

of water does it contain ?

8. If a cart is sold for Rs. 700, there is a loss of R.s. 125.

For what should it be sold to gain Rs. ino ?

9. The product of three numbers is 3,640. If two of

them are 13 and 14. what is the third number ?

10. On spending Rs. 2,527 in a year a man incurred a

debt of Rs. 470. How much could he have saved if he

spent only Rs. 1,735 ’

11. After dividing 200 oranges equally among his 38

classmates and himself, a boy gave what was left over to the

5
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bearer of the school. How many oranges did the bearer get?

12. Satish has as many rupees more than Bimal as

Ramesh has less. If Bimal and Ramesh have Rs. 125 and
Rs. 90 respectively, how much has Satish ?

13. A person has Rs. 186 in one box and Rs. 62 less in

another. If Rs. 13 is transferred from the first box to the

second, how much more will one box contain than the other.

14. A person gives Rs. 7 and Rs. ii to the poor on
every Wednesday and Saturday respectively. In what time

will he give Rs. 576 to the poor?

15. Seven years back the sum of the ages of Bimal,

Satish and Ramesh was 34 years. What will be the sum
of their ages two years hence ?

t6. a dealer in fruit, after selling some oranges to 18

persons found that he had still two rupees' worth of oranges
left. If he had sold two more oranges to each of them, he
would have had only 4 oranges left. How many oranges
did he sell for a rupee?

17. There are 1,652 mangoes on three trees. The second
tree has 340 mangoes less than the first, and the third has
1 12 mangoes more than the second. Find the number of

mangoes on each tree.

t8. Some birds are perched on two trees. There are

17 more birds on the first tree than on the second. If 5
birds go over from the second tree to the first, how many
more birds will one have than the other?

IQ. The price of a horse and carriage is Rs. 1,200. If

the price of the carriage is Rs. 20 less than four times the

price of the horse, what is the price of the horse?

20. A person saved some money by spending Rs. 600
annually for 5 years. But on spending Rs. 720 annually
during the next 7 years he incurred a debt of Rs. 480. Wliat
was his annual income?
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The norms for this test, as given by Mr. Chakrabarty are

Class

V
VI
VIJ
VIII
IX
X

Problems Right

6

-

5

7

-

4
9-1

10.9

I3-I

14.

1

Every teacher of mathematics in India should administer
either this scale or sucli scales in arithmetic problems as arc
found in the chapters on mathematics in Mental and
Scholastic Tests by Burt or in Mental Tests by Ballard (see
Bibliography), The use of such a scale together with a care-
ful analysis of the results will lead to a much clearer con-
ception on the part of the teacher of the degrees of difficulty
of arithmetic problems which one can fairly expect pupils
of various ages and accomplishments to solve. The use of
such a test will give results which most teachers will regard
as very unexpected indeed. Few teachers will escape hav-
ing to revise their ideas of what difficulty of problems are
appropriate to each class.

There is real need for Standardized Arithmetic tests in

India. If these were available with norms, the urgent
question of whether or not the curriculum is at fault for the
large number of failures in arithmetic could be settled on the
basis of fact instead of mere opinion. Evidence thus far

accumulated seems to indicate that the arithmetic course is

very poorly and unjustly adapted to the ages of the pupils
of each class.

An article which appeared in Teaching^ on the ‘ Arithmeti-

cal Abilities of Indian and American Students Compared ’

may prove of interest to the reader.

^ Vol. IX. No. I, September 1936.
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Language Tests

A. The Mother-Tongue

In India the mother-tongue in all but a small proportion

of schools will be one of the Indian languages. English

is the mother-tongue of but comparatively few in India.

There are probably no fully Standardized Language tests

in any Indian language. If there are any, they have not

been brought to the attention of the writer.

It must be borne in mind that the language treated as

the mother-tongue in schools is very often not the actual

mother-tongue of many of the pupils. Wherever a dialect

flourishes, the pupils have to learn the official school

language almost like a new language. In some cases it

actually is a new language. Some pupils are bound to be

handicapped, especially since outside the school building

they rarely speak the official school language. Not enough
consideration is given to this fact. It is unfair to demand
the same mastery (especially in the case of primary school

pupils) of an official language in an area where a dialect

is in universal use, as is demanded of those whose home
language and school language are exactly the same.

W'hcn some good Language tests have been standardized

we shall have the means of finding out the extent of the

hardship imposed on those living in dialect areas. Since

the dialects are not taught in school, the term ‘ mother-
tongue ' is here used in the sense of official language,

whether this is the actual mother-tongue or not.

Reading comes under the head of language studies but

this topic has been treated separately because of the

peculiarity of its problem for testing. A good many kinds

of work are included under the heading of language in-

cluding (besides reading) grammar, word studies, spelling,

composition, literature, and rhetoric.
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Ihe Sones-Harry High School Achievement Test,^ wliich
is considered one of the very best in its field, includes the
following sub-headings under -the general heading
‘ Language

^

1.

Correct and faulty use of the language. This is a
I'rue-False test requiring that the sentences containing
faults be marked wrong and those without faults right.

Examples

They left the neighbours and I at home.
He would carry neither life nor accident insurance.

2.

Word Meaning. The directions are to underline

the word in brackets that means the same as the word in

italics.

Examples

specific (general, definite, regal, unitary).

frankly (candidly, slowly, roughly, convincingly).

3. Abbreviations and prefixes.—This is a Matching test

in which abbreviations such as a.d., i.e., pro tern and

prefixes like ad-, ante-, post-, are given in one column and
the meanings in another. The expression and the meaning

must be correctly matched.

4. Why certain common expressions are faulty. This

exercise is also a Matching test containing examples in

which italicized expressions are wrongly used. In another

column are given a series of rules which have been violat-

ed The pupil has to match the faulty expression with the

rule it violates.

5. Foreign phrases used in English. Such foreign ex-

pressions as: ‘ dramatis persona* ‘ tete-a-tete and

* By W. \V. S<jnes and D. P. Harry. Pviblished by the World
Book Company.
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‘ nom de plume ' have to be correctly matched with their

meanings.

6. Literary forms. * Again a Matching test giving in

one column various forms of literature such as: ballad,

comedy, elegy, epic, etc. and in the other the names of

well known literary products such as Ivanhoe, The Iliad, etc.

7. Reading comprehension.

8. Authorship of famous literary products of various

nations. This is a three-column Matching test. In one

column are the names of the authors. These must be

matched with some item in the column containing the names

of the literary masterpieces. The nationality of the author

must also be matched.

9. Familiar characters of literature. In one column

are brief descriptions of famous characters of literature to

be matched with the names of the characters in the other

column.

10. Familiar passages in literature. Poetry passages

are given from which one line has been omitted. In che

other column several lines are given from which one needs

to be selected for insertion to supply the missing line in

the passage. The poetry passages are from masterpieces

with which the examinee is expected to be familiar.

11. Literary themes. The themes of certain well-known

books are to be matched with the titles of the books which

treat the various themes.

12. Technical vocabulary of language. Such terms as:

clause, idiom, phrase, etc., are to be matched with the

proper definitions. There are other series of items on the

identification of grammatical and rhetorical forms,

characters famous in literature, American and English

authors, and the literary interests of various authors.
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This is a comprehensive test. It is impossible to imagine
any test of the traditional type covering such a broad field

in the brief space of the forty minutes allowed.

The Metropolitan Achievement Test' for Classes IV, V
and VI contains a section on reading, one on vocabulan^
(multiple-choice), and a section on punctuation and capi-

talization in which sentences are printed without capitals

and punctuation, to be corrected by the pupil. There is

also a section on spelling.

The above tests have been outlined in order to give an
idea of what may be included in such tests. Language
tests approach their work in a systematic way, using lists

of the more common faults and difficulties in order that

the tests may really bear on the strategic points of good
usage.

There are also composition scales to be had. In these

scales short compositions are listed in descending order of

merit from the very good to no composition value at all.

Although one of the hardest fields in which to get objec-

tive measurement, standardized evaluation of composition

was one of the first problems attacked in the whole edu-

cational measurement movement. Milo B. Hillegas pub-

lished his Scale for the Measurement of Quality in English

Composition for Yohng People- as long ago as 1912, when
intelligence testing was just beginning to claim a little

public attention. It consists of ten compositions selected

from 7,000 samples graded in order of merit by over 200

qualified judges. The Hudelson Typical Composition

Ability Scale^ is claimed to be the most generally useful.

* Edited by J. S. OrJf'ans arnl pubH:shed by the World Book Co.
- Not in general rise nowadays. Remodelled into 77/e lluddsou

English Compositions Scale and published by the Workl Rook
Company.

^ By E. Hudelson. anti published by the Public School Publishing

Company.
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There are a large number of similar scales in the

market.

It takes some skill and practice to be able to use such

a scale correctly. Nevertheless, the study of one is

extremely valuable to a teacher in order to keep before

him gradations in order of merit. Even if the scale is not

used regularly, it sharpens his sense of evaluation and aids

in familiarizing the teacher with what is to be expected of

pupils of various ages and school grades.

Word-counts in various languages

Word-counts are not tests but have been so intimately

connected with the development of standardization and

careful grading of school work according to the capacity

of the pupils of certain ages and school grades, that the

matter should be mentioned here, especially since some

valuable work has been done in this resp)ect in India.

Most standardized tests in Language use word lists pre-

pared from word-counts.

A word-count is simplicity itself. The reason for a

word-count is that it is pedagogically incorrect to burden

young children with many unfamiliar words at one time.

We should let pupils read and hear language which they

understand thoroughly so that reading may always be

meaningful to them, introducing new words slowly but

systematically. The words one can expect everyone to

know are obviously those which are most used. If we list

the most common words we also list the most familiar

words. Instead of merely guessing as to which the com-

mon words are, the most accurate way is to count the times

various words are used.

In the English language ten million running words in

books, newspapers, magazines, and other printed matter
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were counted, giving us the famous Thorndike lisT of the
15.000 most common words of the English language.

Since the publication of this list, reading books have been
constructed on an altogether different basis. In America
and England no respected educationist would set about
preparing ‘ readers ' for young children without consulting

such a word list as Thorndike’s in order that he might
begin with the more familiar and hence, generally speak-
ing, easier words.

In India such word lists in all languages are even more
necessary than in English in England or America, for the

systematic use of the most familiar words would tend to

make them more familiar and decrease the evil of India's

population being split into so many different longues.

Especially where a dialect is in use, the restriction of voca-

bulary is ver^' necessary since under such circumstances

the school language is not the mother-tongue but almost a

foreign tongue. Any person who has to learn a foreign

language will remember how his first use of the language

was confined to the few works he knew. Unless those who
talked to him restricted their vocabulary he could not

understand. The learning process was speeded up if a few

new words were gradually introduced but when too many
were introduced at once he could no longer understand

and the learning process stopped with his feeling simply

helpless. A word list permits the introduction of new
words to be made systematically according to the capacity

of the learner.

The Madras Department of Education has based its

syllabus in English for the middle school on a list of 2,000

common English words. All English text books must pro-

i Thorndike, E. I... Teachets' Word Book of 7 wenty Thousand
Words Found Most Widely in General literature. (Bureau ol

Publications. Teachers' College, Columbia University. 1922).
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vide for the systematic introduction and repetition of these

words over the four-year period of the middle school course.

This is a distinct step forward in the construction of text

books.

Mr. J. C. Koenig made the first scientifically constructed

word list in an Indian language. It is in Hindi. The first

list contained only i,ooo words. Later the Department of

Education of the Central Provinces co-operated and the

result is a list of the 4,000 most common words in Hindi.

This word list should be in the hands of every editor and

writer who wishes to reach in Hindi others besides the high-

ly educated. Of those considered literate in India, only

two per cent have finished high school, which means that if

one would reach more than a handful of India’s great

population one should so write that even the primary

school boy or girl can read what one writes. Hindi has a

tremendous vocabulary, of which people of little education

can be expected to know but a small part. If writers

would confine themselves to the most familiar words of the

language, they would sound less highly educated but they

would certainly make themselves better understood. The

function of language is to give one a medium for making
oneself understood. Let writers confine themselves to a

more basic language and the present complaint that so few

books, papers, and magazines are sold may be partly re-

moved as the less highly educated find that literature is

more readable than they had found it to be in the past.

I he many advantages of such a word list, as well as the

method of preparing them, arc concisely but fully described

m the English introduction to a separate edition of the

word list which is published by the Mission Press at Jub-
bulporc. This introduction will also be suggestive to those

interested in word lists in other languages than Hindi.
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This Hindi list is also to be found in the Hindi edition of

the Handbook for Teachers prepared by the Department of

Education of the Central Provinces and published by the

Indian Press, Jubbulpore. A similar list in Marathi is to

be found in the Marathi edition and one in Urdu in the

Urdu edition of the same work.

Within a few years, as the adult education movement
gets under way, there will probably be similar lists in other

Indian languages.*

B. Foreign Languages

As far as I am concerned, all languages are divided into

two great classes, the languages which I spoke in my
childhood and the languages I did not speak in my child-

hood, or, my mother-tongue or tongues, and those that are

not my mother-tongue. In between these another class of

languages has wedged itself, namely those with which I

have acquired some familiarity but in which I simph’

cannot feel as much at home as in the two languages I

spoke as a child. One of these later-acquired languages I

have used for twelve years but it still is in a decidedh’

different class from my mother-tongues.

A foreign language is approached differently by us from

our mother-tongue and this difference will b<' reflected in

both the teaching of the language and the demands a test

in it makes.

The method used in teaching will do much to deter-

mine the kind of test that should be prepared. The kind

* There were, at the time of writing of the third ctlition of
this hook, word lists in practically all of the most commonlf
spoken vernaculars of peninsula India as well as in some dialects,

l^me of these are base<l on language as found in literature (con-

structed on tlie principle of the Koenig word list) hut some of

these are based on language used in conversation. One should
always inquire how a list was compile<l in order to avoid adopting
wrong inferences from the list.
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of test prepared, again, will probably influence the methods
of teaching employed in subsequent years.

Teachers of Sanskrit and Persian may find standardized

tests like V. A. C. Henmon's or D. S. White’s Latin Tests^

suggestive.

In India the foreign language which is of most import-

ance is English. Because of the numerous opportunities

and necessities for both reading and speaking English,

this language has to an Indian student a less foreign

flavour than French or German. Since English has been

used as the medium for teaching a number of subjects

it is actually easier for some Indians to converse about

these subjects in English than in their mother-tongue.

Take the subject of psychology, for instance. Probably

few Indian psychologists would be prepared to offer a

scientific paper on this special subject in their mother-

tongue uithout worrying about it a good deal. No matter

how great the demand for ‘ vernacularization ’ may become,
there will still be a demand for English to be taught as a

spoken language. The direct method is an attempt to

teach a language as a child learns it, emphasizing hearing

and speaking rather than studying from a book. This is

in contrast to the method which immediately plunges into

grammar and the memorizing of long vocabulary lists. The
one method encourages us in one way or another to express

our ideas and wants in the new language, no matter how
many mistakes we make. We are to learn the language,

by speaking it. The other method inhibits us from express-

ing our ideas and wants, until we have mastered the

grammar of the new language. Consequently we keep our

ideas and wants to ourselves which results in retardation

in acquiring the new language and in a bookish language

* World B(K)k Company.
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when finally we do learn to speak. Since English is wanted
for use in everyday life more than it is wanted for readin"
Shakespeare and Shaw, it should be taught as conversa"
tionally as possible.

Pronunciation can be tested only by the one who hears
the language pronounced. This important element of
learning a language docs not lend itself to standardization
on a wide scale.

Mr. George Leeder, the principal of Ewing High School
in Ludhiana, has adapted a reading test which was intended
for children in Classes III and IV whose mother-tongue is

English, for use in middle schools in India among pupils
who learn English as a foreign language. This test lends
itself to use quite readily where the direct method has been
used. Thorndike s word list was used in composing and
re-adapting it so that the vocabulary demands are just

about what one might expect of one who tries to work his

way into the language through conversation. Especiallv'

the part on the reading of simple paragraphs should
encourage emphasis on getting the main thought of the
speaker (or writer) instead of upon details of vocabulary-

and sentence construction (which emphasis is characteristic

of the teaching of dead languages rather than living).

One of the paragraphs of the test is given here for

illustration:*

—

One day we had a post office at our house.
John played postman.
Sundar worked at the post office.

We wrote letters to Jane and Yusuf and put them in a
toy post box.

• The postman took the letters to the post office.

Sundar sent the letters to our friends at school.

(a) We played post office

at school in the bazaar at home
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{b) A letter was sent to

John Sunday Jane Rama
(Underline the correct word or words)

An English chUd in Class III who reads this paragraph

docs an entirely different thing from what an Indian child

in Class VI does. For the English child the test is not a

matter of understanding the contents of the paragraph. He

would understand it perfectly were the paragraph spoken

instead of being printed. His problem is to get the print to

have the same meaning for him as the hearing of a story

has. The Indian child, on the other hand, is assumed to

be a better reader in his own language than the younger

English child and does not find the reading of the English

letters of the alphabet particularly disconcerting, for if he

would practice reading his own language in Roman script

he could soon do that as well as reading the Devanagari,

But what does matter to him is that the words are not

his mother-tongue but a foreign language. His task is to

\inderstand the language of the paragraph whether it is

given to him in print or orally. Orally it would probably

be harder for him, which is opposite to the case of the

English child whose difficulties are assumed to be in the

mechanics of reading rather than in the understanding of

the language. This is not a reading test for the Indian

pupil but a language test. His ability to understand a

foreign language is being tested. English reading tests

should be suggestive in constiaicting not only language tests

but language exercises for Indian students. However,

these ' Reading tests ’ should be used with caution. The

contents of English books and paragraphs chosen for Read-

ing tests assume a back-ground that is foreign to the expe-

rience of the Indian child. Many of the experiences of an

English child, even though they are told in his mother-
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tongue, are so strange to the Indian child that he will not
understand them readily. The contents of all material
must be thoroughly adapted, taking into consideration the
clittercnt background of the Indian child.

Part II of Mr Leeder’s adaptation is a Multiple Choice
test on the meaning of words.

A hat is for the (foot, hand. face. head).
A loud noise is made by (butter, bungalow, tiumder

autumn).

The final part of the examination is a Vocabulary test
(choice of the proper synonym from among several given
words)

.

English is the easiest of all subjects in which to develop
Standardized tests, for one and the same English test is

usable all over India, and is not restricted by the barriers
between the various languages.

The test outlined above does not ' measure ’ language
expression on the part of the pupil. The usefulness of a
brief English composition scale for Indian students might
be explored. Any scale made for the use of English-
speaking children will not be suitable. The scale should
be worked out anew for Indian conditions and reflect the
background of the student who is seeking expression in a
tongue other than his mother-tongue.’ It might be that
college students in India could use one of the scales current
in England or America, but lower class pupils can hardly
be expected to find English a natural enough means of

expression to make their composition difficulties at all com-

’ The author of this book has prepared one such scale for use
in middle schools and another for use in high schools. The scale
indicates tlie type of deficiencies and mistakes commonly found
on the various levels of ability of expression in English. See
Teaching for September 1948 and March 1949.
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mensurate with those of persons who were bom in English-

speaking homes.

Mr. Rahim, Headmaster of the Anjuman High School in

Jubbulpore, has worked out some quite usable English tests

based on the vocabulary of the textbooks used. These in-

clude some really fine types of vocabulary exercises along

the lines often used by the newer English textbooks. Simple

paragraph work is also included.

Many English intelligence tests include items which test

very well the ability of students to understand English.

Such items require not only that a student is intelligent

enough to carry out the instructions in the intelligence test

but enough mastery of English to understand what is want-

ed. When using intelligence tests in tliis way, items which

would be easy for the age group if given in the mother-

tongue should be used.

Before a good test in language-usage difficulties can be

composed for Indian students someone will have to record

and classify the mistakes which Indian students are most

likely to make. The habits and practices of our own

mother-tongue tend to carry themselves over into the foreign

languages we are learning, especially if we do not * think

in the foreign language but translate into it from our

mother-tongue. Indian idioms are bound to super-imposc

themselves into English in the case of Indian students, just

as the Hindi spoken by Englishmen and Americans turns

out to be a peculiar ‘ Sahib Hindi ^ w'hich causes much

amusement to those whose mother-tongue is Hindi. ‘ Sahib

Hindi ' and ' Babu English ' are twin linguistic phenomena.

During my first schooldays in America, the teacher often

had to remind me not to say T ain't got no pencil ' when

I meant ' I haven't any pencil '. An Indian learning

English will not be tempted to use this form of faulty ex-
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pression but will probably have to be reminded that ' He
IS too honest ’ docs not mean ' He is vcr>' honest

A thoroughly standardized lest for India will not content
itself wiUi dealing with the language difficulties of those who
speak English as a mother-tongue but will study the
peculiar mistakes in grammar and idiom to which Indian
initiates in the languaf^e are liable.

Where an Indian language is taught as a second language
(like Hindi in Ciujarat), there is no reason why a Standard-
ized test prepared for the Hindi area should not be given
here also. But the norms for the Hindi area cannot be held
to be a fair standard for any area where Hindi is not com-
monly spoken or at least not spoken commonly by the
examinee. One could not expect students of Hindi in

Porbandcr to complete with those in Jubbulpore. The
standard demanded would have to make allowance for the
local handicaps. On the other hand students in Lucknow
studying Hindi might be expected to hv not nearly as much
handicapped as the Porbandcr students, even though their

mother-tongue is Urdu, for Urdu and Hindi have more
common elements than Gujarati and Hindi.

Dr. Jean Forrester of St. Christopher's Training College

in Madras tested some 2,000 students on their ability to

distinguish Fmglish parts of speech when used according

to function and found that not until the last vear of hieh

school do students identify parts of speech with 50 per cent

accuracy. This is not surprising in view of the fact that

the same is found in Scotland. Hindi-spi'aking students

did no better in identifying Hindi parts of speech than they

did in identifying equivalent forms in English. The test

she used is still in use in the aforenamed Training College.'

' Sec Neiv Education , ^'o^ I. No. December p. I.^6.

6
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Where to get samples of School-subject tests

For an achievement test in various subjects to be used as

a survey or high school entrance test see Appendix I. This

is an entire battery of tests printed in Hindi (English trans-

lation given).

Similar batteries of tests in the Tamil language have been

prepared by teachers of the South India Teachers Union.

One is constructed for use as an entrance test in middle

school and the other for use in the high school. Copies

may be had from St. Christopher's Training College,

\^epery, Madras.

There arc many other school subjects for which excellent

Standardized tests have been prepared for use in America

and England such as hygiene, geography, history', physics,

chemistry, algebra, and shorthand. It will not be feasible

to discuss these at length, for there is hardly space in this

book to give but the briefest description of any type of test.

Nearly all of the above subjects are informational in nature

and all tests of largely informational subjects can be con-

structed along somewhat similar lines, as illustrated in the

Tnie-False, Multiple Choice. Matching and other tests.

There is no essentially different principle of construction to

be borne in mind as in the case of reading or writing that

is not already illustrated in the treatment of the differences

between the old-fashioned type of written examination and

the new type.

No one can get an adequate idea of what New-Type

Standardized school tests are until he has examined a good

numbcT of these tests and attempted to give at least a few

of them. He should also occasionally be an examinee in

such a test. There are few better ways of learning humility

and understanding of the pupil's position.

Principals, teachers, and inspectors in India have not
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found It convenient to obtain such tests. There are very
tew available composed expressly for India.

Practically no imported test is usable in any but a limitedway exactly m the form it comes to us. Nevertheless such
es s contain such a wealth ot teaching suggestions that no
progressive teacher should neglect to have at least a few
tests on hand in the subjects he teaches. There is probably
no literature that can give more suggestive illustrations for
the improvement of teaching methods and aims. It would
take the reading of many books on the teaching of mathe-
matics. for instance, to give us a vivid an impression of
the changed outlook, standard, and aims to be stressed in
the teaching of arithmetic and geometrv as the study of a
few recognized tests can give. Most of these tests have been
composed by the outstanding iiedagogical experts of their
field.

Such tests should by no means be used in the way that
books o^ the Questiotis-of-the-Matriculatiou-Examinations^

of-the-Last-Fifty-Years-Fully-Answered type are used.
Standardized tests should never be used for coaching pur-
poses. But they might be used by the teacher to keep
sounder pedagogical objectives in mind as he teaches, and
to offer suggestive material in the preparation of his own
information tests which he prepares for teaching and diag-
nostic purposes as well as for examining purposes.

All the books by Ballard and Burt mentioned in the
Bibliography contain numerous samples of School-subject
and Intelligence tests. These books contain the most readily
obtained samples of tests for the Indian teacher. Both
Burt and Ballard are considered among the most able of
authors of New-Type tests. American tests are not obtain-
able in book form. The development and use of New-Type
tests has gone much farther on the other side of the Atlantic
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SO one can hardly get an adequate idea of what New-Type

tests are without importing some from the United States.

A list is given of some of the best known publishers of

test material who are in a position to supply a large variety

of samples. Each of them stocks well-known tests. They

will send their catalogues on application.

Some years ago the author purchased a small filing case

of test material from the World Book Company entitled

A Complete Outfit of Test Material. The present price

is fifteen dollars (about Rs. 71-4). 1‘herc are probably

about two hundred tests of all varieties from pre-school to

college, including School-subject tests. Achievement tests.

Mechanical Aptitude tests. Intelligence tests, Personality

and Attitude scales, etc. This nle is a mine of information.

The price quoted above would naturally be enhanced by

postage charges. Such a tile of samples should be in the

staff library of every progressive high school or college.

Every staff member would find something suggestive and

helpful in it.

An individual would not need such a large variety of

samples and might not care to incur such a considerable

expense. Any of the publishers listed would send a few

representative samples in special fields. A mathematics

teacher might send ten shillings by postal order and ask

for as many samples of tests in arithmetic and higher mathe-

matics as can be given for the price enclosed. Or a

teacher of science and language in a middle school might

ask for samples of material in these two subjects for pupils

in Classes V to VUI. The publishers would undoubtedly

try to be as helpful as possible.

The Public School Publishing Co. advertises the follow-

ing sample packages and folios of tests:
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Sample Package ‘ A \ Tests for elementary school
subjects, $2.00, post paid.

•

Sample Package ‘B\ Tests for kindergarten andpnmary grades, $2.00, post paid.

^ ’• Tests for high school subjects,
5^2 -50 .

post paid. ^

These sample packages contain complete sample sets of
representative tests in the subjects indicated.

1

for use in Teacher-training Classes in-
cluding 18 sample sets of tests.

Folio of Reading Tests,

hollo of Arithmetic Tests,
hoho of English and Composition Tests
Folio of Mathematics Tests (Algebra, Geometry, and
Commercial Anthmetic).

holio of Tests in Social Studies.
Folio of Science Tests.
Folto of Latin and Modern Language Tests.

bach folio of tests is composed of a collection of com-
plete sample sets of tests in the particular subject, for both
elementary grades and high school, where available.

More publishers could be listed but the following will

probably give a wide enough selection

:

1. Board of Education, London, England.
2. Bureau of Publications. Teachers' College, Colum-

bia University, New York City.

3 - The Educational Test Bureau, University and 15th
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.. U.S.A.

4 - C. A. Gregory Co., 345 Calhoun Street, Cincinnati,
Ohio, U.S.A.

5. The London University Press, 10 Warwick Lane,
London, E.C.4.

6. Public School Publishing Co.. Bloomington, Illinois,

U.S.A.
7. World Book Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson, New

York, U.S.A.
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8. The Co-operative Test Service, 15 Amsterdam
Avenue, New York 23, N. Y.

The last-named carries the best selection of tests on the

high school and college level, also some on the junior high

school level. Their folio for high school use alone contains

about 50 complete tests carrying something on every subject

taught in an American high school where the list of subjects

taught is probably the greatest in the world.

The preponderance of American publishers in the list is

due not only to the author's national allegiance but to the

fact that the great majority of Sandardized tests available

arc of American origin.

Little effort has been made to list the names of the better-

known tests in various fields, since the resident in India

will not find it convenient to write to several publishers for

samples but will prefer getting them from the same pub-

lisher, which will suit his purpose just as well. Each pub-

lisher usually handles only his own material, but the C. A.

Gregory Co. handles the publications of various publishers.



IV

advantages and limitationsOF NEW-TYPE EXAMINATIONS
Since we have now finished the discussion of school-subject
examinations, and the types of examinations to be describedm the succeeding chapters touch entirely different problems,
it will be well to sum up the question of in what way New-
Type tests can influence examining methods in the school.

Much of the contents of this chapter has been implied in
previous pages. In describing the New-Type tests, an
attempt has been made to show something of their advant-
ages and limitations

; but it is necessary now to bring this
information together in organized and concise form. The
full explanation of the advantages and disadvantages of
New-Type tests was not considered desirable until it had
been shown what New-Type tests are.

Percival Symonds in his Measurement in Secondary
Education^ gives what he considers the five advantages.
These will be commented upon individually.

First Advantage

The new-type examinations are more objective in tlieir
scoring, since the responses of the pupils are controlled,
and since there can be no doubt as to the correctness or
incorrectness of their responses.

As to the objectiveness of the scoring, it has already been
mentioned that recently a machine has been invented which
can do the scoring. Any test that is so worded and arranged
that a machine can do the evaluating, can certainly not be

‘ Pages 39 and 40.
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accused of being dependent on the varying idiosyncrasies

of different examiners. There may be argument as to

whether the machine should have been set to score a ‘ No '

or a ' Yes ' on question 56, but there can be no question

of the machine marking the same answer right on one paper

and wrong on another unless it is mechanically faulty.

Such machines are very new and expensive and one cannot

expect the evaluating of tests in the average school to be

done by machines. And yet the human being as he marks

papers of the new-type tests is much more machine-like

than when marking pa[)ers of the old type. He may make

occasional careless mistakes or even get mixed up in the

use of his scoring key but this does not happen often and

can be guarded against by re-checking.

Compared with this, the evaluation of the traditional

essay-type examination is extremely subjective and vari-

able. Take a legitimate thought-pnivoking assignment like

'('ontrast the statesmanship of Akbar with that of

Aurangzeb '. This is a splendid theme for a student of

history to work on, but it does not make a good examina-

tion question on which to decide the fate of thousands of

students, tx'causc, when it comes to evaluating the paper,

what one examiner considei's a good answer may be quite

different from what a second examiner calls a good answer.

If each of one hundred papers were examined by two

different examiners, it is probable that at least 25 per cent

of the students would be failed by the one examiner and

passed by the other. This assertion is not based on guess-

work but on investigations such as those reported in An

/:xaminatiofi of Exa>ninations. In this book it is reported

that in the evaluation of the linglish essay of a college en-

trance examination, the average difference between the

marks assigned bv several examiners to the same paper was
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19.6 out of 100. On some of the papers two examiners
differed by as much as 37 out of 100. In the papers of
some other subjects the differences on the same paper were
as high as 52 out of 100.

In India there is much discussion as to whether high
marks in one paper may be permitted to compensate for a
shortage of one or two marks in another paper. These dis-

cussions sound like exact mathematics, but they begin to

look foolish when we realize that in most cases another
e.xaminer who docs not know what marks the first examiner
assigned, in going over the same paper would quite possibly

score it twenty marks higher or lower, it being a toss-up

which. If the same examiner were to get the same paper

a second time without seeing the notes on how he had
evaluated the paper before, the difference might be equally

great. The fine distinction attempted in India between '

second ' and * third ’ division is none too reliable when\
it is realized that the differences in marks assigned by \

different examiners, or by the same examiner on different

dates, average almost as much as the difference in the
\

average marks of these two divisions. •

Mr. Kuppuswamy Aiyangar reported just as great an un-

reliability in India * as the aforementioned report on ex-

aminations in England.

Second Advantage

They may be very comprehensive and can be made
to cover a great deal more material than the old type

of examination. Since the pupil does very little writing,

he can devote his time to thought and can thereby answer
a great many more questions than when he has to write

his answers out at length.

• The Present Exaofination System, printed at the V. V. Press,

Trivanclrum. Travancore, 1931.
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A short test is always unfair if any but a very rough

classification is aimed at. If the questions be of a broad

nature and deal with only the fundamentals of the entire

course, an examination of but a few quesions need not

necessarily be unfair because of the small number of ques-

tions. What the test lacks in the number of questions it

may make up in comprehensiveness. But where details of

fact or accuracy in a skill like mathematics are called for,

a short test is always unfair because so much depends upon

the chance element in selecting items for a short test.

Let us suppose that the contents of a certain course can

be covered in the answering of sixty
.
well-put questions.

If only five of these questions be given in the examination,

it is not impossible, though it would be rare for such an

extreme case to occur, that he who knows-only five will get

the exact five he knows and he who knows 55 will not get

a single (|uestion that he knows. There are certain to be

a number of students who ‘ know ’ only twenty questions

who will pass gloriously, while some who ' know ' forty

will fail. Those who know forty questions are twice as

likely to pass as those who know only twenty but one in

four lose' on such a ‘ two-out-of-three ' choice. It is small

comfort to such an unlucky one who did not pass to know
that it wa.= luck and not ability that put a numskull ahead

of him because the latter was fortunate enough to be asked

the few (juestions he knew.

Every examination has some element of chance in it for

die examinee, but in the old tv|X‘ of examination this ele-

ment of chance is much larger than in the new type which

covers much more ground. In the old type of examination

in India the mediocre 50 ptT cent will probably have their

fate decided largely on the chance of getting one certain
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question rather than another. The change of one question
may change many fates.

The author recently collected live primary-certificate
examination papers given by various inspecting officers.
He gave the arithmetic paper to the fourth class students
m five different schools with the object of seeing whether
it made much difference just which of these papers a pupil
was assigned. There were only five questions in each papt'r.
In the Central Provinces no pupil gets the right to enter
middle school if he fails in the primary-certificate examina-
tion

: so the paper is a very imt^rtant one. The arith-
metic paper is the one which causes most failures. Only 30
per cent of the 125 pupils either passed or failed in all the
five papers. This means that only 39 per cent of the pupils
were in the class in which it made no important differcnct^

which of the five papers was assigned. To the rest it made
a tremendous difference. Thirty-seven passed all five ex-
aminations but only twenty-one of these thirty-seven suc-
ceeded in passing a sixth examination which was later given
by the inspecting officer. When comparing the marks each
pupil received in all six examinations with the marks he got

in one examination alone, it was found that the pupils who
had a high average for all the examinations had a high
score in any one examination only to the extent of 65 per
cent. When any one examination was compared with any
other examination, there was an agreement of only 33 per

cent as to whom the best pupils were. This shows that one

examination of five questions is only about half as reliable

as the five examinations taken togetherv In other words,

mere chance decides very much in the primary-certificate

examination, and this could be verv considerably reduced
• ^

if the examination were longer.

It is impossible to make the primary examination as now
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conducted longer. An hour and a half is given for each

paper and every pupil has about four papers. This is plenty

for a day’s work and the pupils are thoroughly tired at the

end of the day. The examining officer has about eighty

schools to examine and can devote only one day to each.

]^ut is it necessary that such a small amount of material

should lake so much time ? An adult need only sit down
and answer a lest like The Sones-Harry High School

Achievement Test to realize that a good part of the educa-

tion one has received from ('lass I to the H.A. degree can

b(“ tested in less than two hours. No mere windfall of

lucky questions can put one through this test ;
neither is

tiiere cause to tear that a competitor in the examination

will be much more or less ‘ lucky ’ than oneself unless he

des(Tves to be. That makes the test fair and reliable for

all.

I'hird Advantage

They are \Try easy to score as compared with the older

t\'pe of examination. Notwithstanding the fact that the

t('sts ar{‘ more comprehensive, they may be scored in less

time and with less labour. This is of itself a sufficient

reason to make them attractive to all teachers.

riie length of time it takes to score a test depends largely

on h()W well the scoring is organized.

I know of a teacher who complained that scoring True-

False tests took a verv long lime. Watching him score

tests. T found that he read ever)’ one of the fifty items

through on each test papr-r. That necessarily takes time

and is exhausting because of the monotony and eyestrain.

'1 he proper way to score a True-False test is to take a test

form and fill it out correctly. Then all that needs to be

done i'' Jo pul one’s own filled-out test besides the pupil's

paper and note wherein the pupil's copy differs. All one
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needs do is to let the eye match the pluses and minuses
and mark accordingly. In Standardized tests a scoring key
is usually supplied which makes marking easy. When an
unprinted informal tost is given the teacher should supply
lined paper of uniform lining. Then the pluses and minust>s
on all papers will be the same distance apait, which facili-

tates matching papers. When it takes a long time to score
New- Type tests, a better organization of the scoring is

needed. A quick method can be devised for each test

separately, depending partly on the arrangement of the
items on the paper.

Fourth Advantage

Pupils like them. There is no question as to the accu-
racy of the marks they receive. There is no chance for
the teacher to show favouritism or personal bias. The
pupils, relieved of much writing, iind these tests less tiring.

One need hardly comment on the fact that children like

these tests. Seeing is believing. The advice is ‘ Try it
'.

A good New-Type test is an interesting puzzle to boy,, girl,

man or woman. Some people have the idea that education
and examinations must be painful to be useful. The pain-
lessness of a New-Type test must not be construed to mean
that the test does not make the examinee work hard anti

apply himself. It is interest and not easiness that makes
the test fun. Easy tests cease to be f>in.

A teacher may grade his papers of an Old-Type examina-
tion as fairly and conscientiously as is humanly possible.

And yet many a pupil will think the examination unfair.

Even with safeguards there will be plenty of reason for the

pupil to think that his paper was not graded with the same
leniency as Lai Kumar’s, whom the teacher seems to like

especially. The fact that last time his own paper was

graded more leniently than Lai Kumar’s docs not impress
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him nearly as much as the fact that, according to his own

wav of thinking, he got the worst of the deal today. In

objective tests this complaint is very largely eliminated.

One can safelv turn the papers back to the pupils for

verification.

Examining boards in India find complaints of unfair or

mistaken evaluation so common that examining is done

strictlv confidentially, the pap)ers containing no names of

pupils but only numbers. If students were allowed to see

their papers after they have been marked there might be

fven greater accusation that the evaluation was unfair. As

it is, there is complaint and suspicion after the announce-

ment of every year’s results, and many a student feels that

he has hvvn discriminated against. Objective tests might

not relieve all suspicion and complaint, but it s farly cer-

tain that much of it would be relieved and much fertile soil

for the generation of suspicion would be removed.

The tedious and tiring part of sitting in an examination

is not that it requires thinking and memory work but that

it reejuires putting thoughts into language and writing.

Writing is slow work. Almost in a flash, one can think up

answers to questions that it may take half-an-hour to write.

In the lengthv writing, energy is exhausted that might have

been sptmt in answering many questions. It is true that

the pupil must learn to express himself in language and in

writing even though it is painful and tiring to do so. *rhe

author is keenly aware of this as he sits and writes these

tew thoughts that come quicklv but take such a long time

to reproduce in suitable language medium, that his thought-

tn nd is continually broken, which is extremely annoying

and tiring.

An essay type of examination limits the speed of think-

ing of the examinee to his speed of writing. One can, if
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the mind be busy, think infinitely more in half-an-honr than
one can write in a day.

There is a proper time for testing expressional work
When we test geography, why not stick to geography and
leave essay-writing alone for the time being ? Written ex-
pression can be tested separately at another time.

hiftli Advantage

They are more educative for the pupils. Let your
pupils score their own tests directly after they take them
by exchanging papers with their neighbours. It is then
that their interest is at white heat. After the papers have
been scored, the questions may be discussed. The pupils
readily see where they need further study.

Tests may be constructed whose main purjiose is that ot
teaching. Almost any School-subject test can be used for
teaching points later on. A short preliminary test is very
often an effecive introduction to a new unit of work to be
begun, especially so if review of former work is needed or
if the subject is one in which the material is not entirely new.
For instance, suppose that grammar is to be studied. A
survey test on the kind of grammar being used brings
pupils and teachers squarely into the subject with definite

problems before them.

The function of a teaching test will be discussed in a later

chapter. The matter is mentioned here only as an illus-

tration of how easily New-Type tests lend themselves to use

as well as for inspection and class promotion
purposes.

Sixth Advantage

In addition to the five advantages quoted from Symonds
we might add several more which apply particularly to the
Indian situation.
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The first of these now to be mentioned can conceivably

be made to apply to the traditional types of tests almost

as much as to the New-Type were certain practices reform-

ed. but tradition will probably prevent such reforms from

taking place as long as the old-fashioned examinations

monopolize the field. We refer to the advantage the New-

Type test has in not putting up an arbitrary uniform pass-

ing-mark tor all examinations.

It is much easier for an examining board to say: ' The

passing mark shall be 50 per cent ' {or any other percentage

mark, for that matter ;
whether 50 or 33 or 75 is not the

point at issue) than to have to wait until all papers have

ht-en graded to decide what mark shall be considered

‘ passing It may seem at first thought to be fair to apply

the same passing-mark in all examinations but it is extreme-

Iv unfair as this works out in practice.

It is utterlv impossible, without trying out the tests, to

construct two examinations that are equally hard. ‘ Trying

out ’ is exactlv what an examining board cannot do on a

large enough scale to mean anything with the Old-Type

tests, for the selection of its questions is shrouded in abso-

lute secrerv. One year in a public examination in English,

80 per cent of the pupils will pass and in the next year

only 50 p(r cent, or perhaps even less. Recently a Punjab

newspaper reported that in a certain town with three middle

^( hools, not a single pupil passed the English paper of the

public school-leaving e.xamination, although in all othei

subjects about th(‘ same nurnbi’r passed as had passed the

previous year. The passing mark was the same in English

in the previous year as this year, but the examination was

far from being the same, we may safely assume. A uniform

passing mark is fair only if the examinations from year to

year, and in one subject as well as in another, arc of uniform
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difficulty. This they certainly are not. In some subjects
the examinations are consistently easier than in others.
What school hasn’t heard the whispering among students :

Don t take this subject; everybody fails in it ’ or ' Take
subject No. X; eveiybody passes in it The ‘ every-

course an exaggeration, but
it is true that some subjects arc chosen not because the
pupil wants to take them more than the subjects rejected
but because the examination is much more difficult in one
than in the other. Uniformity in difficulty is not found in
the same subject from year to year nor is the average diffi-

culty over a period of years in various subjects uniform.

In a New-Type test the passing mark will not be a certain
percentage of the obtainable marks. Whether a high per-
centage of the obtainable marks or a low percentage is

secured may simply show that the test was either very
hard or very easy without gi\nng any indication whatever
of the ability of one pupil in comparison with others.
What does count is the standing of the pupil in compari-
son with others.

The usual practice in New-Type tests is to list the
students according to the number of marks they secure.
One can then give the 20 per cent of the students getting
the best marks a pass and fail the 20 per cent getting
the poorest marks. Those in between will get varying
grades according to their standing. Just what per cent
one wants to fail is immaterial to the discussion of how
to choose the passing-mark. Practice will va^>^ What-
ever percentage one chooses will be arbitrary or can be
made a matter of rule if it is so desired. Somewhere or

other in any scheme there will have to be a fence that is

arbitrarily thrown up between the ' passes ' and ' failures

But it is fairer to the student when he has been failed

7
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because he is one of the 25 per cent who are the poorest

students than because he failed to get 50 per cent of the

possible marks which only 30 per cent of the students

got on the difficult test of this year whereas 65 per cent

of the students got 50 per cent marks on the undoubtedly

easier test of last year.

As said before, the system described above which is

known as the ' percentile ' system, is by no means the

monopoly of New-Type tests, but can also be used in the

old-fashioned examination and is to some extent being

used in one or two provinces.

Seventh Advantage

It is less easy for a mere rote-memory student to make

a good score on the New-Type test than on the Old-Type.

There is a big difference between test and test of both

types, and it is quite apparent that the examinations

generally given in India today are much better in this

respect than those of ten and twenty years ago.

Memorization of stock answers to all questions given in

the last ten years is not as great a help in the examination

as it used to be. But even improved traditional exami-

nations will probably not approach a simple well-made

New-Type test in discounting the value of last minute

cramming for the examination.

In a country with an examination system like that of

India, the questions put in public examinations and by

inspecting officers very greatly influence the t>-pe of ins-

truction teachers give. In very many cases the actual

syllabus of the teacher, no matter what the printed syllabus

may be, is what the teacher expects in the examination.

The greater, therefore, the need that the examination

stress the kind of education that should be given. The
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reader is recommended to study a fair sampling of
Standardized tests in the subjects he teaches or examines
to see if these do not stress the type of education that is
urgently needed more than the ordinary-type of present-
day old-fashioned examination does.

Eighth Advantage

In the case of Standardized tests or any extensively
given test, the norms or results furnished enable teachers
to see just where one class stands in comparison with others,
and how the work of the individual student compares with
that of others. This is highly valuable since the experience
of an individual or even a single class or single school is

not at all typical of what is to be expected generally. Such
knowledge is also of value to the student himself, for all

of us, if we are to know our strong points and weak points,

need to know how we compare with others of our age and
opportunities who live beyond the limited little circle in

which we move.

Just what norms add to our knowledge of others and
ourselves will be explained more fully in the chapters on
intelligence testing.

Ninth Advantage

Standardized tests are useful in helping to determine the

proper grading of the curriculum. Tradition has assigned

most subjects to the classes in which they are now being

taught. Some subjects are not well adapted to the age

of the pupils we expect to tind in the specified class. The
most glaring instance is in the case of the teaching of

arithmetic. Multiplication and division with multipliers

and divisors of two digits are commonly being taught in

Classes II and III in India. It has been found that the child

of average intelligence does not learn these two intricate
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processes etfcctivelv until he is at least ten years old. Teach-

ing these processes in Class II is entirely out of place as

can be cpiickly proved to anyone who will take the trouble

to examine three or four thousand school children chosen

at random and carefully tabulate the results. The proper

class-placement of the subject is quickly revealed as soon

as we use the method used in Standardized tests of record-

ing the successes and failures of pupils in each item of the

curriculum. This can be done with an ordinary test as

well as with a Standardized test, but the point is that

Standardized tests almost invariably give us the informa-

tion as to the appropriateness or inappropriateness of the

class-placement of the subject, while this information is

rarely sorted out where the Old-Type tests are used. One

of the first effects of the extension of modern testing in

India will be the demand for a more scientific grading of

the curriculum. The information for this scientific grading

will become available as soon as we have tests which arc

properly Standardized.

Standardized tests by no means invariably recommend

an easier curriculum. They have in many cases shown

that much higher standards can be demanded in some

subjects than are at present demanded, and that some

subjects are actually too easy for the class in which they

are first introduced and should be taught sooner. Scientific

treatment of the class-placement of various subjects has

on the whole lead to a curriculum that covers much more

ground and is broader than the old. School work may

seem to be easier to the child than formerly, but the child

learns a good many things his forebears did not. Some

things arc now being taught that children were not thought

to be capable of learning at such a tender age in the ' good

old days We learn best when we are interested in our
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^vork. Interest in school work does not thrive when the
work assigned is too difticult for intelligent participation
nor when it is so easy as to fail to challenge the pupil to

do his best. The Old-Type tests did not help us to find

the proper class-placement of the subject-matter in the way
that Standardized tests do.

The advantages of New-Type tests are several but there

are also limitations which are by no means to be ignored.

The Old-Type \ test has some advantages which make it

undesirable that it should be entirely scrapped in favour of

the New-Type.

Symonds gives two rather complicated accounts of the

limitations of New-Type examinations:

First Limitation

The pupil does not have an opportunity to show his

ability to organize his thought. He has nothing to do
except check over the truth and falsity of the statements
or hll in the missing words or incomplete sentences.
Pupils miss the valuable experience of making compari-
sons, giving explanations or giving .dehnitions. They
arc not asked to summarize the material or to make
applications of principles, and of course, these are
valuable abilities which we do not want to neglect.

He continues that the ‘ traditional examination also has

strong enough merits to guarantee its continued existence '.

New-type tests are not meant to supplant entirely the

Essay-type. The expression of thought through language

and the organization of thought and knowledge is one of

the hardest and most necessary things for a serious student

to learn to do. and needs to be done not only in the com-

position hour but in connexion with any subject worth

spending time and thought on. It is rightly said that there

is no thinking without language, from which it seems no

more than logical to conclude that we have not thought a
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matter out thoroughly until we have reduced it to an

adequate expression through language.

As implied in the previous pages, where the question

of fatigue in the writing of long answers was discussed,

tlie point is not that of the need of expressional work of the

essay-type but of whether the examination time is the

correct time to give the pupil this exercise. Some exami-

nations spend 75 per cent of the time on linguistic expres-

sion and 23 per cent surveying the pupil's mastery over

the subject-matter itself.

Intelligent users of New-Type tests also give the Old-

Typo from time to time, or still more often, give both types

in one and the same examination.

In the case where the examination is not prepared by

the teacher but by an examining board or committee, both

types could also be included, or either there can be one

paper which is given pre-eminently to test those things

which the Essay-type test does better than the New-T3qx'.

There is no reason why there could not be, in the high

school leaving examination, one paper requiring expres-

sion through language, organization of material, making

comparisons, and the like. This paper could choose subject-

matter from various subjects studied during the year and

also include discussions on such matters as are not a part

f)f the school course but arc of universal interest to wide-

awake persons.

There should be more thorough-going tests on expres-

sion and organization than the essay test of two hours

allows. Pupils should be tested on their ability to work

out an extended theme or report on a study project which

takes not a mere two hours, but weeks, and demands

considerable collection of data through interviews, original

work, and library browsing. Such work should be intro-
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duced into the course in India much sooner than it is.

Rarely does one find it before entering college and all too
rarely there. This type of work, on a modest scale, should
be done before the end of the middle school course.

The reader may ask what this has to do with the

examinations. It has this to do with examinations: it

shows not only that New-Type tests are deficient in

expressional activity but that the traditional types are also

deficient. Where New-Type tests are used, this deficiency

is very often made up by term papers on term projects

which are given an importance not less than that attached

to the examination, in some cases being accepted in lieu

of the examination.

An examining board would of course have considerable

trouble in evaluating term papers. Not being acquainted

with what the individual class has done, the board would
be in no position to evaluate fairly. Tlie judgement of

term papers is 'the distinct province of the local staff.

Second Limitation

These new types of examinations are not diagnostic in

that they do not tell where the pupil's reasoning process
goes wrong or where he stops reasoning altogether and
starts guessing.

A diagnosis is of value only when proper treatment for

the ills identified is carried out. A physician who merely

diagnoses my trouble as malaria for the sake of idle

curiosity and then runs off without telling me what the

trouble is and what to do for it is utterly useless. The ques-

tion of the diagnostic value of a test only arises when
there is a ‘ follow-up ’ to affect a cure.

An examination board does not dignose in this way. It

merely publishes the results and does not acquaint the
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individual teacher with his obvious teaching weaknesses nor

the pupil with his defects and how to remove them. It

may report to the Department of Education that the

mathematics papers generally were rather lacking in such-

and-such respect and make a few suggestions for all schools

as a whole, but more than such a mass diagnosis is not

expected of an examining board.

A teacher who evaluates the papers of his pupils but

does not use them to analyse the individual pupil’s

problems and carry out, with the help of the pupil, the

removal of the defects revealed, is not taking advantage

of the diagnostic features that any test may have,

whether Old-Type or New-Type. Unfortunately many
teachers confine the examinations they give solely to

passing ' or to ‘ failing pupils or to trying to find out

what the prospects of passing in some coming examination

may be. Thus full advantage is not taken of the superior

diagnostic values of Old-Type tests.

Those working with New-Type tests have recently paid

considerable attention to increasing their diagnostic value.

In some subjects special tests are obtainable that have

diagnostic value far beyond that of Old-Tvpe tests. In

other subjects this is not quite possible, ^^o^e information

on diagnostic tests will be given in a later chapter. Where

individualized instruction is not taking place, the diag-

nostic value of all types of tests is almost entirely ignored.

Tn addition to the above limitations some common
objections to the use of New-Type tests mav be discussed.

Tn India the objection is ver\’ commonly raised against

Standardized tests that once a test had become known it

would be utterly useless, since teachers would coach their

pupils on the test, thus invalidating it for further use.

If there were only two or three standardized geography
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tests in a given language, an examining board would
certainly not want to use them because of the unfair
advantage secured to pupils in schools where the teacher
has coached for the test. If there were ten usable tests
in existence, the comprehensiveness of a Standardized test

is such that it would be far easier for a teacher to teach
his subject thoroughly than for him to coach pupils to

steer their way through such a labyrinth of test questions.
If under such circumstances a geography teacher digested
the contents of all the Standardized tests and used the
result as a kind of syllabus in his teaching, the outcome
would certainly be a gain in balance and proportion and
comprehensiveness over current practice. But when used
to prime for an examination the danger to the pupil of

getting mixed up hopelessly would far outweigh any likel>'

advantage to be gained from coaching.

An examining board would probably not want to use

an already Standardized test. Where thousands arc

c.xamined, as in the public school-leaving examinations,

a new battery could easily be made up each year with-

out much more trouble than that involved in making up
the questions under the present system. These would not

have to vary so ver>' much from year to year to make
intensive coaching on previous years' tests as much a trap

as a help.

Standardized tests are generally used for purposes quite

different from those of the public examination. They are

used for the valuable information supervisor and teacher

get from them regarding the state of teaching and about

the individual pupil’s ability. A teacher might want to

cheat the supervisor and make him think the class is better

than it actually is. but this he attempts to do with the

Old-Type tests certainly as much as, if not more than,
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with the New-Type, and with better prospects of success.

We assume that supervisor and teacher co-operate. A
teacher may succeed in deceiving once or twice but stands

little prospect of continued success in deception when

New-Type tests are used.

In America and England most of the giving of Stand-

ardized Achievement tests is either done by the teacher

himself or is a co-operative affair with the examiner.

Under such conditions a teacher could only cheat himself.

Public school-leaving examinations in India are conducted

in an atmosphere of suspicion. The teacher is considered

to be either too untrustworthy or incapable of examining

his own class. In Standardized tests the original purpose

of the test is so entirely different from that of the public

school leaving examination that the same state of tension

between teacher and examiner does not exist. It is assumed

that the teacher is sincere in his desire to find out the tnie

state of affairs in his class.

The author has used Standardized arithmetic and read-

ing tests in the primar\^ school to determine promotions

in the lower three classes. Although he had a choice of

only two reading tests, he found little difference in results

on these tests between the years after the teachers were

acquainted with the tests and the first year of their use.

Some teachers had undoubtedly used them for coaching

purposes but little children cannot be relied upon to answer

sixty items correctly from memor\' if they do not know
ft ft ^ V

how to read well enough to guide them through the test.

If they can read well enough they can pass the test without

coaching. As regards the arithmetic test, since almost

everything the pupil has been taught in computation is

asked for. the feat of memorizing the answers demands as

much as learning to do the computations. There is no gain
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in coaching. Teachers decide that it is just as easy to
teach reading and arithmetic as to coach for such
examinations.

The best safeguard against cheating on the part of the
teacher is the development of the scientific spirit in him.
This spirit is fostered by scientific testing. Any teacher who
is interested enough in his work to make a good teacher

becomes as much interested in a fair objective standard
as the examiner. With a share of the responsibility of

examining he shares the desire for learning the truth

about his class.

It is often claimed that the widespread use of Stand-

ardized tests in the various school .subjects is financially

prohibitive. The writer has found that, where five high

schools combine to print common annual promotional

examinations, the cost of printing tests which provide for

the answers to be written into the printed question paper,

containing both new-type and also old-type questions, the

printed papers cost no more than the copy books supplied

in most schools. Standardized tests can be provided

practically as cheaply as the present type of examination

if composed and published by non-profit-seeking examiners.

In conclusion

This extended discussion of the relative merits of New-

Type and Old-Type tests is of necessity somewhat ‘ one-

sided ’ as we are comparing tests improved as we would

like to see them, with tests as they actually existed befon*

wdespread dissatisfaction with them inspired considerable

experiment. In other words it is a claim that the attempts

to improve examinations have resulted in some real

improvements.

This improvement, where it is a real improvement, does
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not come of itself simply with the use of novel forms

described in Chapter I. A New-Type test can be constructed

without using a single one of the more novel forms and a

test using the novel forms may be almost entirely devoid

of the advantages claimed for the New-Type tests.

Making a good test along either the newer or older models

is an art and unless certain principles of construction arc

obsor\'od the test will be a botch whether New-T^'pe or

Old-Type.

There is no use making New-Type tests just in order

to do the ‘ modern thing Actually we don't care what

type a lest is provided it is a good test. A good test,

whether Old-Type or New-Type, will observe among others

the following principles

:

T. It will be general and comprehensive enough to test

thoroughly the pupils' mastery of the desired skills or

grasp of a subject-matter. It will make it impossible for a

pupil to get a good mark just because he got a few ‘ lucky

(lucstions ’ and will not fail a good pupil just because of a

few ‘ unlucky ({uestions Wry few c.xaminations in India

are adequate in this respect.

2. It will reliably grade the pupils into at least si.\ to

ten (or more) different classifications according to their

abilit>-.

]. It will be as objective as practicable. Some questions

of a di.scussional nature can be given to advantage but

there should also be some work which pins pupil and

examiner down to answers which can be quite objectively

scored. Even in the essay type of examination the objec-

tivity can be greatly increased with study and care.

4. Other things biing equal, the test which examines

most intensively or extensively in the least time and with

the least fatigue on the part of the pupil is the best.
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5. The test should encourage creative and self-reliant

work and discourage mere mechanical rote-memory work.
6. Tlie test should encourage the pupil to put forth his

best effort.

7. The test should convincingly reveal to the pupil his

dehciencies and encourage him to remove them.

8. The test should examine exactly what it pretends to

examine and not handicap pupils for dehciencies in

unrelated subjects. The more a test tries to examine in

subjects extraneous to the avowed subject the less efficiently

it examines its own.

9. The standards of a test should be based on actual

performance and not upon mere opinion of what a stand-

ard should be or on an arbitrary percentage mark.

10. The more a test makes it possible to compare the

performance of a certain group of pupils to that of other

pupils the more revealing it is.

11. Keep in mind that no test is infallible. The daily

work of the pupil and an observation of his habits of work
are equally important in appraising the work and ability

of a pupil.

12. Keep in mind that poor results on the part of a

group of pupils indicates a faulty test or one that is not

graded to the ability of the pupils or deals with matters

the children have not been taught.



V

THE USE OF DIAGNOSTIC AND
INSTRUCTIONAL TESTS

Reference to diagnostic tests was made in the previous

chapter. This type of test, though decidedly a school-

room test, differs radically in purpose from the tests

hitherto described. The purpose of a diagnostic test is

not to classify the pupQ according to ability, effort, or

training, but to inquire into the nature of the difficulties

which a weak pupil is having with his school subjects so

that proper remedial instruction may be applied. This

purpose will be described in fuller detail in the succeeding

pages.

The writer once gave a problem in multiplication to

a class and half the pupils attempted a solution as follows:

315
X 25

1625

650

2255

It is quite plain what the trouble of these pupils was.

Their trouble was very specific. What they needed to be

taught was not arithmetic in general, not even the multi-

plication process, but the principle involved in multiplying

by units, tens, and hundreds. Half an hour’s work today

and five minutes attention for a week on this specific

principle would do more for the pupils than reviewing and
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re-teaching the entire process for many days. The teacher
of this class had seen this same little mistake made day
after day for several months but his only remedy was
‘ more work in arithmetic He gave problem after prob-

lem to the pupils to do but did not get down to the specific

ailment that needed special treatment. After all, a splinter

under my linger nail needs a certain minor operation and
not a general physical overhauling

;
and so a specific

ailment in a mental process needs a certain minor operation.

This illustration is an extreme case in which an un-

trained and, in this case, unintelligent primary’ school

teacher. is the actor. But unfortunately, in a less crude

way, an almost as flagrant lack of attention to specific

difficulties of the pupil is sometimes found in some of the

better middle schools. Any teacher who docs not analyse

in a systematic way the weaknesses of his pupils is quite

likely to assume that some of his pupils are generally weak

.when a
.
diagnosis of their troubles would reveal only a

few minor difficulties.

Teachers often spend much time in teaching over and

over again what is already known and neglect to leach

a few essential details. The neglect makes it appear as

if the pupils are generally weak. A certain teacher spent

three months teaching ‘ interest ’ problems with disappoint-

ing results. Closer analysis of the work of the pupils

showed that they knew the method of computing interest

but were so weak in division and multiplication as to

impair greatly their accuracy. This teacher erroneously

presumed that they did not know the method of finding

the amount of interest. The method had actually been

taught much longer than was necessary. The real trouble

was of an entirely different order.
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Pupils are often •accused of being weak in geography

and history when their real trouble is weakness in

reading. They read so poorly that they cannot study

properly and hence do not get the geographical or his-

torical information that they could get without difficulty

were they able to read adequately.

The means adopted by teachers to remedy common
faults are often most devious, as witness the attempt to

teach spelling through dictation. Even in the middle

school one finds teachers in India dictating long passages

from books for the pupils to write as language exercises.

Just what might one expect the pupils to learn from this?

To write correctly what the teacher reads requires ability

to spell on the part of the pupil and some knowledge of

phonetics. But why should a teacher dictate an entire

paragraph containing 95 per cent words that he knows

the pupil’s can spell in order to test the few words about

which there is doubt? An analysis of the pupils’ written

work will soon reveal which words they most need to learn

to spell. These are the words to practice and not entire

paragraphs. If the pupils do not use certain words that

the teacher wants them to use in written exercises, he can

dictate these certain words one by one, or can give written

work in which these words are bound to appear. He

can then see that they are used again and again. By

dictating certain paragraphs today and certain paragraphs

tomorrow there is no " follow-up ’ in the use of the same

words with the result that the practice in spelling is so

diffused as to be almost useless. It is best to concentrate

on words that need drill and to give enough specific drill

to make correction as permanent as possible.

Tt is doubtful whether spelling is taught by dictation

exercises. Most Indian languages are so phonetic that
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LvarJlhl
“d has a good ear should

invariably write the word correctly provided it is pro-
nounced correctly. If the hearing is not good or knowledge
of phonetics ,s weak, the dictation of entire paragraphs is
the poorest method of correcting this. Specific phonetic
drill IS needed and practice in the w-riting of the correct
Sobols for certain sounds. It will probablv be found
that only a few of the sounds are confused, and these are
the only ones that need drill-work. Where the ear simply
does not distinguish between certain sounds there may be
a physical handicap which needs medical attention or is
irremediable. What concerns us at present is the fact that
there is much teaching that scatters its efforts over a wide
field without sharply defined aims. Such a method causes
much waste of teaching and learning effort. The habit of
analysing the w^eaknesses of pupils in order to determine
the specific remedial work needed will put an end to aimless
teaching.

No physician considers that he is making headway in
a cure until he knows the patient's specific ailment. If
the patient recovers without the physician having dis-
covered w'hat the ailment is, he knows that the patient
probably grew better by himself without the treatment
having expedited matters. Any pupil who recovers from
a fault without the teacher having discovered what the
nature of the fault was, was cured in spite of the teacher
and not because of any help he got unless the help was an
accidental stray-shot ' suggestion. The physician know's
that identification of the trouble is more than half the
battle won in very many cases. In the teaching profession
it is no less important to know^ exactly what the pupil's
trouble is, for the help that can then be given is usually
many times more effective than it is when the pupil is

simply considered weak. The time will come when a

.
8
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teacher will be as much ashamed to answer ‘ weak ' to an

inquiry about the condition of the pupil as a doctor is to

write in a medical report ' sick

Any teacher is well advised to begin the year's work

with a new class by giving a few short tests to find out

just what the strengths and weaknesses of his pupils are.

No teacher can make a success of his job if he takes the

attitude :

‘ The pupil is weak in reading but that is a

primary school subject. In the middle school we are not

responsible for that subject.’ Equally out of place is the

reaction :

' Multiplication and division are Class III

subjects. We have no time for them in the middle school.'

If the foundation is weak it needs to be repaired regardless

of who built it. A good teacher teaches pupils first and the

curriculum second. That which the pupil specifically needs

in order that he may be in a position to understand today’s

lesson is of greater importance than teaching the lesson

appointed for today itself. No teacher is prepared to start

the year’s work with the pupils until the foundational learn-

ings necessary for the course have been examined and

repaired where necessary. AH teachers are well advised to

examine their pupils in that knowledge which are pre-

supposed for the new course.

Assuming a teacher is beginning mathematics in Class

he should first give a comprehensive survey test

including computation in the four simple rules and the

four compound rules, simple fractions, the use of the

decimal, and whatever other processes the pupil is supposed

to know. His test should include several examples of each

process that the pupil is expected to know. The teacher

should then analyse the test paper and write down the

name of every pupil who did poorly in addition, in multi-

plication. or in any other process together with the process
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the pupil is weak in. He will then have a good idea of
who the weak members of the class are and what the weak-
nesses of the class as a whole are. He may have to review
a few processes for the entire class. In some of the pro-
cesses there will be five to ten pupils who need special work.
Inform each weak pupil what his weaknesses are, and let

him do special home-work. Ten minutes of each class

period during the first two or three months used to super-

vise the special assignments for weak pupils will save the

middle-school career of many a pupil. As it is today, many
middle-school teachers start right in teaching the new
course when the foundation on which the new course

intends to build is too weak to support further structure,

but could be put into a proper state of repair with a little

skilful personal attention on the part of the teacher.
I

When a certain pupil is weak in multiplication, need

the entire process of multiplication be retaught? Certainly

not. Find out where the pupil’s difficulty is. This can be

done by giving him the following test:—
I. 21 X 5 51 X 8 82x3
2. 22x5 52x8 82 x 6

3 - 462 X 7 189 X 9 169 X 4
4 - 360 X 5 405x6 306x7
5 - 24 X II 33x22 41 X 34
6. 48 X 48 63x31 93x57
7 - 513x92 789 x 18 316 X 54
8. 595 X 60 505 X 23 3007 X 40

9 - 473 X 708 395x216 9045 X 350

Any pupil \Nho can do up to row five in the above test

satisfactorily but does not do well with row six and utterly

fails from row seven onward evidently needs help with

examples of the difficulty of row six onwards. Each row

denotes progress of one teaching step. We now know at

what step to begin repair work. Let the teacher make the
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pupil work examples of this difficulty on the blackboard

and instead of letting him do it silently let him do his

reasoning aloud. Hearing the pupil do his reasoning will

show the teacher the faulty reasoning processes like an

X-ray shows up certain internal defects to a physician.

When the faulty reasoning has been revealed, the applica-

tion of the remedy is usually not difficult. The thing is

to locate the faulty reasoning. A large amount of explain-

ing and re-teaching will be practically useless if we do not

locate this.

Analysis of pupils’ work has revealed the following

errors to be quite common in multiplication^—

Muutiplic.ation :
{Place a

observed m the pupil’s work.)

—Krrors in combinations

—Error in adding the

carried number

—Wrote rows of zeros

—Carried a wrong
number

—Errors in addition

—Forgot to cariy'

—Used multiplicand as

multiplier

—Error in single zero com-

binations. zero as multi-

plier

check before each habit

I

—Error in single zero com-

binations, zero in multi-

plicand

^Confused products when
multiplier had two or

more digits

—Repeated part of table

—Multiplied by adding

—Did not multiply a digit

in multiplicand

Based unknown combina-

tion on another

—Errors in reading

—Omitted digit in product

' Duiono^lii CJicDt for Individual Difficulties in the Fundamental

Procc^s^tn Anthmetic by G. T. Buswell and Lenore John (School

Publishing Company,
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Used wrong process— —Errors in writing product
added

Counted to carry —Errors in carrying into

zero—Omitted di^t in multiplier —Illegible figures
—Wrote carried number —Forgot to add partial pro-

ducts
—Omitted digit in multipli- —Split multiplier

cand
—Errors due to zero in —Wrote wrong digit of

multiplicand product
—Error in position of partial —Multiplied by same digit

products twice
—Counted to get multipli- —Reversed digits in pro-

cation combinations duct

—Wrote tables •

Knowing which of these errors the pupil makes, gives

the teacher definite suggestions for remedial work. Of
course it may be that a pupil makes several of these errors

quite commonly. In that case more or less the whole

process must be retaught ; but often only one or two of

these errors are commonly made and this fault can be

removed with a little individual attention on the part of the

teacher.

There are similar tests to be had for addition, subtraction,

division, fractions, decimals, etc. The well-known Com-

pass Diagnostic Tests^ take one through twenty processes

step by step, helping one to find the level of efficiency of the

pupil in the various processes. All of these tests would not

be given to one person, but only the te%t in those processes

in which the pupil is known to be, or is suspected of being

weak.

The above error schedule given for multiplication is so

useful that a teacher of mathematics is well advised to

^ Edited by G M. Ruth, and published by C. A, Gregory Co.
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purchase a copy of the Buswell-John tests in order to have

the error schedules before him not only in multiplication but

the other fundamental processes.

In problem solving, the difficulties are of quite a different

nature than in computation. The Stevenson Arithmetic

Reading {Problem Analysis) Tests^ determine the ability of

the pupils along the following lines:

1. To read the problem.

2. To analyse the problem and determine what facts are

given and what is to be found by the solution.

3- To judge approximately what answer is reasonable.

4. To detennine the process to be used in solving the

problem to get the exact answer.

An example from the test is given herewith^ :
—

On May 5th, Alice deposited So. 50 in the school bank,

on the loth she deposited $1.50, on the 15th she put in

So. 50 and on the 20th she deposited Si. 00. How much
did she deposit altogether during May?
A. Which of the following facts are given in the

problem ?

1. The different amounts deposited.

2. The total amount deposited.

3. The interest paid by the bank.

4. The time when money was withdrawn.

B. Which of the following things are you asked to find

out in the problem?
1. The profit gained on the deposits.

2. The number of times she deposited money.

3. The total amount deposited.

4. The amount of each deposit.

C. \^’hich is the most reasonable answer?

$22.00 ’ S15-50 Si. 00 S3 -5^

D. Which process should be used in solving the problem?

Addition Substraction Multiplication Division

* School Publishing Company.
- Printid hore by courtesv of the author. Dr. P. R. Stevenson,

and the publishers, the Public School Publishing Company, Bloom-
ington, Illinois, U.S..\.
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F. J. SchonelP in The Testing of Intelligence^ gives a
suggestive schedule of reasons for failure in solving problems.
Reasons for Failure in Problem Solving.

(i) Computational inaccuracy, (ii) Inability to read the
problem intelligently, (iii) Inability to select relationship
between fundamentals in the information

:
(a) Inability to

select what is given from what is required, {b) Inability
to select pertinent facts for working, (iv) Inability to
select the proper process, (v) Carelessness in reading the
problem (misreading of statements or numbers), (vi)

Premature generalization due to catch-words or signs,

(vii) Failure to try the problem due to large numbers or its

detachment from child’s knowledge and interests, (viii)

Failure to make a simple mental example and find an
approximate answer.

Arithmetic is one of the easiest subjects in which to do
diagnostic work. Reading is much more difficult. There
are some few types of reading difficulties which cannot be

properly disclosed without optical instruments and the skill

of an expert. In reading, the eye does a very intricate

piece of work, and a thorough knowledge of the physiolo-

gical process taking place in reading is required for diag-

nosis of faulty eye-work.*

Fortunately only a part of the reading difficulties

commonly met require such expert care. There are many
common difficulties which the ordinary teacher who informs

himself on the subject can be helpful in removing. Just

* A recently published manual by Fred and Eleanor Schonell

entitled Diugtiostic and Attainment Testing (published by Oliver

and Boyd 1950) is very practical on the middle and high sch(K)l

level.

^ Edited by H. R. Hamley and published by Evans Brothers.
London, 1935. chapters by Schonell on Diagnostic Tests are

well worth a teacher’s careful study.
® See chapters II and XVI of Suggestions for the Teaching of

Reading in India (Oxford University Press. 1944).
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what can be done is indicated by the description of two

tests bv the publishers of the following tests.

Pressey Diagnostic Tests in Fundamental Reading Habits^

These are individual tests for measuring eye movements,
vocalization, and vocabulary. The teacher observes the

number of fi.xations, regressions, etc., and makes a

record of them while the child is reading.

Research has shown that poor eye movements, ex-

treme vocalization, and inadequate vocabulary cause

children to read poorly and that deficiencies in reading

are due to one or more particular ‘ bad habits ' which

may be located and remedied. It has also been shown
that progress in any subject comes most quickly when
specific errors in the fundamental habits are located

by analysis and remedied by instruction directed

especially against the particular errors found.

Doctor Pressey has brought together the outstanding

results as regards fundamental reading habits in such

a wav that the average teacher can make a rough

analysis of difficulties with very simple equipment. The
only materials needed for this work are: (i) A small

mirror, (2) the appropriate folder of reading sections.

f3) a book against which to hold the mirror and folder,

and (4) the pupil’s record card. The analysis includes

three simple measurements of eye movements, one of

vocalization, and one of certain elements in the acquisi-

tion of vocabulary,

Pressey Diagnostic Reading Tests for Classes III to IX-

The words of the Vocabulary test were selected from

the Thorndike list of the most common to,000 words,

and are so arranged that by simply adding two zeros

to a pupil's score, a direct statement is obtained of the

size of his reading vocabulary. Thus, if a child scores

30, this indicates that he knows about 3,000 of the

10,000 commonly used words.

' ]^v S. L. and L. C. Pressey. and published by the Public

S< h('ol Publishing Company.
- l^v T.. ('- Pressev.
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The paragraph Meaning test requires the pupil to
mark topic sentences to a variety of carefully organized
paragraphs. It requires consideration of each para-
graph as a whole

;
gets away from artificially and

emphasis on unimportant details
;

and permits sixty
paragraphs to be used without undue lengthening of

the test, with resulting better reliability and differential

efficiency.

The Speed test is composed of a simple 3,300 word
narrative, in which very* easy and quickly-marked
questions are embedded. Since the questions arc in-

serted in the reading material, it is hardly possible for a

child to look for questions without reading the material

through consecutively. The pupil’s score is made up
only from material which he actually did read—and that

with some understanding.

The publisher's claim for the two above-mentioned tests

docs not seem to be exaggerated. There are diagnostic

tests by other publishers which arc probably equally good.

An ordinary well-constructed test, standardized or

informal, can also be used to some extent. With the Hindi

reading test for primary schools described in Chapter III

the teacher can quickly tell whether the main trouble of

the pupil is in paragraph meaning or whether it starts

lower down in the scale with word recognition, or in read-

ing simple isolated sentences like those in the part on follow-

ing instructions. As the sentences and paragraphs are

graded in difficulty one can, by scrutiny of the paper,

quickly see on what level of efficiency the weakness makes

itself strongly felt. The test for middle schools can be

similarly used. The use of tests in this way hardly merits

the dignity of the name diagnostic work, but it is at least

preliminary to it and perhaps the most practical procedure

for the ordinary teacher.

At this point it might be well to explain the difference

and similarity between Instructional and Diagnostic tests.
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An Instructional test is of the type a teacher would give

when he has finished a unit of work and wants to see

whether pupils have mastered it before going on to the

next unit. He gives such a test because he wants to make
up the deficiencies he finds. A diagnostic test pays little

attention to what has just been taught but reviews the

whole subject to catch up any difficulty that the pupil may
have in any phase of the work. It seeks to discover the

cause of the trouble. It is more comprehensive and

thorough than the Instructional test. What both of these

tests have in common is that they seek to find out what

weaknesses to correct. It is this similarity that concerns

us more than the difference between the two. Both of

them aim at giving information needed for remedying

weaknesses. In this chapter we have rather loosely used

the name Diagnostic test for Instructional test also, as

many distinctions are apt to confuse the novice in New-
Type testing. The one point the author wishes to empha-
size is that both are tests than can be used profitably to

remedy instructional defects and individual weaknesses of

pupils.

One can get diagnostic and instructional tests in all the

principal school subjects, including writing and language

usage. In addition one can get very comprehensive

analyses of the common faults of pupils with careful case

studies including an account of the effects of various types

of remedial instruction. Some of the best research work

being done in education at present is being done in these

phases of instruction. Education is seeing the futility of

teaching only the class as a whole and is emphasizing at

least some individual instniction for those in need of it.

The classroom is not different from life in general w’here

all people simply cannot be herded together and treated
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like one composite individual. There are vast differencestoj^n person and person both as regards capacity and

Good teaching simply cannot ignore the many problems
of the individual student. Ways of teaching are being
developed which make it quite possible for the teacher to
teach both the class as a whole and the individual It
cannot be said that there is no time for individual instruc-
tion, for to Ignore the dilhcultics of the individual wastes
time for the class as a whole. It is a matter of proper
organization of the time available. A method of part-
time class instruction and part-time supervision of the
pupils as they do their own work is hnding increasing
favour. Properly prepared teaching materials, such as
work-books, make this easily possible.

It is not necessary to have a printed diagnostic test in

order to do diagnostic work. Most diagnostic work is done
with short informal tests that the teacher has made or
adapted. Merely sending a pupil to the blackboard and
making him work his computations aloud is diagnostic

work if the teacher is alert to analyse the pupil's method.
What makes a test diagnostic or otherwise is the way the

teacher uses it. Of course some tests are much better than

others for this purpose but no test is diagnostic simply

because the title contains the word ‘ diagnostic Only
when it is used to analyse the difficulties of the individual

does it become truly diagnostic. One can diagnose the

troubles of the class as a whole but there is a limit to what

can be done in this way. The doctor can treat a family as

a whole only occasionally. He is soon forced to put his

stethoscope on the individual. So also is the teacher.

A teacher who has obtained for suggestion and guid-

ance a few printed diagnostic tests in his special subjects
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should be in a position to make up informal exercises

which are helpful. When a sample of tests in a certain

subject is ordered from American publishers, one or two

diagnostic tests will certainly be included.

Diagnostic examination without remedial instruction to

follow is as useful as an examination of the kidneys which

reveals pus cells is, if nothing is done to remedy the

obviously bad situation. There is no value in diagnostic

tests if the teacher docs not intend to work with small

groups or individuals to remedy their defects.

What treatment is necessary when defects are revealed?

This depends entirely upon the defect. Sometimes the

remedy suggests itself as soon as we have located the

defect. At other times the remedy appears to be a task

almost as formidable as finding the cure for cancer. A
good diagnostic test will contain sugeestions to teachers for

remedial work but endless ingenuity and study of his

cases is nevertheless required on the part of the teacher.

But that is exactly what produces good teaching.

In India attention to the individual has suffered tre-

mcndouslv because of the large amount of elimination of

pupils in each class. A pupil who is weak in arithmetic

is not long tolerated in the school. He is failed so often

that he discontinues school. A pupil weak in reading is

failed or learns to memorize his material. In Amerida

.some schools employ teachers specially trained to coach

pupils weak in reading so that they can compete with their

classmates. It sometimes happens that quite intelligent

boys and girls have not learned to read. In America this

is considered as bad a handicap in life as hernia ;
treatment

is considered just as necessary as in the case of the physical

defect. In India, as the number of illiterates grows less

and the handicap of a person who cannot read because of
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some slight remedial defect comes to be considered a need-

less tragedy, more attention will be given to remedial work.

In other subjects we may expect similar treatment. The
day may still be far off but must surely come when we
will not permit nearly half of India’s childhood, which

finds its way to the school, to be weeded out in Class I,

and a high percentage in every succeeding class. It is not

necessary to fail every child who reveals a weakness in

his scholastic learning. Many situations of academic ill-

health may be remedied, so why throw them out to

die academically, by failing them, until they are swept

out of school by the force of circumstances which could

easily have been remedied at the proper time?

Diagnostic tests may be constructed for all. levels of

development, from very simple informal tests to elaborate

standardized ones which inquire into the standing of the

individual in comparison to others of the same age and

school experience. Diagnostic features may be included in

School-subject tests, such as are described in Chapter III,

thus making the test usable in two ways, .-^s said before,

it is the use to which a test is put which determines its

diagnostic value. This does not mean that diagnostic

features are more or less accidental features of any test.

If claim is made for a test that it has diagnostic features

it should have an extraordinary quality that lends itself to

utilization in this way. The author of the test must have

successfully directed much care and attention to the deve-

lopment of this quality in the test.

A series of arithmetic test papers prepared and printed

by the South India Teachers Union can be used very

effectively in diagnostic work.



PART 11

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

VI

WHAT ARE INTELLIGENCE TESTS?

With intelligence tests we come to those types of tests

which may be termed psychological because, to a much
greater extent than school tests do, they concern them-
selves with the way the human mind responds. School

tests are less concerned with the way the mind responds
than with checking up to see whether or not a pupil is

learning what he is supposed to learn and how well he is

doing it. Psychology has no set programme for the pupil

like the school has and so its interest is not in the

curriculum but in the learning process or in any kind
of nervous reaction. Psychological tests may be expect-

ed to conform to psychology’s interest in the working of

the mind and its inseparable partner in the body, rather

than in diplomas and the mastery of subject-matter.

Psychological tests attempt to do a number of things

which, if successfully carried out, are of no little im-

portance to the educator. They claim to be able to

measure the mental ability of human beings (Intelligence

tests). They are trying to measure mechanical ability

and other abilities some of \\hich are very much dependent

on general intelligence and some of which are not (such

as i^Iechanical Aptitude tests). They are trying to perfect

a technique by which they can predict success in various

kinds of work, yet to be learned, on the basis of the pupils'

performance at present (Prognostic tests). Then there are

the attempts to measure attitudes, emotions, tempera-
ments. etc. These will all be considered briefly.
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Individual items in the various kinds of tests may
resemble each other greatly or even be identical

; but the

purpose behind asking these questions is quite different in

each type of test. A good examiner sets his questions as

shrewdly as a good cross-examiner. Both prosecutor and

defence lawyer in a trial may ask similar questions but

they intend to use the answers in quite different ways. In

different types of tests similar questions arc asked to give

information on quite different types of mental reaction.

It behoves one to know exactly what a certain test is trying

to do and how it expects to do it before one can use the

results of such a lest. In the discussion of the types of

tests to follow, the emphasis will be less on the content of

the test than on the purpose, for that is of prime impor-

tance.

Our question for this chapter will be : What is the

purpose of the Intelligence test?

Every teacher has noticed that although all of the pupils

in his class have approximately the same opportunities,

some of them learn much more quickly than others.

Sometimes a certain pupil with less opportunities than the

others is, in spite of his handicap, the fastest learner, while

one with the best opportunities lags near the bottom of his

class. Interest and effort in school work may have some-

thing to do with it but not infrequently the hardest workers

get along least well and a certain pupil who practically

‘ never works at all ' and does not care whether he passes

or not stands at the top of his class. What is it that

enables one pupil to learn more easily than another? This

quality is called ‘ intelligence One was born with much

more potential ability than the other, which shows itself

in the greater ease with which he can learn.
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A pupil’s success, in school depends on a number of

conditions, of which the following are the most important:

1. His native intelligence.

2. The length of time he has attended school.

3. His health.

4. His industry.

5. The quality of the teaching he receives.

Wc can easily find out how long the pupil has attended

school; a physician can usually tell us what his state of

health is; the teacher usually knows whether he tries hard

and it is not difficult to find out how good the teaching

has been. The most difficult thing to find out is what
native intelligence he has. There is little in the pupil's

life that either helps him or hinders him more than just

this factor: the amount of intelligence he inherits. No
matter what may be done for a child and no matter how
hard he works, a feeble-minded child can never be a

brilliant adult. On the other hand a bright child can be

confronted with many handicaps such as would seriously

hold back the average child and still come out far ahead
of his companions. It often happens, however, that a

brilliant child is not recognized as such until he has grown
up and distinguished himself.

A good home and environment, opportunities for edu-

cation. and hard work, are all tremendous aids to success.

P>ut if we happen to have been born abnormally slow

learners, all that teachers and elders can possibly do is to

improve the situation only slightly. If, on the other hand,

we are amongst those whose learning ability is above
normal, and we receive and make use of a fair opportunity,

we are destined for distinction. Even before we are born

it has already been settled, other conditions being about
normal, whether we are to be among the distinguished,
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mediocre or unsuccessful. Already it has been settled

whether there is human possibility of pushing us up to

B.A. standard or whether coolie rank is the best that can

be expected from our efforts no matter what educational

opportunities are made available. Extreme cases have

been cited. Fortunately the majority of humans are so

near normal that hard work is the determining factor in

our success.

Si.xty per cent of us {judging by data from England and

America; there are no data for India) arc so near to

normal that what is expected of the average man may be

expected from us. Another fifteen per cent are gifted so

far in advance of the average that mere nonnal people

have to work much harder in order to accomplish what

these can do with relatively little effort. Another fifteen

per cent are so far below normal that they arc definitely

out of the race in anything demanding high grade intelli-

gence. Or, since there are degrees of intelligence from

that of the lowest rank of idiot to that of the rarest genius,

we might say, about fifty per cent of the people can bo

expected to do better than average work and fifty per cent

less than average work, by far the greater number of us

just slightly better or poorer than average. Where we

belong in this line-up has been determined roughly,

barring accident or peculiarly unfortunate environment or

wasted opportunity, at the time of our conception,

although our later success is by no means wholly dependent

on our position in this line-up.

It would be extremely helpful if it could early be found

out just what the possibilities of a child’s later development

are. It is wasted effort to try to push the subnormal through

college and it is wasted opportunity for society to let its

most gifted people spend their time and talents doing what

9
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the ordinary coolie can accomplish. Intelligence tests

attempt to find out what the native endowments of the

individual are. We do not say that fate decides what we
shall amount to regardless of what effort we put forth.

Hard work, stable character, and worthy ambitions and
aims accomplish wonders, while brilliance without these

t]ualities often ends in tragic failure. But, if we can find

out even approximately what native ability a child has,

we may be able to keep him from wasting his lime on that

which is beyond his capacity while neglecting the opportu-

nities which lie within his capacities.

Measuring intelligence is much harder than measuring

achievement in the school. W'h<*n we measure achieve-

ment in school we do not try to separate what the pupil

learns by himself because he is an intelligent lad, from

what he has learned because of the teacher's infinite

patience in drilling sojnething into him. We simply try

to find out what he can do, no matter wlio or what i.s

responsible for his having learned to do it. In testing

intelligence, however, we have to isolate to the utmost

possible extent native abiliiv from other influences and seek
*

to measure that alone.

The man who launched intelligence testing on the career

which won for it recognition from the scientific world, was

d Frenchman. Alfred Binet. This man was a real pioneer

in science. Bind was connected with a school for mental

defectives. He pondered over the question as to what his

mental defectives did not have that normal children do

have. He noticed that mental defectives are different from

normal children in that they have in smaller degree what

normal children have in a larger degree. He noticed that

some mental defectives could be taught much more than

others, which suggested to liim that it would indeed bo
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helptul if he could construct some simple device that
would tell him how defective or how nearly normal his
various charges were. From this he expected to know
approximately what things might be done for them and
what things were probably a waste of time. Since the
mentally retarded learn so much more slowly than others,

much time was usually ^vasted before it was discovered
what is beyond the pupil's capacity and what is within his

capacity. His desire to perfect a device to give him better

information on these points led Hinet to experimentation
which resulted in perfecting the first acceptable intelligence

lest.

Hinet also discovered that a teacher of normal children

has a much easier time in adapting his teaching method
to the age of his pupils ; for the teaching profession has

gradually built up a tradition of how to deal with children

of the various ages; The teaching profession has made
many glaring mistakes in its estimate of the ability of

children but on the whole the estimate has been a fair

approximation. But in the case of mental defectives the

age of the child gave little intimation of what was to be

expected of him. A ten-year-old frequently has to be

taught like a five-year-old, or like a seven-year-old, or

even like a three-year-old. But which? Binet longed for

some way to find out early in each pupil’s career just how
each pupil should be treated. It was by considering the

mental defective to be mentally like a much younger child

that gave Binet his idea of measuring intelligence by
comparing the activities and abilities of the children of one

age with those of other ages.

Binet received suggestions from the work of Gallon.

Wundt, Cattell and others who had measured the speed

and accuracy of seeing and hearing, strength of memory,
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ability to recognize various shapes and forms, strength

of hand grip, attention span, and so forth. Without the

suggestion of these experiments it is doubtful how much

Binct would have accomplished. But Binet early felt that

intelligence is much more than just a matter of sight,

hearing, muscle control, memory and concentration. He

wanted to know how one could measure the ‘ richness of in-

spiration, accuracy of judgement, and generally ability of the

mind He did not try to break up intelligence into many

parts to be measured separately. He sought to measure

the combined effects of attention, imagination, judgement

and reasoning as the human being shows these qualities in

doing fairly complicated tasks. For many years he

experimented with many types of mental and physical res-

ponses that showed not the knowledge of the pupil but his

ability to do novel tasks revealing imagination, judgement,

etc.

During all these experiments Binet again and again asked

himself: ‘What is the normal child of various ages able

to do? ’ He felt that if he could learn what the normal

child can do, he could classify the mental defectives by

comparing them with normal children.

But who is the normal child?

How can we tell what the normal child can do if we do

not know who the nonnal child is? Which of the

hundreds of children we know is normal? Psychology

had already progressed so far as to suggest to Binet that,

by testing hundreds of children of a certain age, taking

care that these were chosen at random and were not a select

group, die average performance of the entire group would

be a truer indication of what the strictly normal or average

child is than that provided by any one child. Binet,

together with his friend Thoniiis Simon, worked on this
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idea for many years until in 1908 they were able to publish
a list of the things one might expect the normal child of
various ages to do. Here is the list which rightly earned
for Binet the title of Father of Intelligence Testing and
at last provided a crude yard-stick with which to measure
intelligence according to a definite standard.

Age 3

1. Pointing to nose, eyes and mouth.
2. Repetition of short sentences.

3. Repetition of two digits.

4. Enumeration of objects in pictures.

5. Knows his last name.

Age 4

1 . Knows sex

.

2. Names familiar objects.

3. Repetition of three digits.

4. Knows longer of two lines.

Age 5

1. Compares two boxes of different weight.

2. Copies square.

3. Game of patience. Rectangular card cut diagonally
to be reconstructed according to a similar uncut card
placed before the child.

4. Counts four coins.

5. Repeats a sentence of ten syllables.

Age 6

1. Knows right and left.

2. Repetition of a sentence of sixteen syllables.

3. Aesthetic comparison. Chose the prettiest of three

pairs of faces.

4. Definition of familiar objects.

5. Executes three commissions.
6. Knows age.

7. Distinction between morning and afternoon.
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Age 7

1. Unfinished pictures. Tells what is missing.
2. Number of fingers. Knows number on each hand

and on both hands without counting.

3. Copies a written model.
4. Copies a diamond.
5. Repetition of five digits.

0. Description of pictures.

7. Counts 13 coins.

8. Knows names of four common coins.

Age 8
t

r. Reads a passage and remembers two items.

2. Counts nine coins.

3. Names four colours. The four primary colours.

4. Counts backward from 20 to 0.

5. Writes from dictation.

6 . Differences. Comparison of two objects.

Age 9

T. Knows date, day of week, day of month, name of

month and year.

2. Repeats days of week.
3. Makes change (with coins).

4. Definitions superior to use.

5. Reads a passage and remembers si.\ items,

b. .Arranges five boxes in order of weight.

.Age 10

r. Repeats the months of the year.
2. Knows the names of nine pieces of money.
3. Uses three words in one sentence.

4. Comprehension of common-sense questions feasy).

5. Comprehension of common-sense questions.
Rlirficult). This last test Binet called a transitional

test between the ages ten and eleven.
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Age II

1. Criticizes absurd statements.
2. Uses three words in one sentence.
3. Names sixty words in three minutes.
4. Defines abstract words.

5 - Disarranj'cd words arranged into a sentence.

Age 12

1. Repetition of seven digits.

2. Finds three rhymes for a given word.
3. Repetition of a sentence of twenty-six syllables.
4. Interprets pictures.

Age 13

1. Paper cutting, described in lyoj scale, test 29.
2. Reversed triangle, rearranges two triangles in

imagination and draws results.

3. Differences between pairs of abstract terms.

The construction of this list seems a ver)^ simple thing for

Rinet to have done but it ^\'as the result of years of experi-

mentation during the early dawn of psychology as a science.

The significance of this scale of Hinet’s is that a really

usable way of comparing the intelligence of various people
was given to us. \\ hat one child can do in comparison
with other children of the same age, gives the clue. It

became clear that a ten-year-old child doing the tests of an
eight-year-old child was retarded two years out of ten.

ten-year-old child able to do the tests expected of the

normal twelve-year-old child was obviously of the same
mental ability or menial age as the twelve-year-old. This

is the really significant idea that Binet gave to us, that of

mental age. We know a great deal about a child when
we hear that this chronological age (which means his age

calculated in years) is ten and his mental age is also ten.

We know immediately that such a child is about normal in
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mental ability. If the mental age is ten and the chronolo-

gical age is eight, we know that the child is above normal,
and by how much he is above normal. If his mental age

is less than his chronological age, we know that he is

retarded and if the exact ages are given, we know just how
much he is retarded and to some extent what his prospects
of development are. Binet gave us. in the concept ^ mental
age ' a way of classifying people according to their native
ability or speed of learning. He could now classify his

mental defectives and plan their education more carefully.

Incidentally he also taught us to classify our normal and
superior children.

Three years later, shortly before his death, Binet im-
proved his scale. Psychologists soon recognized the value
of Binet's work. By 1913 experimenters in Belgium,
England, the Lmited States and Germany had adapted
Binet s tests and enlarged upon them. (In England the much-
used version by Cyril Burt, is a rather recent version.

In America. Lewis Tennan benefiting from the experi-
ments in various countries greatly improved the scale,

giving us (in 1916) what is known as The Stanford Revision
of the Binet-Simon Scale. Tennan popularized a term
which has been found to be quite practical, namely ' intel-

ligence quotient ' or, as it is called for short, the IQ. The
IQ is the ratio between the individual's mental and chro-

nological age.

MA
CA

X 100 = IQ

MA means Mental Age ; CA means Chronological Age.
Thus, if Pyare Lai's mental age is found to be ten and
his chronological age is eight, we may write

TO

8
X 100= 125
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The multiplication by one-hundred is done to get rid of the
decimal point. An IQ of loo is just average

; 125 is quite
high, and 75 denotes a low grade of intelligence. The IQ
of a person is assumed to be the same all through life. It
has recently been found that the IQ undergoes some change
dunng the course of the years of the individual’s life but for
practical purposes the layman may well assume the IQ to
be comparatively stationary throughout life.

After widespread experiment, Terman concluded that
the mental age of the average person increases only up
to about age 16. This does not mean that the adult does
not know more than the sixteen-year-old youth. Intelli-
gence is not a matter of what we know. An adult’s know-
ledge and maturity are certainly greater than that of the
sixtecn-year-old but the rate at which we can learn new
things is not much greater at 25 or 40 years of age than it

was at sixteen years of age. Intelligence means ready
adaptability to new situations, alertness, keenness, inge-
nuity. It is quite different from knowledge and experience.
We by no means reach our maximum powers at sixteen
(we reach these powers nearer fifty if we avoid mental
laziness)

; but the nonnal youth, if placed in a situation

in which previous experience gives no advantage, has a
chance to meet the situation just as intelligently as the
normal adult. ^

^ Popularly the word ‘ intelligent ’ is used to nu-an a variety
ol qualities, such as clever, clear-headed, well-informed, sensible,
shrewd, quick-witted, etc. The ineuial tester uses the word in
a much narrower sense ; he means by an intelligent person, a
person who scores well on an Intelligence test, or, in other words,
has a high IQ. When he says that A is more intelligent than
B he means that A secured cr is expected to secure a higher
score in an Intelligence test. He ordinarily expects A also to
show more of the kind of intelligence which means common sense
and cleverness in everj’day life but we cannot guarantee that
this will be the case. He will not be at all surprised if occasion-
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Practical use of Intelligence tests on a large scale was
first attempted by the United States Army after the entry
of the United States into World War I. At the time of
its declaration of war against Germany in 1917, the United
States had an army of only about 100,000 men. The task
was to train an army of several million men in less than
two years. In order that much time should not be wasted
on those of too low intelligence for duty, and in order to
pick out the men who could be expected to adapt them-
selves most readily to positions of intelligent responsibility,
psychologists were invited to try their intelligence-testing
technique. Ry this time a number of other scales besides
that of Bmet were ready or almost ready for use. Binet’s
scale did not meet the requirements as it has to be given
to each individual separately. Tests were needed that could
be given to large numbers of people at one time. A. S.
Otis and R. Yerkes, who had prepared tests of this
type, were among the most prominent of the psychologists
entnistcd with the task of rapidly testing hundreds of
thousands of men.'

One set of tests was made for men of education. This
is still called The Army Alpha Test. The set was com-
prised of ten alternate forms complete in themselves,
each form consisting of eight parts, the large number of
item^ in each part making coaching practically impossible.
Another set of tests was made for those who had little

ftr no school education and for foreigners who did not

lily the opposite is the case, for it takes more than IQ to make
(oiiHiK.n and shie\vdncs.s in everyday affairs, altlioii^»h the
person with a IQ has decidediv the aclvantaee in devolop-
inc' tivso. ‘

i|' ioad*T niii't iKjt confute these two different meanings of
Migvnt .

^

* .\ I'-ngthy atcount of ilie expcrinient.s is j?iven by Yerkes in
Ills hooir. P-~vcl/olo^ic/il Exatn.iiiii^ in the Umte<t States Army
d government I’rintiny Office. \Vashington, 1921).

Th.
inte
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understand English well enough to take a test such as the
Alpha. This was called The Army Beta Test.

Some two million men were tested and classified accord-
ing to results on these tests. The results of the use of the
tests were valuable beyond all expectations. It was proved
that classification of men on this basis for the kind of work
they wore to do was far more satisfactory than on any
other basis of classification hitherto suggested. The army
Intelligence tests did not try to pick out men for specialized
jobs such as infantrymen, cavalrymen, clerks or gunners.
The army tests simply picked out men for responsible
positions on the basis of rapid adjustability as exhibited
in their performance of the tests. The outcome was a
greatly increased respect for the psychologist and for

intelligence-testing.

Actually there was loo much respect for intelligence-

testing. Some very exaggerated claims were made for them
by psychologists and especially by would-be psychologists.

Describing the advt'iit of the Army Tests, Goodwin Watson
writes

:

The epoch of high hopes and exaggerated expectations
was set off with a bang by the World War . . . Intelligence
tests were expected to identify not only the feeble-minded
but also the talented, to predict school success and also
vocational success, to prognosticate delinquency, to reveal
native endowment, and to answer scientifically long
disputed questions of race differenre and sex difference.*

.\fter the period of ‘ exaggerated expectations ’ came the

period of ‘ soberization ’ in which serious hard work was

Ycat' Hook of the
Part II

riu* Sci«ntific .M()\ cincnt in liducatioii ’ in The Thirtv-st venlh
k of the Xatioual Society for the Studv of Education.
^ XXI\

, [>. .15^, 193^ Published for the National
hociety for the Stu<ly of Education bv the Public School Publish-
ing Coinpanv.
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needed (and was done) to discover the limitations and
legitimate sphere of intelligence-testing. Also a good deal

of light was wanted on the question: ‘ What is intelligence?’

This question has proved to be almost as elusive as the

question: ‘ What is electricity? ’ One of the major con-

troversies of psychology sprang out of the attempt to

answer this question.

Not much headway could have been made in understand-
ing the benefits and limitations of intelligence testing if

about this time the method of handling and relating data
had not been greatly improved. Here is England’s unique
contribution to psychological testing: the refinement of

statistical treatment. Galton, Pearson, Brown, Thomson
and Spearman perfected the machinery hy which the data
obtained by experimentation could be properly treated and
brought 1o bear on the problems affecting intelligence.^

What is intelligence? How far is it influenced by
education? Bv environment? To what extent docs our

original mental inheritance limit the amount of our intel-

ligence for ever? Do Intelligence tests really test intelligence

or something else? What kinds of intelligence? Which
Intelligence tests are useful and which arc not? Just what
do various, tests show and what do thev not show? All

these questions needed to be answered before Intelligence

test> become really helpful and all of them are related to

the question: ‘ W’hat is intelligence?
’

IMnet held that intelligence is made \ip of three important

abilities

:

I. 'I he ability to compiehend a problem, direct the

mind towards its solution, and maintain attention upon it.

‘ ( hapttT X <l(‘ab in a
t'f da la

verv elomrntarv wav with the treatment
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2. Ihe ability to adapt the mind to the needs of the
situation.

3. The ability for self-criticism.

Quite a debate arose among the psychologists as to
whether intelligence is a single complex quality that
expresses itself in various ways, or whether it is a large
number of independent traits. Among those who
challenged the view that it is a unity were Thorndike and
Woodworth of Columbia University. These two men gave
a blow to the traditional view ot educationists which
assumes that ‘ by hard study and application the fibre of
the mind becomes toughened like a muscle, and that, as
a direct result, one’s powers of attention, memory, reason-
ing and the like are markedly strengthened and increased
from which it has never recovered. They proved, in a
series of brilliant experiments, that the ‘transfer of train-

ing ' (for example, the effect of learning one poem on the
learning of another, or the learning of Latin upon the

learning of other school subjects) is far less than educa-
tionists supposed. This led to the statement of the view
that learning is not genera! but specific and that the mind
is composed of a host of highly particularized and inde-

pendent faculties. These views seriously affect our view
of what intelligence is, for if the mind is composed of parti-

cularized and independent faculties it is not unreasonable

to suppose that intelligence also is made up of a large

number of independent traits. Are there not perhaps many
different kinds of intelligence? W’e know that some people

‘ This is how H. E. Garrett in Gteat Experiments in Psychology,
p. 127 (The Century Co., New York. 1930) describes the doctrine
of formal discipline which is the traditional view of education.
The formal disciplinists have held that the study of mathematics
and classical languages increases the acuity of the min<l nuitli more
proportionately than other mental activities do.
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arc ‘ intelligent ' in some things and ‘ stupid ' in others.

The same individual is not alike intelligent in handling

various kinds of situations. The view has been put forth

that instead of there being such a quality as ' general

intelligence ' there is simply the average of our various

kinds of intelligence.

The experiments of Thorndike have been of immense
practical value in education and in psvchology. Perhaps

no discussion has been more helpful in jarring educational

practice out of its worst ruts as the discussion that followed

on Ihorndike’s and his associates’ experiments.

But is there no unity in the various intellectual abilities?

Is there no general factor underlying the various abilities?

Ihirt instists there are. He claims that intelligence is an

all round efficiency Thorndike also searches for a

unitary factor ’ although he has demonstrated the specific

nature of abilities and learnings.

Spearman provides for both the specific and the general

nature of intelligence in his theory. He recognizes both

a ' sum total of mental energy ' which is present in all our

mental efforts and on the other hand specific abilities.

'['he first he calls * (. ’ and the second ‘ S '. His ‘

(i ' is

akin to ' general intelligence ' and his 'S' to ' specific

intelligence ' but he rightly avoids the word ' intelligence

because the many meanings popularly associated with thi.^

word are misleading. An individual mav have inanv ‘ S’s
» *

but onlv one ‘ (i ’.

1 lie original data submitted in support f)f this theory are

mathematical. B\' means of the tetrad equation (this is

a highly technical device the description of which must be

left to witrk,> of a more technical nature than tliis book
purports to bt. i lie proves the existence of both ‘ (I ’ and
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‘ S • and the extent to which various abilities overlap. He
en proceeds to prove his theory experimentally also Hehas made comprehensive studies of the relationship of

various abilities with a large number of other abilities
which bear out his theory. Spearman’s theory has donemnch to answer the question ‘ What is Intelligence?

'

His theory is generally credited with being nearest to a
satisfactoi*\' explanation.

Meanwhile experimentation has gone on. We still need
to learn at lot about what intelligence is and what it is
not, but we can undoubtedly measure it at least roughly.
In place of the half-dozen Intelligence tests of twenty
years ago there arc now literally hundreds with which to
test everyone from infants to adults. There is hardly an
aspect of education that has not been affected by them,
hspecially the treatment of delinquents and of the mentally
infenor and superior, bifurcation of courses, individuali-
zation of instruction, personnel guidance, and mental
hygiene have been greatly benefited.^ Ballard, in his usual
commonsense way. gives an excellent lead as to how the
teacher may profitably regard them:

It would be idle, therefore, to maintain that mental tests
as they exist today finally settle any of the theoretical issues
of psychology or education. They do not succeed in dis'-
secting the mind so as to separate innate abilities from
acquired abilities, or to separate general ability from
specific abilities, or to separate mother-wit from' book-

^ An c.\collcnt appraisal of what Intelligence and .‘\ptitude test';
.f^f^tributed to education is Chapter XXX of the Ihirtv-^tic,till ) ear Uook of the National Society for the Study ofAdnafOoH from which the quotation (p. 1..0) by W'atson is taken.

1 ne lull contribution of intelligence testing is far greater than ismdicaled in the outline of uses of such tests given on pp. 146-19
of this book, for the uses described are meant for the ordinary
teacher and not the expert.
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learning. Ideal mental tests would do these things ; actual

mental tests, if they do them at all, do them very roughly.

This every mental-tester is ready to acknowledge; and he
does not care a dump if the whole fabric of biological and
psychological theory that has been prematurely built upon
mental tests comes crashing to the ground. The mental-

tester does not care because, whatever happens to the super-

imposed theory, mental tests remain as they are—an in-

estimable boon to the teacher who wishes to discover the

educability of his scholar.^

A conservative psychologist will never decide the future

of a person on the basis of one Intelligence test alone. To

him any information he can get as to what the person

examined can do and how he behaves in ordinaiy^ life is

valuable supplementary information. If possible, he gets a

measurement on two or three Intelligence tests
;
particularly

if the information he gets as to the person's ability other-

wise docs not support the information he got from the test.

I'or instance, if a certain boy according to a test has a low

10 but is doing good work in school without being over age

for his class, and gives the impression of being alert, one

may well question whether he did himself full justice in the

Intelligence test. It would be well to test him again, if

possible on a different type of test. An Intelligence test is

valid only if the examinee did his best in that test. One

can easily be too cocksure of the results of Intelligence tests

but nevertheless they do give us valuable information that is

not obtained nearly so well in any other way.

On the use of Intelligence tests, an outline of possible

uses given by Dr. R. A. C. Oliver in the Manual of Directions

of his General Intelligence Test for Africans applies very

well in the case of India also.-

' fhe Neiv Exammt^r. p. 121.
- Published by the Government Printer, Kenya Colony, 1932

<'»ii<l reprinted h(*re by kind permission of the author.
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I.

what are intelligence tests?

The Selection of Entrants to a School

ceiJtrfrnf
^ applicants for admission to a

accommodated.

standardMm have reached the educational

slr^^fnM V M It then becomes ncces-

I^h ? rTl
some additional means of selection.

imtrnmp f
Intelligence test as the selectivemstrument may be considered. It will have the advant-age of eliminating the influence of some of the more ad-

ventitious circumstances which may have contributed tothe gaming of the necessary school certificates. Forexample one of the applicants may have reached the re-
quired standard by dint of hard ‘ cramming.' or of speci-
ally good teaching or simply of ' easy marking ’ of his
examination papers ; while another may have qualified for
entrance m spite of poor teaching or of having to herd
goats too often when he should have been at school.
Uie Intelligence test would pick out the innatelv brighter

2. Vocational Guidance

A central school may provide a variety of courses ofstudy, such as a general course, a commercial course aeachcr s course and a handwork course. The principal ofthe school luay be called upon to direct a pupil into one
° informationwhich might then be useful to him would be the pupil'sscore in an IntelHgence test. Suppose that the principalknew for example, that his teachers' course called a.s arule for a higher degree of general ability than his hand-work coume, he would, while taking other circumstances

into consideration, tend to advise the teachers' course for
his bnghter boys.

3. The Classification of Pupils

Pupils vary enormously in intelligence, or the ability to
ieam. In almost any class of Standard III pupils, for
example, there will be found some pupils who are brighter
10 °
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than the average pupil in Standard V, and others who are

not so bright as the average pupil in Standard 1. To teach

fractions, say, to children at such different levels of mental
development, by the same method and at the same rate,

is obviously a difficult and certainly a wasteful task. Now
in a school with a large enrolment it is sometimes neces-

sary to divide a standard into two or more sections.

Where this is so, it is advantageous both to teacher and
pupils if the pupils are grouped on the basis of learning

capacity
; and of learning capacity an Intelligence test

score is a fairlv reliable index. There should be three

sections, if possible—one for the backward pupils, one for

the advanced pupils, and one for those round about the

average. Each section will be able to progress at its own
rate. The dull pupil will not -be discouraged by a hope-
less competition against his intellectual superiors. The
clever pupil will be able to finish his course more quickly,

or to cover much more ground in the same time. The
teacher’s task will be greatly simplified. Even if it is not

possible to run three separate classes, it may be possible

to group the pupils within one class according to ability,

for some subjects at least
; or else the more advanced

pupils may be moved up to a higher class sooner than
the others. In one way or another the instruction should
be adapted to tlie individual differences in learning capa-
'citv revealed bv the Intelligence test.

• - o

4 . The Discovery of Unusual Cases

In the process of applying an Intelligence test to a class

he does not yet know, the teacher may discover, sooner

than he otherwise would, pupils who suffer from some
mental or physical abnormality. A pupil whose score is

greatly below the scores of other pupils whom he might
mave been expected to equal, may quite possibly be

found to suffer from defective vision or hearing, or from
some maladjustment of personalitv.

An Intelligence test will often throw new light on pupils

whom the teacher thought he already knew quite well.

He will probably be surprised at the range of ability in
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his class, for one’s almost inevitable tendency is to over-
estimate the intelligence of the duller pupils and to under-
estimate that of the brighter. He may come to realize
the need for special opportunities for his best pupils, who,
after all, are to be the leaders of their people. He will
be reconciled to the slow progress of most of the weaker
brethren, realizing that they mav be doing very creditable
work in view of their limited abilities. On the other hand,
it ma>- come as a shock to him to find that a pupil whom
he had definitely relegated to the ranks of these same
weaker brethren may turn out to be one of the most
intelligent boys in his class, and he will take steps to ensure
that his talent is no longer buried.

5. Vucational Selection

1 he employer’s task in selecting a candidate for a post
where intelligence is a desideratum, is analogous to that
of the school principal in selecting applicants for admission
to his school. An Intelligence test will indicate which
candidate is likely to adapt himself best to the new condi-
tions of work ; and if he is qualified in other respects, this

is the candidate whom the employer will choose.

.
b. Research

Scientific research requires the use of accurate measur-
ing instruments. A good Intelligence test is such an
instrument, and the use of one in East Africa would begin
to make practicable a larger number of important and
fascinating lesearches. Some of the questions an Intelli-

gence test might be instrumental in answering are as

follows : How do the East African tribes compare with

one another in intelligence? Are native women less in-

telligent than native men ? At what age docs the average
African’s intelligence cease to develop ? At what period

of old age does it definitely decline? Is there any relation

ship between intelligence and stature in the native? Is

the size or shape of his head a clue to his intelligence? Is

tlie African's intelligence chronically depressed by diseases,

and. if so. which diseases have this effect? Is any rise
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in the general level of intelligence visible over a period

of years ?

It is utterly impossible to give an idea of the contents of

more than a veiy- few Intelligence tests, nor is there much

object in tiying to describe them, for an adequate notion of

a mental test can be gained only bv study of the complete

test. Description of particular tests will be confined to

those which have been adapted for use in India.

Many of the more prominent Intelligence tests in England

are included in Cvril Burt’s book Mental and Scholarastic

Tests and in P. B. Ballard’s Group Tests of Intelligence. The

Examiner, and Mental Tests.^

Other prominent tests are:

Group Intelligence Tests

Simplex Intelligence Test

Xorthumberland Intelli-

gence Test

.•1 Measure of Intelligence

Cattell Group Intelligence

Tests

Psychological Tests of

Educahle Capacity

by Godfrey Thomson
by C. A. Richardson

by Cyril Burt
by C. Spearman

by R. B. Cattell

Board of Education,

England

Pintner lists the following thirty-seven group tests as the

most commonly used and readilv available in America.*

1. Army Alpha

2 . Armv Beta

Stoelting Company,
Chicago.

f >

' l or i\ list and ap{)rai?al of more recent intelligence tests in

lingland and to a less extent in America see the Guide to Mental
tistino b\- R. B, Cattell, I'nivcrsity of London Press, 1936. Any-
one wishing to get acquainted with the different types of tests

,in<l the principles involved in construction of different types will

find this reference a verv handv one.
Pintner, R. > 1 .. Inttlli^ence Testing (Holt & Co., New York,

1930), p. 216.
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3. CAVD Scale

4. Detroit First Grade
5. Detroit Advanced First

Grade
6 . Detroit First Grade

7. Detroit Advanced
8. Dearborn, Series I

9. Dearborn, Series II

10. Haggerty, Delta I

11. Haggerty. Delta 11

12. Illinois Examinatio

n

13. Kingsbury Primary
14. Kuhlmann-Anderson
15. McCall Multi-Mental

16. Miller Mental Test

17. Myers Mental Measure
18. national Intelligence Test

19. Ohio State University

Test

20. Otis Primary Test
21. Otis Advanced Test

22. Otis Self-Administering

Tests

23. Otis Self-Classification

Tests

24. Pintner-Cunningham
Primary

T. C. Bureau of Publica-

tions, N. Y.
World Book Co.

Public School Publishing

Co.

1

1

Lippincott, Philadelphia.

World Book Co.

Public School Publishing

Co.

} I

Test Bureau, Minneapolis.
T. C. Bureau of Publica-

tions.

World Book Co.
Newson & Co., New York.
World Book Co.
Ohio State University,

Columbus.
World Book Co.

f 9

PP

25. Pintner Primary
Non-Language

26. Pintner Non-Language
Menial

27. Pintner Non-Language
and Educational

T. C. Bureau of Publica-

tions.

College Book Co.,

Columbus. Ohio.

f $

28.

Pintner Rapid Survey T. C. Bureau of Publica-

tions.
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29. Pressey Primary

30. Pressey Cross-OiU

31. Priucctoii International

Tests

32. Revised Army Alpha

33. Rhode Island

Intelligence

34. Terntan Group Test

35. Thorndike Intelligence

Test

36. Thurstone Psychological

Examination
37- Trabitc Mentimeters

Public School Publishing

Co.

f f

Princeton University.

Psychological Corporation,

N. Y.
Public School Publishing

Co.
World Book Co.
1. C. Bureau of Publica-

tions.

I

Sloeiting Company.
Doubleday, Page, N. Y.



VII

INTELLIGENCE TESTS IN USE
IN INDIA

The problem involved in adapting an Intelligence test for

use in India is quite different from the problem involved

in adapting an Achie\-emcnt test. Mental tests are very

much harder to adapt or create and validate than Achivc-

ment tests. It is necessary to understand the difficulties in

transferring Intelligence tests from one environment to

another before describing the tests now available.

Intelligence tests may be divided into three classes accerd-

ing to the extent to which they employ language: (i) non-

linguistic
;

(ii) non-verbal
;

(iiil verbal.

Non-linguistic tests make no use of language whatever,

not even in giving directions to the examinee. All directions

are given by means of charts, pantomine, etc. There arc

not many tests in this class, The Army Beta Test being one

of the few. They are used mainly for people who do not

understand the language of the examiner and for the deaf.

In tests for ver\^ small children and backward children some

such items are usually included.

In non-verbal tests there may be any amount of speaking

on the part of the examiner, but very little or no use of

written language is required of the examinee. All tests for

children or adults who cannot be depended upon to read

well must be either non-linguistic or non-verbal. Adapting

a non-verbal test in a foreign countr>^ is not nearly as

difficult as adapting a test in which language mastery is

required by the examinee. In a country of many languages,

like India, the non-verbal tests are much to be preferred.
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especially since so many pupils must be examined in a
language not their actual mother-tongue and many of the
actual mother-tongues are either not reduced to script or
have an almost negligible literature.

\'crbal tests require reading and writing skill. A
scrutiny of verbal tests will soon reveal how essential a
thorough knowledge of the language is. Tests using word-
analogies, synonyms, opposites, straightening out sentences
in which the words have been mixed up. etc., are quite
common. In items testing reasoning and judgement consi-
derable reading skill is required. Such tests are very
dithcult to translate and it caimot be assumed that the tran-
slation is equivalent to the original m difficulty. There may
be. for all we know, quite a different degree of intelligence

and skill required in the reading of Urdu, Hindi and English.
I he words used in analogy, synonym, and similar tests may
be less common in one language than their equivalents in

the other. Translation makes a different test, to which the
norms of the original test are not applicable.

In India pupils of classes from Class I to college rank
do on the w'hole less voluntary reading than students in

equivalent classes in England or America. From the
experience gained in standardizing reading tests both in

primary and in middle schools (Hindi), the writer is con-
vinced that even in Classes VII and VIII at least 35 per
cent of the students read so poorly as to be severely handi-
capped in any mental test requiring more than the simplest
kind of reading. It is certain that the ability to read varies
so much between student and student coming out of the
primary school, that any mental test used for purposes of

choosing students for admission to middle school, which
contains reading exercises of any difficulty, is bound to be
a Reading test as much as an Intelligence test and pupils
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be chosen on the basis of reading ability as much as
on the basis of intelligence. In general we may say that the
best readers will also be the most intelligent, but there are
many exceptions and the rule holds true only if the
opportunities of learning reading are about the same, and
there are no special disabilities or defective habits. Read-
ing is taught so much more poorly in some primary and
middle schools than in others, that the incompetence of a
teacher will do in justice to many a child whose intelligence is

erroneously estimated on the basis of reading ability. The
verbal type of mental test should be used with e;rcat caution
below high school standard, and even in high school reading
ability can easily be overestimated. The most practical type
of Intelligence test for either children or adults who have
not had at least some high shool experience is the non-verbal,

although the verbal can be used if the examinees un-
doubtedly have had both adequate teaching in reading and
adequate reading facilities, the fulfilment of which conditions

are all too rare in India.

An indication of intelligence in a child is present when he
learns a great many things from his environment on his own
initiative without any one having taken any pains to teach
them to him. The things that an Indian child will learn of

his own accord from his environment are quite different

from the things an English or American child will learn.

In England it may be assumed that any child of nine years

of age will have learned to tell the time even though this

has not been taught in school. He sees so many clocks and
everyone lives so much ‘ by the clock ' that he hnds it neces-

sary to be able to tell the time and insists on being taught.

In an Indian village there may not even be a clock (even

some schools are without clocks) and village life pays little

attention to being ' on time ’. Thus lack of ability in a
%
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child to tell the time does not reveal lack of intelligence in

India in the way it docs in England. In America, where

there is one motor car to every four people, any intelligent

child of eight knows something of motors and simple

mechanics. Any item in an American Intelligence test that

bears on this field of experience may be fair to an American

child but certainly not to an Indian. The Indian child, on

the other hand, learns a great many things from his environ-

ment that an American or English Child does not. Just

what these things are, no one has taken the trouble to

record as yet, but there will be such items. In Africa Dr

Oliver found the ‘Maze tests which are composed of a

series of ground-floor plans of labyrinths with several blind

alleys and only one way out, which constitute quite an

exacting test for American children, were done so easily by

the cautious African children who are used to finding their

way through jungle that they were too easy for them.

It has been found that, on the average, the people of

some races and nationalities do less well in certain Intelligence

tests than the people of other races and nationalities. This

has led some people to claim that the people of their own

race or nationality are on the average more intelligent than

the people of certain other races. Any such interpretation

of the results of Intelligence tests is based on a number of

false assumptions. There is no Intelligence test in existence

that can show Indian children on the whole to bo either

superior or inferior in mental ability to the Chinese, French.

English. Negroes, or Americans. Intelligence tests now

available can compare Indian children and American

children only if the environment, education, and culture of

the two countries arc nearly alike, which they evidently

are not. If we sent several thousand Indian children to be

adopted by American parents living in America, and several
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thousand Americans to be adopted by Indian parents in
India, \vc might be in a position to, compare the relative
intelligence of the two peoples, but not at present. The
fact that Indian children do not compare well with American
children on American Intelligence tests may mean either
that the American children have superior cultural, educa-
tional. social, and economic advantages, or that the tests

give the advantage to those who live in the American cul-
tural environment. There may be tests developed some day
at which Indian children will do much better than the people
of any other environment.

Binet insisted that his scale could be used only on people
living in a fairly homogeneous environment, and that as

soon as it was applied to those of a different country, the

standards or norms could no longer be considered valid.

Binet's and Simon's original scale is used only in Ifrancc

and seldom in America or England. The reason is more
than just language differences. In the latter countries it has

not only been translated but readapted. The English and
American scales, though in the same language, are not

interchangeable.

It thus follows that any test for India must be adapted

to Indian subjects and only Indian standards can be con-

sidered valid. Comparisons with other countries may be

made but these have no real significance and prove little.

The reasons why Indians score either higher or lower than

the inhabitants of some other country may be man\’ besides
% to

that of superior or inferior native ability. W'e trv to measure

native ability but we never quite isolate native ability from

environmental effects and as long as these effects vary as

considerably as they do now, we cannot be sure that the

difference which appears to be a difference in the intelligence

of a race or nationality, may not be something quite different.
to • ^ S
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The first mental test standardized for India was, quite

appropriately, Binet's scale. ‘ The honour for this pioneer

piece of work goes to Dr C. Herbert Rice, then of Forman

Christian College. This work was begun in 1922 and is

described b\’ Dr Rice in his book The Hindustani Binet-

Performance Point Scale. Examiner s Manual.'^

Items Irom several other tests were experimented on at

the same time and the final scale as presented is somewhat

different from the Stanford-Binet scale which served as a

starting-point. Altogether sixty-seven items were tried out.

Of these thirty-two were eliminated as being unsuited to

Indian conditions, difficult to translate, or not well suited

to the age-ranges tested. The languages used were Urdu

and Punjabi. Only very slight changes are needed for use

in Hindi.

The test items included are

:

Knox cubes (non-verbal)

Comparing weights (non-verbal)

Goddard Form-board (non-verbal)

Repeating digits forward
Repeating digits backward
Repeating syllables

Description and interpretation of pictures

Questions

Words in two minutes
Drawing two designs (non-verbal)

Copying a square

Copying a diamond (non-verbal)

Chosing prettier faces

Recognizing missing features

' Experiments with the Binet scale were conducted about the

-ame time in the Government Training College. Saidapet, Madras
I he results of these experiments are given in Bulletin No. 15
'if the Teachers’ College. The Saidapet experiment is not as
complete as Dr. Rice’s.

-Oxford fniversitv Press, 1929.
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Giving number of fingers

Naming six coins
Concrete definitions

Abstract definitions

Adding 3 two-anna and 3 one-anna pieces
Counting backward from 20 to i
Making change
Adaptation board (non-verbal)
Divided oblong card (non-verbal)
Naming colours

Giving differences between concrete objects
Giving similarities between two things
Giving similarities between three things
Sentence building with three words
Ball and field

Giving three rhymes
Detecting absurdities

Folded paper Test
Healy Form-board (non-verbal)

Enclosed boxes
Raja and deputy commissioner

Norms are given for 929 boys. Later the results of 459
more tests were added.

The scale is conveniently divided into a brief scale of ten

items and a longer scale of thirty-five. The brief scale

compares well enough with the longer one so that where the

examiner’s time is limited, the brief scale may be considered

satisfactory though not as dependable as the longer scale.

The non-verbal items have separate norms and can thus be

used separately.

The intelligence quotients obtained by using the Hindu-

stani Binet scale are by no means comparable to those

Terman reports on the Stanford-Binet. One need only

examine carefully the following table from Rice’s book’ to

’ A Hindustani Binet-Performance Scale (Oxford University

Press, 1929). p. 122.
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see that the range of IQs on the Hindustani is much greater.

Therefore the term IQ must be used very carefully in India.

An IQ of 130 on an Indian scale is not nearly so hopeful

as the same IQ on an American scale nor is an IQ of 65

nearly so hopeless as the same IQ in some other countries.

Prol)abI\' it would be safer to drop the term IQ in India

until we know better what significance these figures have.

Age and grade norms are quite usable even without transla-

tion into lOs.

\ Kamat has developed a Binet Scale in Marathi and

Kannada (Teaching, September 1035) which is described

fully in Mr Kamat's books in bdh these languages and also

in English entitled Measuring Intelligence of Indian Children.'

1074 children were examined. Kamat’s scale is different

from Rice’s in a number of details. He too found that the

range of IQs is mucli greater in Indian than Terman reported

tor .America. Kamat did a creditable and painstaking

}>iece ot work.

Kamat reports better scores for bovs than for girls.

Rice examined onl\‘ bo\s so that no comparison can be

made.

Several more revisions of Binet tests have come to the

0\i(>ni I niviT.'-it\- Pr-'-i, S*-cenU English edition piit)lislie{l in

'"30
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attention of the author. These are associated with the ins-
titution in which they were applied.

Dacca Training College

Patna Training College

Shikarpore, Bombay ...

Ladj' Willingdon Train-
ing College. Madras

Khajua, U. P.

Calcutta University

Pal s Stanford Revision
in Bengali.

Stanford Hindustani Re~
vision.

See Education Pamphlet No.
28. Government of India.

Stanford Revision in Tamil
and Teltigu.

Gupta's Binct Tests in

Hindi.
Maiti’s Adaptation of

the Stanford Revision
(Bengali).

The Binct scale is traditionally considered the most valid
of all Intelligence tests, and its results, when reported by
a well-trained examiner, the most trustworthy of all. Any
test that does not correlate highly with the Binet is rightly

viewed with suspicion although the Binct scale is by no
means infallible and there are important elements of intel-

ligence that more recent tests examine better.

A decided limitation of all Binet scales is that it takes a

well-trained examiner to administer them. Any one can try

his hand at administering them but the details of procedure
are so many and the effects of slight changes in the way of

administering the various tests so considerable that psycho-

logists warn the novice from trying to administer a Binet

test untill he is thoroughly grounded in psychology and has

spent some months under an expert. The other limitation

is that the Bjnet scale is administered to one person at a

time, each test taking about one hour. It is not surprising

that group tests arc more popular than this more tnistworthy

but time-consuming scale which can be entrusted only to an
examiner who has had the advantage of careful training.
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Verbal Group Tests

The first verbal group test adapted to Indian conditions,

it seems, is the Preliminary Classification Test of Dr J.

Manry of Ewing Christian College.' This was published in

1927 in Urdu, Hindi and English.

Its author asserts that:

It is not intended to take the place of the individual

intelligence examination. Nor is it to be used outside of

schools or below Standard II. . . The advantage of the

test is that a general idea much more accurate than the

teacher’s casual impressions, though still fallible, can be

obtained of the ability of a large number of children in a

short time.

This is a combination of a Scholastic and an Intelligence

tests. As its title claims, it is meant to be useful for a

tentative classification of pupils. The hundred questions

of the test alternate in rotation: Information, Judgement,

Language, Number. Age-norms are supplied but not class

placement norms.

In ic/33 Pundit Lajja Shankar Jha published in the

Teachers’ Training College AnnuaP or Benares Hindu

I'niversity a report of the examination of over r,coo pupils

on a Hindi adaptation of the Simplex Mental Test by C. A.

Richardson. This test contains items on:

1. Ability to pick out words not in their class.

2. Ability to give reasonable answers to specific

questions.

3. .Ability to identify indispensable parts of an animal

or object.

4. Ability to see similar relationships.

'Publi^h<“<l by the North Indian Tract and Book Society, 18

( li\'f Road. .Vliahabad.
* .\ revised rpfx>rt wn< pnntofi in Science and Culture, February-
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SinsV'”'’ “ *«> “
Solving sentence tangles.
Seeing arithmetical relationships

Filling in gaps of thought.
Ability to visualize a concrete experience with cer-
tain modifications.

It is intended for children between the ages of lo and
i8. Pundit Jha complains of linguistic difficulties on the
part of the younger examinees. He thinks that the
introduction of English into the school from Standard I
retards the linguistic development of the mother-tongue.

The remarks made on the difficulty of tests demanding
considerable reading ability on the part of the examinee
decidedly pertain here.

Pundit Jha also adapted Terman's Group Test of Men-
tal Ability.^ This test is intended for the same ages as
the Simplex and seems, from a superficial examination, to
contain more appropriate material for the younger children
of this age-range than the Simplex although here again
greater ability in reading than is warranted must be assumed.

S. Jalota of the D. A. V. College, Lahore, has prepared
a group verbal test for use among college students.- It is

prepared in Hindi, Urdu and English. As this test is typical
of the style of test generally used in high school and college

a sample of the various tests comprising the battery is given
here. At the college level we may assume the necessary
reading ability.

^ Both tests arc obtainable from the Teachers' Training College,
Benares Hindu I'niversitv.
-leaching, September 1936 and March 1937.
II
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Test I (Following Directions)

Directions'

Below are twelve instructions
;

you are to do what

you are directed to do as quickly as you can. When I say

‘ Stop stop instantly at what you are doing and hold your

pencil up.

1. Write ten in figures in the largest square.

^

2. Haul has four big balls : —white, red, green and blue.

He has given the green one to llari, the white and

the blue ones to Sita. Underline which of the follow-

ing he has kept.

white red green blue

3. I'ndcrline the number that follows ue.\'t but one

after iq.

j; 21 22 23

Thsi II (Nimhlk Skkies)

Directions

Look at each row of numbers below, find out how the

numbers are made up, and then on the two doited lines

write the two numbers that should come next.

I. 8 /
6 5 4 3

2 . 3 b 9 12 15 18

3 - 0 / / 5 3

4 - i 2 4 8 It) 32

5 - 8 q 12 13 if) 17

Tl-s/lII (MhMORV)

Directions

Read tliis paragiapli to yourself. Latei .
vou will he

asked to recognize -ome ol the words used -here. So

read it with great care.
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How is one to judge change within a religion ascomr ox as Hinduism^ The answer seems to be that

the one cominon element that binds the Hindus together
s not belief but practice of certain social customs

; in
their own phrase, ‘ the Dhanna Kelif>ious ideas are
unquestionably in a fluid stale in India and we shall show
some evidence of the change, but the vastly more im-

realm of social
organization and practice. Here the modern age, which
IS causing such revolution in the religious tliinking of
other peoples, is having its deepest eftect. That thought
and practice arc bound up together none will seriously
question, and that corresponding changes within the
thought life of particular groups in India will come
about as a result ot accepted change in social organi-
zation and practice seems clear.

Test III (H)

Below is a list of words. Some of them hav'c been used
in the paragraph you have just finished reading. Some
other words in this list have not been used.

In front of each of the following words are written the
words ‘ yes-no Now, if you thyik that the given word
has been used in the paragraph that you read, draw a
line under YES, thus ‘ yes-no '. Hut if you think that

the given word has not been used there, you underline

NO, thus ' yes-no

y

I. Kcply yes-no

2. compare yes-no

3- complex v-<'s no

4- link 3’es-no

5- change yes-no

('fhere are 20 such words)
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Test IV (Classification Test)

Examples

chair table bed stove

Japan China India France

In each line cross out the word that does not belong

there. Cross out JUST ONE WORD in each line.

1. Rama Sita Shyam Prem
2. ears eyes heart nose tongue

3. motor car bicycle tonga telegraph train

4. baby doll clad kid kitten

Test (Judgement)

Read each question or statement, and make a cross before

the BEST ANSWER.

1. Cats are useful animals, because

T. They catch mice.

2. They are gentle.

3. They are afraid of dogs.

2. Why is leather used for shoes? Because

T. It is produced in all countries.

2. It wears well.

3. It is an animal product.

3. Why judge a man by what he does rather than by
what he says? Because

1. What a man does shows what he really is.

2. It is wrong to tell a lie.

3. A deaf man cannot hear what is said.

Test \l (Analogies)

Samples :

Sky is to Blue as Grass is to

table green warm big

Fish is to Swims as Man is to

paper time walks girl
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to site's S” “7 'Shlf

and underL"^
^elatefin Thwjy .0 ,h. thW word. BeeS SS NoS'^KaS i SZsets as you can before time is called.

^

January is to February as First is to
J/arc/( third second April
Moon is to Earth as Earth is to
sea fish Mars sun
Day is to Midday as Night is to
dark sleep midnight bed

Test \'I1 (Cancellation of Letters Test*)

Samples :

E^erJ‘’°n
alwayk hoKpuX bXave meH a!,d womeH.’Every n , r

, and s has been crossed out.
A small sentence follows for practice. Try to cross out

all those letters in this sentence that have been crossed
out m the sample. Remember to cross every ‘ n

'
‘ r

'

and ‘s'.
j > >

Dne morning there was a traveller in the woods near
Shahdara, in the summer season ’.

I.

2 .

3 -

Test VII (B)

Be careful and quick. Cross out every ‘ n ‘ r and ‘s’.
' Asoka is esteemed bv many scholars to have been the
noblest monarch in history ; and if the criterion is the
num^r of souls that still revere his memory, then
certainly he was a far greater figure than any other in
the whole world's catalogue of kings. By acquiring one
state after another he built up an empire that included
a large part of the East

; and every inch of it he won
by faith and not by the sword. Asoka sent out Buddhist
missionaries to Ceylon, to Kashmir, and to the utter-
most ends of the earth known to him. Eight and twenty
years he carried on his far-flung missionary work, and
before he died he had managed to make Buddhism the
dominant religion in his half of the world.’
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Test VTII

In each sentence draw a line under the two words that

tell what the thing always has ; as in the sample ;

Sample :—A man always has a

body cap gloves moiiih money

1. A snake always has
poison ratile

2. A horse always has

harness hoofs

3. A circle always has

altitude circumference

radius.

stripes tail tongue
%

shoes stable tail'

latitude longitude

Test IX (Inferences)

This is a test of reasoning. Overleaf some facts are

eiven
; and a question is asked about these facts. Certain

answers (in italics) are also given. You are carefully to

consider the given facts and then draw a line under the

right answer, as in the sample:

Examples

Three boys are sitting in a row
;

Kama is to the left of Abdulla.

Krishna is to the left of Kama.

Which boy is in the middle? Rama Abdulla Krishna

Here Kama is the right answer, so it is underlined.

The Pasrur Group InleUigence Test was prepared by

K. K. Kiimria of the Central fraining College, Lahore.

The te^ts in this battery consist of choosing the best

an';wer. absurdities, synthetic wholes, completing number

series. Multiple Choice, and reasoning. It was designed

for boys entering the upper classes of high schools and inter-

mediate collrees. It is in the ITdu language.
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Group Test of Mental AbiUty for College Students
Kumar Shah ol Lucknow Traininf^ Colleoe is

sluiilai in plan to the two iast-nientionccl.

Other verbal group tests that have been brought to public
attention are

:

The Pcrcra Visual Test of ’G’ bv H. S Perera
Published from the Government Training College,
Colombo. 1938 (in English and Sinhalese). This is the
most original of the tests so far worked out for India.
Ihis test IS about midway betueen verbal and non-
verbal. (For middle and high schools.)

In Urdu Adaptation of Ballard's Group Test for
Juniors by Jalal Udin. See article entitled ' An ex-
periment in Intelligence Testing ' in The Punjab
hducational Journal, Vol, XXXIIl, No. 10, 10^8. (For
middle schools.)

Madras Verbal Test of Mental Ability in Tamil by
C. T. Phillip. This is an adaptation of the Otis Self-
administering Test for Intermediates. Standardized on
about 2,000 boys and girls. Suitable for ages 12-16.
Correlation with school achievement *59. Reliability -95.

Hindustanee (rroup Tests of Intelligence by S. M. Mohsin.
See article 'Intelligence and Its Measurement' in The
Indian Journal of Education. Vol. II, Nos. 9-11, 1938.
(For use in middle schools.)

Group Tests of Intelligence for Bengali Scholars
(Class V-X) by H. C. Banerjce, U. N. Roy, and T. P,
Bhowmik, Dacca.

.^1 Composite Test along the lines of the Ballard Test
under the auspices of the David Hare Training College,
Calcutta.

The Ballard Test in Gujarati under the auspices of

the Karachi Training College.

Composite Tests in English, Tamil and Telugu under
the auspices of the Lady Willingdon Training College,
Madras.
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The Mahalanobis Composite Tests in Bengali under
the auspices of Calcutta University.

Maiii's Composite Tests. Forms A and B, in Ben-
gali and Hindi under the auspices of Calcutta University.

An Adaptation of the Terman Intelligence Test in

Bengali by the Psychology Department of Calcutta
University.

An English adaptation of one of Cyril Burt's verbal

intelligence tests by Prof. U'Sylva of Spence Training
College, Jubbulpore. This is used as an aid for selec-

tion of college students where ability to understand
English is a most important requirement. When used
in this way by students whose mother-tongue is not

English, it must be borne in mind that the test is not

a true intelligence test but a combination of intelligence

and ability to understand English test. English norms
should not be used nor comparison with students whose
mother-tongue is English made without due allowance.

There are others but the writer has not received notice

of them.

Non-Verbal Group Tests

Very different from anv of the tests hitherto described

is the Goodenough ‘ draw-a-man ' test. The child is

instructed to make the best possible drawing of a man.

Artistic ability is not scored but such points as indication

{no matter how crudely) of feet, cars, eyes, nose, mouth

right number of fingers, inclusion of clothing, hair. etc.

This test has in America a conelation of between 0.55

and 0.78 with the Standfcrd-Binct test which means that

it is a test of real worth. Ver\' little adaptation needs

to be done for its use in India as the onlv language used

is seventy-hve simple words in the direction to the

e.xaminees. The only materials required are paper and

pencil.
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This test was standardized for India by the present
writer.' Norms are given for both age and 'school place-
ment based on 2600 e.xaminations. All the examiner
needs to conduct this test is a copy of the Indian norms
and the book describing Dr Goodenough's original ex-
periment. This includes the manual for scoring.

-

The advantages of this test are: (i) freedom from the
use of language

;
(ii) it is very quickly scored

; (iii) it

can be given to children from about five upward, if they
know how to use a pencil

: (iv) it can be given to large
groups at once.

The disadvantages of this test are; (i) it takes con-
siderable skill to evaluate the drawings correctly

; (ii) the
scoring is more subjective than that of most intelligence

tests
:

(iii) although Dr Goodenough found that the kind
of drawing instruction given in primary schools did not
influence the score appreciably, the widespread lack of

drawing practice in India, does seem to handicap many
children disproportionately

;
(iv) if the pupil docs not do

his best or docs not understand wliat is wanted, the test

is entirely invalidated for the pupil. This handicap can
easily be overcome if such pupils are re-examined later and
given personal attention.

This test usually gives a fairly valid judgement but when
it does miss it is likely to miss much more completely than

longer tests. Therefore individual results should never be

used unsupported by other information. As a sui-vcy test

of larger groups its validity is quite high.

* TeaeJiing, Juno 1035. oxamplos on p. 172.
- Goodenough, F. L., The Measurement of Intelligence by Draw-

ings (George G. Harrap & Co., London, 1926).
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The correlation of this test as used in India was 0.55

with Kamat's Binet Scale, which is fair. Its reliability

is O.Q2 by the lest and re-test method.

1 his test is usable in America for children aged 5 to

12. In India it is usable up to the age of 15 except in

the case ot bright children.

Kxplanation to Illustrations

No. r. I'y an 8 year-old in the second grade of
school. 10 1(A), or just average (on the Indian scale).

No. 2. This drawing is slightly more developed. IQ
1 12. second grade (on the Indian scale).

No. 3. What a contrast! There is understanding of
the relationship of the body parts and clothing. The
arms and legs have dimension, the number of fingers
is correct. On the American scale this boy has an IQ
138 and on the Indian 200. He is in the third grade
and though only 8 is the best pupil in the class.

No. 4. This and the following drawings arc by ii-

year-olds. fliis drawing is more primitive than those
by the 8-year-olds. No body is shown, the arms stick

out of the head, the number of fingers is incorrect. IQ
54 (Indian scale). This boy has attended school for

neari\’ six years and is still in the second grade. It is

clear that h(“ cannot protit from school attendance.

10 Tio. but notice that the ii-ycar-old’s

is more developed than the 8-year-old's

No. 3.

drawing'

No 2.) with the same 10 .

No. (). .A very superior drawing for an eleven-year-
old. Nr' real drawing ability is shown, but notice the

emreer detail and imaginativeness. Nearly all the

possible points on ifie .scale have been scored. IQ 123
on (he .American scale and about 200 on the Indian.

.\n Intelligi nr'e lest was developed in East Africa by
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Dr. R. A. C. Oliver/ research worker of the Carnegie

Foundation, which compares with verbal tests in effective-

ness but has the advantage of being nearly independent of

reading and writing skill. This has been adapted for use

in Hindi by the author of this book.=

The only reading and writing skill required is that of

reading and writing the letters of the alphabet and the

figures 0 to 9. Thus pupils coming from the most back-

ward schools or with the most* meagre education can be

tested. The preliminary practice exercises given to

e.xaminces to insure their understanding of what is to be

done, are exceptionally well worked out and are designed

especially for use in areas where such tests are unfamiliar.

1 he test is probably as fool-proof as one can except any
Intelligence test to be. It is strictly objective. Only the

speech of the examiner needs to be translated although

test sheets have to be reprinted for each area having a

separate written alphabet. With such a slight change

comparisons between the various language-areas will be

easily possible. In Anglo-Vernacular schools the use of

the English alphabet makes the same test sheets usable all

over India although the use of the test should not be

restricted to Anglo-Vernacular schools.

Norms are available for both age and school grade. The

reliability is 0.88.

The five parts of this test are picture numbering,

similarities and differences, picture completion, number
series, and picture absurdities.

’ Inttlli;>encc Test for Africans (see p. 145). See also
^ Testing of Intelligence, pp. 165-75.

'leacning. .March and June 1938. The plan <and directions
this Ic.-t are reproduced in Appendix C.
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In order to make this test more effective in Classes Vll
and VIII, a verbal supplement of four parts (sentence
tangles, analogies, synonyms and opposites, arithmetic
reasoning) has been added.

The use of the verbal supplement is optional. It is

much more dependent on schooling than the non-verbal
part. This is available in Hindi only, and will not prove
to be easily translatable or comparable to tests in other
languages.

The benefits of the experiment with the General Intelli-

gence Test for Africans has been utilized in the construc-
tion of the Madras Test for General Intelligence on the

Senior Level (ages 13-16) and the Madras Non-Verbal
Test for General Intelligence on the Junior Level (ages

9-13). These have been published by St. Christopher’s

Training College, Vepery, Madras. Members of the South
India Teachers Union assisted in their construction and are

making use of them. The Senior Test was designed for

use in the selection of students for high school and is usable

throughout the high school. The Junior Test was designed

for use in the middle department. A feature of both of

these tests is that they can bo used in any language area

in schools where English is taught. In the Junior Test the

only knowledge of English required is the use of English

numerals.

In the Senior Test the only knowledge of English

required is that of the commonest English words which

are used in the first two years of the English course.

The writer has constructed a similar test for lise in

primary schools from Class II up.’ This test must however

’ Obtainable from St. Paul's High School, Raipur, M.P.
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be adapted to each lan^mage area separately, since primary
school children cannot be expected to know English ligiires

or letters. The original experiment is with Hindi
(Devanagri) letters and figures and also with Oriya symbols.

Other adaptations may soon take place.

In 1942 the Union Christian Training College Non-

Verbal Group Test fBerhampore, Bengal) was got ready

for standardization. It was prepared by T. C. Vicary and

M. Draper. This test enjoys a thorough preliminary experi-

mentation. It is intended /or ages 8 to possibly 15. It

has succeeded remarkably well in eliminating all language

and script factors so that with but a few strokes of a pen

copies can be adapted for use in any language area. This

is a very great advantage. Both the Perera Test and the

(icneral Intelligence Test are easily adapted to other

language areas without change of standard but require

reprinting when used in a different language area. The

U.C.T.C. Test is free from this handicap.

The ^ladras Non-\'erbal Test of Mental Ability by

C. T. Phillip consists of 3 subte.st series. Standardized on

1.500 high school boys. Reliability .06

Fi'rther Needs

There is room for several reliable and valid tests for each

age-group. Wherever the Bine! scale has been adapted

a most tnislworthy measure of intelligence from age 3 to

adulthood is available for individual testing.

In addition to an individual test, group tests for all

ages are needed. Perhaps it is more accurate to say the\'

ru^od to be made available. There has been enough

experimentation in the construction of tests to make

available several tests which can be used rather widely
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because Of their independence of lani^uage. or because they
are so little dependent on language that they can easily
be adapted for various language areas. In addition there
are several verbal tests in Hindi. Bengali. Urdu, English
and Gujerati. The use of most of these tests is however
confined largely .to the initiators. So few others use them
that the initiators permit them to go out ot print and, in
some cases, can report only such limited use that reliable
norms are not available. It is the demand and use of
tests which finally decides their availability. To date, the
demand for and the appreciation of their usefulness is still

lather negligible.

In the opinion of the writer, who has worked to estab-
lish norms for more than a dozen intelligence and achieve-
ment tests, age norms must be considered relative to place
and conditions, especially in the case of intelligence tests.

We have nowhere in our Indian schools true random
samplings of children of the country. Hardly of the
children who enter the primary school finish high school.

Selection goes on year by year from Class I on. The normal
child in India does not find its way into high school nor
even into middle school. We have not the same cross-sec

tion of the childhood of India in primary, middle and high

schools. Age norms can be manipulated up or dowm by
including fewer pupils from certain classes. The fairest

way of determining age norms is to find the norms for each
class and also the average age of the pupils in that class,

and then call the norm for that class the norm for the

average age in that class. For example, if the average

score for pupils in class IX (or Form I) is 75 and the

average age is 14. then 75 is to be considered the norm for

X4. This will do an injustice to the fourleen-vear-old who
is tw'o years retarded in his class, for the norm is not
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really that of all school children 14 years of age, but only

that of those bright enough, or lucky enough in educa-

tional facilities, to be no older than the average child in

his class. Since intelligence tests are used mostly for school

children the norms need to be adjusted to the peculiarity

of the schooling conditions in this country. Environment,
including schooling, does eifect intelligence test scores and
the effect is considerable.

Another factor which effects norms in this country is sex.

Nearly every investigator who reports sex differences notes

lower scores for girls than for boys of the same age. The
same fact is noticeable in achievement tests even when the

girls receive superibr teaching. The explanation of this

phenomenon, which is strange to European and American
educationists and psychologists, probably lies in the more
restricted life of women in the Orient. We are uncertain

as to the correct explanation but are reasonably certain

that sex differences are a fact or to be reckoned with in

the detennination of norms. It is not known whether similar

sex differences in performance are found on the college

level. L nioss the number of boys and girls is the same
the norms are weighted in the direction of the majority.

norms are required just as different

height standards are required for boys and girls.

Place also effects the norms. Children in urban schools

generally score higher than those in rural schools. In the

same city the average scores vary according to school and

social conditions. All these variable factors increase the

difficulty of establishing one set of norms usable by all.

Each school needs to find out how the average scores of

its students compare with the so-called norms provided

with the test, and needs to adjust the norms up or down
according to local conditions. Only in this way does the
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individual receive fair treatment. In other words, formany purposes, the relative standing of a pupil in his own
school IS a more reliable index of his position than his
standing relative to the norins.

A good group test for cliildren under 8 does not seem
0 be imminent. The Goodeuough Test is the only group
tet at present which deals with veiy young children but

V! A more general test is
needed. This will be more difficult to work out than any
of those mentioned above and will take considerable
e.xperiment. It will have to be non-verbal and very
general in scope.

The author has experimented with a short individual
test for pre-school and Class I pupils but is not hopeful of
the test being valid enough to be useful except in a very
limited way and by an experienced examiner.

The test employs the usual devices used in Kindergarten
tests in America and England such as pictures, com-
parisons, picture compiction, picture absurdities, etc.
However, Indian children in villages arc too little acquainted
with pictures to do justice to themselves in such a test.
It was found that half a year of school influences the test
score about as much as two years of development outside
the school. In other words, school influences the score
which makes it invalid for comparing children whose
school or cultural experience differs.

The matter of a test for ages 5-8 is important for com-
pulsory education has already accentuated the problem of
the retarded child. Formerly the retarded child was simply
failed and failed until he left school. Under compulsory
education teachers are faced with the problem of what to
do with the child who simply cannot keep up with his class

12
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but is compelled to keep on attending. Attendance officers

will have to have a means of knowing which children

should be excused from the compulsory act. For this a
simple and nearly fool-proof Intelligence test is needed.
Whether such a test will be devised that can safely be left

to the discretion of the rank-and-file attendance officers,

even after they have received some training, remains to be

seen.

The Cleveland Kindergarten Classification Test, pub-
lished by the Public School Publishing Company of

Bloomington 111., {U. S. A.) is intended as a group test

It cannot well be used as a group test under Indian con-

ditions but many of its parts can readily be adapted for use

as an individual test in this country. Those who are

engaged in pre-school and primary school education and
have some experience in intelligence testing will find the

Cleveland test an answer to their need. It requires careful

individual work but the testing of the ability of very small

children in India can be done on no other basis. American
norms will be useless but comparisons within the school are

possible and helpful nevertheless. The needed apparatus is

contained in a single envelope co.sting probably in the

neighbourhood of one dollar.

Colleges are not so badly off for tests of all types.

Samples of so many excellent foreign tests arc available that

teachers of psychology or education should have little diffi-

culty in adapting parts of them for their individual u.se.

The staff of V'ellore Medical College conducts one of the

most thorough screenings of applicants to the College of any

institution in the country'. Tests are given for intelligence,

and ability in chemistry, physics, biology, English, and

general knowledge as well as in maturity of outlook. When
evaluating the papers in such a battery, one is impressed
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by the tremendous difference m th,- .ibilitie. and under-
standing of stuchmis u.th praetiealiv the same- aeademie
qualifications. U „h a large nninlx r of applicants to select
from, It certainly pays to go about the >eloctioii scientificallv
for report cards from their previous schoob give verv little
indication ot their fitness for further training, e.peciallv if
the course before them is an exacting orie.



VIII

PROGNOSIS AND APTITUDE TESTS

My dictionary defines ' prognosis ' as ‘ any prediction or

forecast
; foreknowledge A prognosis test is a test which

attempts to foretell the amount of a person's probable

success in some certain line. A prognosis test in geometry,
for instance, seeks to tell a student whether he will do well

in this subject and be rewarded by getting something out

of it, or, that he will do poorly in this subject and be well

advised to leave it alone and take something he is better

fitted to take. Another prognosis test might tell the student

what offers him better prospect of success.

Such tests would undoubtedly be of great value not only

in school but in the choice of vocation and in many other

situations in life. They would help prevent many dis-

appointments and even tragic failures and would help all

of us to make better use of the many or few talents

we have. But the argument is not whether or not such

tests would be useful but whether there are tests that can

predict probable success or failure with any accuracy.

Every valid Intelligence test is a prognosis test in a

general way. We know that the higher your IQ is the

better are your prospects of passing geometry, language,

mathematics and other tests ; also the better your pros-

pects are of being well liked and generally successful in

life. But we also know that highly intelligent people may
be very poor in some things. Some Ph.D.s should never

be permitted to take a wrench in their hands when near

a motor car for fear of the damage they will do. The
trouble is not their lack of knowledge about wrenches or

motor cars but their lack of mechanical common sense.
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h.. .hey pr.cta -r
general Intelhgence test has some predictivf value as toour probable success in most things but it is worthiest forpreicbng success in motor driving, piano tuning, beauti fohandv^hmg dancmg, or speed in typewriting. forspecialized skills a special type of test is needed.
One of my friends wasted much money and much of

his son s happiness in trying to make a violinist out of
him. He would have saved trouble and expense had he
had the Seashore Measure of Musical Talent Tests' given
0 his son before making up his mind that the boy should
Income a noted violinist, for later it was found out that
the boy had a defective sense of rhythm and a defective
ear which made keeping in time and in tune an impossibility.
Such matters the. Seashore Tests can tell before music
lessons are begun. Another friend of mine studied
medicine, almost completing his course before he discovered
that the muscular control of his hands was so poor that he
would never be able to do the simplest surgery. This
restricted him to a narrow field in medicine which made
him regret exceedingly that he had not taken up law for
which he felt an equal attraction. His failing could easily
have been told beforehand by a competent psychologist.

One of the first things to be done in an effort to foretell
future success or failure is to locate physical or motor defects
which make success in the chosen field impossible or
difficult. It is also of value to list the physical assets. A
bacteriologist's success is so dependent on good eye-sight

^ ‘Gregory Co. The material for this
lei'C includes six gramophone records.
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that it is certainly of value for anyone with ambitions to

become a bacteriologist to take stock of his assets in this

direction.

There are some subtle physical assets and liabilities which

affect future success in numerous fields which the physician

does not ordinarily discover. In an effort to discover and

measure these the psychologist has composed so-called

Aptitude tests. An Aptitude test is interested in the future

just as much as a prognosis test, but functions in a more

psychological held. The value of an Aptitude test just

as much as prognosis, is in whether it actually does indicate

what the probabilities of future success are. The distinction

between the two kinds of tests is not a hard and fast one.

Aptitude is quite different from ability. I probably

have the proper aptitude to learn dancing but I have not

the ability to dance. There is probably no reason why I

could not have learned to dance but I haven’t the ability

to dance because I have not seriously tried to learn.

Ability demands practice but the ability to do something

cannot be developed unless one has an aptitude for it. A
lame awkward person lacking a sense of rhythm has little

aptitude for dancing. Aptitude comes from inborn capacity

and physical condition whereas ability is the inborn

capacity plus the effects of training (or practice). We all

have the aptitude for doing a great many things that we

have not taken the time to develop our ability to do. Thus

the task of an Aptitude test is to find out the amount of

inborn capacity there is for mastering certain skills regard-

less of the fact that among the people tested there will be

some who have practised this skill far more than others.

In Aptitude tests tasks have to be included which the

examinee is unlikely to have practised, even though he

may have been practising the kind of work for which wc
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wish to measure the aptitude. Such tasks
e.\aminee to exercise abilities for the first

performance in these tasks gives a clue to the
his latent aptitude.

force the

time. His

amount of

Mechanical ability has a correlation of only about o 20
uith general intelligence. Thus many cliilciren who do
not get along well in school may still make tolerable
mechanics. It is not as necessary to find these in India
as it IS in a highly industrialized country, but still, since
a Mechanical Aptitude test, if it is a valid one, will do for
the prospective semi-skilled mechanic what a general Intelli-
gence test does for a prospective student of a high school,
It would be convenient to have such tests in India. With
the demand for bifurcated education there is a demand for
such tests in India. There has been some attempt on the
part of psychologists in India to measure mechanical apti-

tude in individual cases. There have also been attempts
to use group tests of foreign make or the adaptations of
these in various centres. Some of these attempts have no
doubt turned out fairly successful. But is doubtful whether
anyone has yet worked out or adapted a battery for use

in this country which can be given into the hands of an
ordinary examiner.

One of the earliest mechanical aptitude tests is the Sten-

quist Assembly Test of Mechanical Ability.^ This consists

of giving the examinee a series of ten mechanical contri-

vances which he must put together rapidly in order to get

a good score. Such a test assumes some knowledge of

mechanics such as a boy in an industrial civilization has

opportunity of acquiring for himself if he is mechanically

bent. Such a test could not be used in the case of village

• World Book Company.
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boys in India who have had little opportunity of seeing and
handling mechanical devices.

The MacQuarrie Test for Mechanical Ability^ puts no
premium on knowledge. It measures mostly speed of

muscular reaction, skill of the hand and co-ordination of

hand and eye. The first test in this battery gives a large

number of parallel lines in each of which there is a very
small gap at height levels which vary in each line. The
examinee is asked to draw a continuous snake-like line

passing through all these gaps without touching the edges
of the gaps. As there are 84 such narrow gaps and a

very short time is allowed, it takes co-ordination of hand
and eye and excellent control of the muscles of the hand
to achieve a good score. In the second test the examinee
is required to put a series of three dots inside each of a

series of small circles at the greatest possible speed.

Another test concerns itself with copying simple angular

designs within an ordered series of dots. These dots are of

some help to the examine but are of even more help to the

examiner because a mistake in visual judgement is quickly

revealed. Still another test in this battery is called

pursuit '. A series of curved, thread-like lines (like a

badly tangled fishing-line cut through the middle of the

tangle) are placed before the examinee. Some of the ‘ cut

'

ends have numbers and each thread has to be followed

through and the correct number put against the opposite

end. About forty threads must be unravelled in three

minutes. There are altogether eight tests within the

battery. Such a test as this could have given a hint of

future trouble to the young man who studied medicine only

to learn that his hand could never develop the required

skill for surgery.

* C. A. Gregory Co.
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Such a, test as this is of aid in identifying those of slow
and uncertain hand and eye, and is extensively used in

examining prospective typists and stenographers and those
who need to use hand and eye in rapid and fine work.

The National Institute of Industrial Psychology in London
has published a test for Clerical Ability which is acknow-
ledged to be highly reliable and valid. This Institute is

conducting elaborate experiments in measuring mechanical
aptitude and has a number of noteworthy successes to its

credit.

Just at present the experts are not agreed as to what the

prospects for Aptitude tests arc. Some psychologists have
hoped that tests can be devised that will show' whether a

certain boy w’ould do better as blacksmith, carpenter, or

tinsmith. But there is little evidence that such fine distinc-

tions in aptitude can be made. Psychologists are how'cver

prepared to say that certain boys should not try black-

smithy, carpentry, or tinsmithy and that certain others

should not try watchmaking, typing, or dentistry. This

already is quite helpful. At present industrial psychology

is still in its infancy and scientific evidence on the value of

its recommendations still needs to be accumulated.'

This is not a field for the novice. Vocational guidance

is urgently needed in India but those who enter the field

will have to be carefully trained. There is no material as

yet available that is fool-proof enough to put into the

hands of any but the expert.

We may now' return to the subject of prognosis tests.

A discussion of the fact that mechanical ability is not to

* Cattell claims that the best mechanical aptitude test available

at present is the recent one by Dr. J. W. Cox of the National

Institute of Industrial Psychology. He also speaks highly of the

MiH7iesot(j Mecliatiical Aptitude feht (I-ducational Test Bureau,

University of Minnesota).
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any considerable extent a master of general intelligence
should have prepared us for consideration of the theory
that there arc some limited abilities which are quite
different in quality from general ability. These may be
developed m us either more or less easily than the general
run^ of our abilities indicates. This is the ' G ’ and the
' S of vhich Spearman speaks (see p. 143). There are
some people of high intelligence who simply cannot under-
stand mathematics. There is a story in circulation that
he great mathematician, Einstein, is very weak in simple
an hmotic despite his most eminent success in higher
mathematics. Whether this true or not, psychology would
by no means be surprised at a mathematical genius who is
poor m arithmetic. Higher mathematics and arithmetic
require different abilities. Darwin was considered a dull
student in all subjects but science and in this subject he was
considered more painstaking than brilliant. Yet he dis-
played great brilliance later in life. Language studies and
science take different types of application on the part of
pupils, as also do geometiy and physics. Aptness in one
subject usually means aptness in others but the exceptions
to the rule are so many that it is well not to be bound by

Just how can one find out who will do well in geometry
or Sanskrit before forcing students to spend a year or two
trying to master the subject? The technique used in trying
to find the answer to this question is as follows.

The experimenter chooses sev'eral hundred students just

about to begin the study of geometry. He gives them
several Intelligence tests choosing those which require a
uide variety of performances. He will at the same time
test the pupils thoroughly in the kind of abilities which
seem to be closely related to the study of geometry and in
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which the pupil already has some experience, such as re-

cognition of geometrical forms, computation of areas and
volumes, and ability to do simple constructions. The
experimenter will then wait an entire year, or until the study
of geometry has been completed, and will then give a very

comprehensive test in geometry. With the knowledge of

the pupil’s success in studying gcometr}' before him he can

then compare this success with the pupil’s success in the

various types of tests given the year before. This com-
parison is made by means of the correlation of the results

in geometry and the various other tests. How this is done

is briefly described in Chapter X. The experimenter can

thus see how later success in geometry compares with skill

in computing areas and volumes, with ability to do word

analogies, completions, etc., without accepting anyone’s

opinion as to what abilities arc related to a capacity for

learning geometry. With this knowledge of the relation-

ship between successes in other subjects and later success

in geometry he is then prepared to list the things which

correlate highest with success in studying geometry. He

is justified in assuming tentatively that the same condition

will continue. Thus armed he is ready to choose items

and prepare his success-in-geomctry-prediction test.

When this is ready there remains to be made a careful

try-out of his prognosis test. If it works, it works ;
and

if it doesn’t, it doesn’t. Whether it does or not can only

be told after widespread use and careful checking on how

the predictions turned out.

During the experimental stage of tlic test, no pupil should

be debarred from studying geometry because he did not

do well in the prognosis test. The test is only an experi-

ment and may not do what it is expected to do. If after

widespread experiment it is proved that the test can
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identify the student who will succeed or fail better than
a general Intelligence test can, it is valid enough to be
used by student advisers.

There are a number of prognosis tests already in the
field ; in geometry, modem languages, ancient languages,
reading, etc. At present prognosis tests must be con-
sidered experimental. It is still too early for a consider-
ed opinion as to the success of any one test. Symonds
claims that although any good general intelligence test
IS a good prognosis test, success in making tests that do
better for special subjects than the general intelligence
tests, IS a movement which, although it gives considerable
promise, is still in its infancy.

A prognosis test in teaching ability is used in America
in some teachers' training schools to aid in selecting the
most apt pupils from the large number of applicants for
admission to the school. This test has been proved to be
helpful in choosing those who have the greatest likelihood
of success m the studies constituting the course given in
the training school, but a further trial for the test remains.
Careful note will have to be taken of the success in actual
teaching of each examinee for some years after his gradua-
tion and entry into the teaching profession. Not until
these results are available will the real value of the test
become known.

There are, at the time of writing, no prognosis tests
developed for use in India. There is however a Pro-
fessional Test for Teachers described by its author. Dr
J. Manry, as ‘ an occupation fitness ' test.' This is neither

ChrMan'cnM.’’-'
Educational Research, Allahabad

inu cX.?! . I ‘his test in the Lahore Train-
R"'" i" The Indian Journal
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an aptitude nor a prognosis test but since there is no
separate chapter on occupational tests and this test certainly
merits mention, it is included here.

This test concerns itself with only one aspect of occu-
pational fitness, namely, intellectual background. Know-
ledge does not necessarily make a good teacher but lack
of knowledge certainly disqualifies for a post in which a
competent and well-informed teacher is desired. The test
is composed of the following parts:

I. General Knowledge (acquaintance with
commonly used articles, phrases, etc.).

II. General Knowledge (familiarity with the
names and achievements of prominent
contemporary personages).

III. Professional technique.
IV. Professional judgement,

y. Educational leaders (Indian and foreign).
VI. Educational literature (Indian and for-

eign).

P.\RT \TI. Educational terminology.

This test is biased in favour of the well-trained teacher

of up-to-date outlook. An occupational fitness test of this

sort may be cxf>ccted to be biased, for its purpose is to

select candidates of a certain type. The progressive

manager or principal of a school is not interested merely

in finding someone who can teach according to any method,
no matter how archaic or inefficient it mav be, but who
will fit in with the viewpoint and aims of the institution in

which his services are required. The test frankly aims at

locating the teacher with a certain professional background

and outlook which is considered necessary for efficient

teaching of the type desired.

Similar to the above is the Teaching Aptitude Test by

Dr L. K. Shah of Lucknow Christian College. A name

Part

Part

Part
Part
Part
Part
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like Professional Test for Teachers would be more apt. Its

five parts deal with general information, general intelli-

gence, educational practice, general information and pro-

fessional judgement. This test, too, should prove a help

in the preliminary appraisal of applicants for teaching

posts and as a test for students in training schools. Both

tests arc in English.
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MEASURING OTHER QITALITIES

It is only natural that the hrst attempts to measure
scientihcall), the abilities and aptitudes of human beines
should have concerned themselves with the narrowly
mechanical abilities. It is much easier to measure
memory span than to measure the ability to appreciate
the good qualities of a rival. It is easier to measure
objectively keenness of eye or ear than to measure
keenness of moral perception. Psychology borrowed the
methods and standards of measuring sensory response,
reaction time, sensitiveness to pain. etc., from' the older
sciences of physiology and physics

; but when it wanted
to measure imagination, will, sense of humour, prejudice,
sociability, etc., it had to develop its own technique in a
field more complicated than that in which physics and
physiology function.

We find Binet dissatisfied with the narrow field in

which psychology was then attempting its measurements
and asking :

‘ How can we measure richness of inspira-

tion, accuracy of judgement and general ability of the

mind? ’ He attempted to answer the question and started

the world well on the way to finding the answer. It is

only forty years since Binet put that question, a compara-
tively short time in the life of a science, and alreadv subs-

tantial progress has been made in measuring fairly com-
plicated and subtle human qualities. To be sure, psycho-
logy cannot measure as accurately as physics but the

human mind is not the simple process that gravity or

electricity or air pressure are.
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Many measurements in the psychological field need to be

performed in the psychologist's laboratory. Our concern

in this book is only with such measurements as have been

put into test or rating-scale form and are at the disposal of

others besides the professional. A few titles selected at

random from publishers' catalogues are listed simply to

give an idea of the varied field in which they operate.^

Character Inventory Chart by B,. L. Dougherty, F. K.
O'Reilly and M. E. Mannix. Public School Publish-
ing Co.

' Telling what I Do ' Tests by H. E. Baker. (A test of

behaviour attitudes). Public School Publishing Co.
Sims Score Card for Socio-Economic Status by V. M.

Sims. Public School Publishing Co.
Torgerson Diagnostic Teacher Rating Scale of Instruc-

tional Activities by T. S. Torgerson. Public School
Publishing Co.

Dragoo Rating Scale for Shop Teachers by A. W.
Dragoo, Public School Publishing Co.

Downey Individual Will Temperament Tests by J. E.
Downey World Book Co.

Downey Group Will Temperament Test, World Book
Co.

Rew York Rating Scale for School Habits by E. L.
Cornell. World Book Co.

Haggerty~Olson-\\ickman Behaviour Rating Scales by
M. E. Haggerty, W. C. Olson and E. K. Wickman.
World Book Co.

Sense of Humour Test by J. C. Almack. C. A. Gregory
Co.

Tests of Appreciation of Poetry by A. Abbott and
M. R. Trabue. C. A. Gregory Co.

A—S Reaction Study in Personality by G. W. Allport.
Houghton Mifllin.

* The reader is again referred to Cattell's A Guide to Mental
Jesting for introduction to more recent experiments and an
appraisal of their value.
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Allport-Vernon Study of Values by G. W. Allport andP. E. Vernon. Houghton Mifflin

"piles'
The Pressey X-0 Tests Jor I„vestiganng Emotions by

S. L. Pressey. C. A. Stoelting Co.
^

Tests of International Aliiludes by R Neuman
Association Press, New York.

Watson’s Tests for h'amnindedness by G. B Watson
Bureau of Publications, Teachers' College, New
York. °

Freyd’s Occupational interest Test by M Freyd
Bureau of Publications. Teachers' College. New
York. °

Strong's Vocational Interest Test by E. K. Strong.
Bureau of Publications, Teachers' College, New York.

Bernreuter's Personality Inventory by K. G. Bern-
renter. Stanford University Press.

Thurstone Neurotic Inventory bv L. L. Thurstone.
Stanford University Press.

Bernreuter's Self-Sufficiency Test by R. G. Bernreuter.
Stanford University Press.

Laird Introversion Test by D. A. Laird. Colgate Uni-
versity Book Shop, New York.

Allport Ascendance-Subtnission Reaction Studies by
G. W. Allport. Houghton Mifflin.

It will be noticed that many of the above titles are

rating-scales, inventories, or questionnarics rather than
tests. For a time rating-scales and questionnaries were

rather discredited but with an improved way of using these

devices and a better understanding of how not to use them
they arc receiving widespread recognition.

Performance tests, that is tests which judge according to

how the examinee performs in certain standardized situa-

tions, are rather difficult to use in measuring conduct and

13
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personality. Hartshorne, May and Shuttleworth colla-

borated in making one of the most elaborate measurements

ever made in any psychological field. ^ In order to test

honesty and deceit they actually arranged to have the

teacher send pupils to a shop to purchase some article.

According to the arrangement with the shopkeeper the

pupil was given more change than he should have been

given. In rendering account of the transaction to the

teacher, there was an opportunity for dishonesty which

could easily be scored. Numerous other opportunities were

given for cheating in examinations, cheating in games,

lying, and taking unfair advantage. Through these tests

it was found that most of the examinees were honest in

some things but dishonest in others
; that honesty is not a

single virtue which is applied in all situations but a series

of independent habits specific to various situations. Such

elaborate arrangements and such a great expense was

involved in carrying out these tests that the methods used

by Hartshorne, May and Shuttleworth, though very valu-

able in research work, are not generally practical for testing

purposes. Performance tests show little prospect of being

generally useful in measuring character because of the

difficulty of administration.

Psychologists are paying considerable attention to what

is called the Rorschach Test. This consists of exhibiting to

the examinee a number of ink blots of varying shapes,

shadings, and colourings. The examinee is asked to tell

of what these blots remind him.

From the suggestions which these ink blots give to the

examinee, the experienced psychologist can ascertain many

• Studies in Deceit (1928), and Studies in the Organization of
Character. 19J3 (The Macmillan Co.. New York).
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facts in the emotional life of the subject, his problems of
adjustment and the nature of his responses in various
situations. Needless to say, this test is for use by a pro-
fessional psychologist only.

The rating-scale, seemingly a very subjective way of
measurement, has been refined enough to produce fair
objectivity. Supposing we wish to find out the personality
traits of a certain person, the judgement of several .people
is worth more than the judgement of one. When we have
the judgements of ten people regarding this person we are
in a position to generalize and come to conclusions which
will be more reliable than the opinion of an individual.
We can aid those who arc about to make the judgement
by outlining a detailed plan of rating which gives the
utmost help in making a subjective estimate as objective
as possible, as is evident in the example to follow.* A
clever graphic rating-scale usually results in fair agreement
among the raters.

GRAPHIC RATING-SCALE

Alertness

Consider whether {s)he is inclined to be absent-minded,
or whether {s)he is always on the spot.

Is very Shows Responds Not ver\'
^

Dull.

wideawake ready well on the quick.

and keen. attention. whole. i

i

* Hunt, E. P. A. and Smith, P., Teachers' Guide to Intelligence

and other Psychological Testing (Evans Bros., London), p. 73.
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Perseverance

Consider power of overcoming difficulties

Forceful;

never

dismayed

however

insuper-

able the

obstruc-

Makes

consider-

able

attempt to

overcome

difficul-

ties.

Normal

1

Needs

some en-

courage-

ment from

others.

Easily

gives in in

spite of en-

1 courage-

ment.

tion.
1

Attention

Consider concenhation of attention

Abstracted; Distracted

difficult to

obtain

attention

to tests.

by own
I
ideas or by
chance

extraneous

stimuli,

but atten-

tion readilv

reverts to

tests.

Normal Attention
1 attention to test

,

to other undisturb-
stimuli ed by
may be chance

I

shown but, extraneous
' not such stimuli.

as to impair

efficiency

in doing

the tests.

1

So pre-

occupied

with tests

that ex-

traneous

jtimuli are

definitely

irritating.

Comprehension

Consider ease with which test instructions are grasped

Compre-
hends only;

after un-

usual elab-'

oration of I

instruc-

tions. I

Grasps
j

Requires

ideas withj no repeti-

repetition tion of in-

of instruc-i structions.

tions. ‘

Grasps

ideas be-

fore usual

instruc-

tions are

completed.

Seems to

compre-

hend on

production

of test

material.
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There are also self-rating scales or inventories to be had
A person’s self-estimate on a self-rating scale may be com-

same person. The
results are highly interesting and to the psychologist very
revealing. Self-rating scales may also be used unsupported
by other ratings and are made much use of in student
guidance and personnel work. When unsupported by other
ratings—they must however not be regarded as measure-
ments, but as subjective self-estimates that aid a person in
looking at himself somewhat objectively, particularly if these
self-estimates are discussed with an adviser—they are never-
theless too subjective to be considered an objective measure-
ment.

Such an inventory is the Dougherty, O' Reilly-Mannix
Character Inventory.^ This gives ten headings under each
of which ten possible ratings are given. The pupil is asked
to indicate the rating he considers most characteristic of

himself. The headings are health, honesty, loyalty, cheer-
fulness, courtesy, co-operation, moral courage, industry,

self-control, and leadership. The first mentioned quality in

each column has a value of ten, the second mentioned
quality a value of nine, the third a value of eight, etc.

Health Honesty Moral Courage Industry

vigorous honourable
robust fair

hearty true

strong frank

well honest

weak unfair

delicate untrue

ailing deceitful

sickly faithless

ill dishonest

confident original

courageous ambitious
decisive dutiful

detennined thorough
hopeful steady

timid slow
doubtful careless

discouraged neglectful

cowardly lazy

hopeless idle

' Public School Fubli>hing Co.
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An entirely different technique is used by Pressey^ in his

test for investigating the emotions. According to the author

the purpose of this test is:—
1. To furnish aid in the study of delinquents, neuro-

tics or other typical individuals.

2. To furnish aid in the study of sex and individual
differences, affectivity and moral judgement, and
emotional make-up.

Part I

Directions

Read through the twenty-five lists of words given just
below and cross out everything that you think is
WRONG—everything that you think a person is to be blamed
for. You may cross out as many or as few words as you
like ; in some 'lists you may not wish to cross out any
words. Just be sure that you cross out everything you
think is wrong.

1. Begging, smoking, flirting, spitting, giggling.

2. Fear, anger, suspicion, laziness, contempt.
3. Dullness, weakness, ignorance, meekness, stinginess.

4. Fussiness, recklessness, silliness, nagging, fibbing.

5. Extravagance, sportiness, boasting, deformity, talk-

ing-back.

Part II

Directions

Read through the twenty-five lists below and cross out

e\'erything about which you ha\'e ever worried, or
FELT NERVOUS OR ANXIOUS.

r. Loneliness, work, forgetfulness, school, blues.

2. Sin, headache, fault-finding, sneer, depression.

3. Meanness, clothes, sickness, looks, unfairness.

4. leini^cr, disease, pain, money, awkwardness.

' Tkc .V-O Tests for Investigating Emotions.
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Directions

Read through the twenty-five lists just below and cross
out EVERYTHING YOU LIKE OR ARE INTERESTED IN. You
may cross out as many or as few words as you wish

;
there

may be some lines in which you will not wish to cross out
anjdhing. But be sure you cross out everj'thing you like.

1. Fortune-telling, boating, beaches, mountains, vaude-
ville.

2. Camping, tennis, hiking, eating, amusement-parks.
3. Beethoven. Edison, Napoleon, Raphael, Tennyson.
4. Kissing, flirting, pretty girls, talkative girls, athletic

girls.

5. Stud3fing, dancing, day-dreaming, walking, reading.

There are twenty-five such lines under each of three parts.

The layman will probably be confused as to what such

a test means to do. It is not a test in the sense in which

the word is used in school parlance. In such tests there is

no passing or failing mark. Such tests are for psychological

information about the individual and not to measure

prowess. It takes a fair understanding of psychology to

make use of tests of this type.

On a similar subject but of the so-called ' adjustment

questionnaire type ’ is the Woodsworth Psvchonenrotic In-

ventory.^ The questions in this questionnaire are built

up around the many symptoms of the various types of

neuroses. There arc 116 questions in the inventory from

which the following items have been chosen to indicate the

general tenor. It goes without saying that it takes a

psychologist to interpret the results.

1. Do you usually feel well and strong? yes no

2. Do you usually sleep well? yes u(i

^ Published by C. H. Stoelting Co.
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43 -
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61.
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Are you frightened in the middle of the
night ?

Are you troubled with dreams about vour
work ?

^

Do you have too many sexual dreams?
Do you have the sensation of falling

when going to sleep?
Do ideas run through your head so that

you cannot sleep?
Do you often have the feeling of suffo-

cating?

Are you bothered much by blushing?
Did you have a happy childhood?
Were you happy when 14 to 18 years old?
Were you considered a bad boy?
As a child did you like to play' alone

‘’km" P'sy "''th other
children?

Did the other children let you play with
them? ^

Were you shy with other boys?
Did you ever have a strong desire to run
away from home?

Has your family always treated you

Do people find fault with you more than
you deserve ?

Do you make friends easily? ^

Did you ever make love to a girl? ^

Do you get used to new places quickly? i

Have you ever seen a vision? \

Are you ever bothered by the feeling
that people are reading your thoughts? v

Are you troubled with the idea that
people are watching you on the
street?

Are you troubled with the fear of being
^

crushed in a crowd? yDoes it make you uneasy to cross a
ondge over a river?

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

yes no

yes no
yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no
yes no
yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no
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69. ves no

79 -

89,

yes no

ves

yes
no
no

as a

a

about iittle

°°
vou“ ha much when

h^ands^
an unlm.^hcd job on your

^°arron^^h- h*'^
«« "'hen youare on high places ?

^
Are you troubled with shyness?

A criticism commonly levelled at the questionnaire asmethod of measurement is that people may fill out such aquestionnaire in a spirit of fun and levity purposely faTsifvmg answers and thus invalidating results. This criticismas been investigated and very few cases were found wherethe questionnaire was given in good faith and was not filledgood faith. Of course the occasions on which such ques-
tionnaires are given must be carefully chosen.

^

Attitude questionnaires have of late become very popularAmenca and show promise of being quite useful in find-
ing out the attitude of the public on all sorts of public and
pnvate questions, and are of value to the student of socio-
logy, economics, politics, and the like. It is quite easy,
however, for the questioner to come to false conclusions if
he individuals who take part in the experiment are not
the representative group the examiner takes them to be.
Questionnaires need not be in question form. A ques-

fionnaire can be of tbe True-False, Multiple Choice, or
lassification style, just as well as of the question style.
The following example of an attitude questionnaire is a

few Items selected from L. L. Thurstone’s Scale of Attitude
towards the Movies'
The scale-value of each statement is shown in paren-

neses following its serial number. The higher the scale-

tlmgiioshig Persuiiuldv and Cominct (The CenturyCo., ^W York. 1931), p. 229.
'
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value the more favourable the statement toward the

movies.^ The statements have been arranged in random

order.

1. (1.5) The movies occupy time that should be spent

in more wholesome recreation.

2. (1.3) I am tired of the movies ; I have seen too

many poor ones.

3. {4.5) The movies are the best civilizing device ever

developed.

8. (2.7) Movies are just a harmless pastime.

9. (1.4) The movies to me are just a way to kill time.

10.

(4.0) The influence of the movies is decidedly for

good.

12. (3.9) Movies increase one’s appreciation of beauty.

14. (2.4) Sometimes I feel that the movies are desirable

and sometimes I doubt it.

17. (4.3) The movies are the most vital form of art

today.

18. (3.6) A movie is the best entertainment that can

be obtained cheaply.

21. (1.3) Going to the movies is a foolish way to spend

your money.

To return again to the question of testing morals, which

was discussed in conne.xion with performance tests, one can

test conduct, moral knowledge, and moral judgement.

Knowledge and judgement of right conduct can by no

means be accepted as being the same as right conduct itself,

yet there is a certain value in knowing whether the examinee

can make proper moral discriminations. One cannot ex-

pect moral conduct in a large variety of situations unless

there is a sense of proper moral values present. One may

know these values and deliberately flout them, or even

fiendishly set out to do the opposite of the moral, but if

one is lacking in judgement to recognize what is generally

’ ‘ Mo\ ies ' is the popular -\merican term for the cinema.
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considered the most desirable line of conduct, this will reveal
Itself m a well constructed test. In a well constructed
psychological test the examinee cannot guess what answer
the examiner wants consistently enough to deceive him. A
few test Items chosen from different tests of knowledge and
attitude on .moral questions are given to illustrate the
method used in such examinations. In these cases they
happen to be Multiple Choice tests. The response the pupil
considers most desirable is to be underscored

1. If another pupil wants to copy your work and hand
It in:

[) Let him do it and say nothing about it.

() Let him do it and tell the teacher.
(c) Don t let him do it and say nothing.
((/) Don t let him do it and tell the teacher he wanted

to.

{e) Don t let hirn do it and tell him you disapprove
of cheating.

2. You see broken glass in the street;
(rt) Pick it up.

(6) Do nothing about it.

(c) Tell the policeman about it.

{d) Try to find the one who did it.

3- If someone asks to borrow your pencil:

() Tell him it is broken.

() Tell him that you lost it.

(c) Tell him that you do not want to loan it.

4. If someone steals your lunch

:

() Take someone else’s lunch and even it up.

() Report it to the teacher.
(c) Cry about it.

[d) Say nothing about it.

5 - John noticed that everybody in the class was cheat-
ing on a test so he cheated too.

Say whether his act was right, wrong, or, considering
the circumstances, excusable.
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6. Charles did not want to play marbles for keeps (the

winner keeping the marbles) but the other boys

laughed at him and called him a ‘ sissy ' so he went

ahead and played for keeps so they would not laugh

at him. Was his act right, wrong, or excusable?

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the higher

mental and ethical qualities are harder to measure than

mechanical ability. They are both harder to measure and

the period since measurement has been attempted in these

more complex fields is shorter. Relatively little that has

been done in this field can be regarded as having passed

through the experimental stage into the validated stage.

In the hands of the careful psychologist there are a number

of measures which are considered safe but there is little

that can be entrusted into the hands of the untrained to use

safely and accurately. This seems to be the consensus of

opinion of various authorities. We quote Dr. P. E.

Vernon

:

Temperament and character are too complex and fluid

ever to be qualified by a few simple short cuts. But

temperament testing may almost be said to have out-

grown its childhood, to have discovered some of its own
worst weaknesses, and to offer an abundance of ingeni-

ous techniques, many of which already show a modest

value. ‘

Regarding character tests Symonds says:—
It is possible to measure knowledge and judgement

with reference to conduct through the application of

several useful tests which have been constructed for mea-
suring health, Biblical knowledge, ethical knowledge, etc.

These tests have very satisfactory reliability, comparing
favourably with tests in the school subjects, similarly

' Te.'tnig of Intelligence, p. 130 .
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Again Symonds says:

“LiKnj'rs “s "'• "'

The reference from which tlie two last quotations weremade IS an excellent handbook on the type of measurements
described in this chapter. It describes limitations as well
as advantages of many more types of measurement than
could be mentioned in this short chapter.

A veiy interesting and detailed description of some of the
more significant experiments along the lines described is
found in A. E. Wiggam's book. Exploring Your Mmd.^
Wiggam is a popularizer of biology and psychology rather
than a scientist himself and waxes more enthusiastic about
some of the experiments than is probabl)- justified, but his
account will be found interesting, stimulating, and in-
structive.

* i^iagnosing Personality and Conduct, i>. 20.1

»P- cit.. p. 35^.
^

"Hobbs Merrill Co.. Inchanapolis, U.S. A.

.
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SIMPLE STATISTICAL DEVICES AS
A HELP IN INTERPRETING RESULTS

The most confusing part of the modern testing movement

to the novice is the new language the movement has

acquired in its use of statistical devices. If it were not for

the mathematical complications, New-Type testing and

Intelligence testing would be more intelligible to the layman.

And yet the mathematics are fairly simple {much of the

mathematics of the high school course is more difficult).

But statistical processes are unfamiliar even to many

teachers of mathematics. Some of the statistical devices

will be briefly described. For an adequate though simpli-

fied treatment the reader is referred to H. Rugg's A Primer

of Graphics and Statistics for Teachers^ or A. K. Sur's

Statistics, How to Handle them^ The purpose of this chapter

is to give only a brief explanation of some of the more

familiar terms and devices and to indicate with which it is

important for the amateur to familiarize himself.

Much of the development of the testing movement and

the development of research in psychology and education

was only made possible by the recent refinement of the

statistical treatment of the data. In the refinement of the

statistical technique the English have made the most not-

able contributions.

Anv teacher knows what ‘ rank order ’
is, even though

he may not be familiar with the term. When a teacher

arranges examination papers in order, putting the paper

> Houghton Mifflin, New York, 1925.
- Taraporevala, Bombay.
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with the highest score on top, the paper witli tlie secondhighest score second and so on down the line he hasarranged the papers in order of rank, or, in raJolrHaving done this the teacher can iinmediatelv see Xreeve^^ pupil in the class stands in comparison with the oSr

When handling hundreds of papers, arranging them in

on withomT" -f—
non without having to handle the papers a great deal bt-
filling out a frequency distribution sheet such as that givenon the next page. Let us assume that a headmaster has
given an informal arithmetic test to all classes of the middle
schoo . He now wishes to find out where each class stands
in reference to the others and also wants a standard by
means of which he can quickly compare the standing of
each pupil with the standing of others in liis class It
makes little difference in what order he has his papers
arranged, although for filling in the form it is best to
separate the papers of each class as that will reduce the
probability of entering the score of any paper in the wrong
column. Let us assume that there were 6o possible points
to be scored. We will group all those scoring from 60-56
ogether, those scoring from 55 to 51 together, and so on.
Let the examiner start with the papers of Class V. The

fimt paper has a score of 43. A mark is then put in the
column for Class V in the place allotted for those who gets
scores between 45 and 41. A second paper has a score of
27 - A mark is put into the space allotted for scores between
30 and 26. When the scores of all papers in Class V have
been filled in. those for Class VI are taken in hand and
ed into the proper column. The examiner will save

iraself some trouble of counting by arranging the marks
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in each space in groups of 5. This is conveniently done by

putting down the first four marks thus
/ / / /

• When

the fifth score of this classification comes along he does not

add a vertical line but a horizontal line through the middle

of the group of four, thus This sets off the group

of five conveniently.

Frequency Distribution Sheet

After the scores of all papers have been entered, the

marks may conveniently be changed into figures making a

table like the following:
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How may the scores of Classes V and VI be conveniently
compared? By averaging the score for each class separate-
ly* There are several ways of working out average values
but the only two with which the amateur statistician need
concern himself in the beginning are the median and the
mean. AH teachers commonly use these whether or not
they know these terms.

The median can be assumed for practical reasons to be
fhe middle score. This is the easiest of all the average

^ The number in each column in heavy tvire denotes that the
IS found in this frequency.

14
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values to compute and is for teachers perhaps the better of

the two. If we have a stock of loo papers arranged in

proper order according to scores (in rank order) we need

only count off 50 papers and the average of the score of

the fiftieth and the fifty-first papers gives us the median.

This is the most foolproof way of calculating an average

score and is to be recommended for ordinary classroom use.

or wherever the number of papers is not more than about

100.

Assuming, however, that we have many more papers,

and have a distribution chart filled out like the model

given on the previous page, we need only count the marks

instead of the papers. If there are 480 marks, we will

count half of these, 240, and the 240th mark will show us

in which frequency the median score comes. If, however,

we have ' bunched ' together all scores coming between say

55 and 51 we will want to know more precisely just where,

between 55 and 51, the median comes. This can easily

be calculated.

Supposing there are 20 marks or frequencies in the

pigeon-hole for the scores between 55 and 51 and in count-

ing our marks we have counted 230 before we got to the

55-51 group. We must then count ten of the twenty

marks in this group to get our full 240. Since we used up

just half of the marks in the pigeon-hole, our median score

lies just half way between 55 and the top limit of the next

group, 50. The median is then 52.5. The ratio between

the number of marks in the pigeon-hole and the number of

marks that needed to be counted in order to find the middle

score, gives us the clue as to where between the top and

bottom limits of the pigeon-hole the median score comes.

If the teacher who has his papers arranged in rank order

wants to find out which 25 per cent of his students did
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best in the examination, he need nnUr ^ ^

MieTsclf sr “» p*p» 31::
o»%.ve hrhi.is.z,“ iszr
rq^arterorthr''^a quarter of the papers beginning from the end with thebwest scores. Similarly, if our scores are arrang d on achstnbution sheet we need only count off .5 pef cent ofhe marks from the top of the distribution shLt and weare informed of the scores above which and below whichthe 25 per cent best and worst papers are to be found.

Exactly the same rule holds for working out thesequartenvay scores, or guart.les. as they afe called in
statistical parlance. They are to be worked out in the

TnTh'T ‘he marks
on the distribution sheet are counted off instead of 50 per
cent In working out the median it makes no differeL
whether we count from the top or the bottom of the papers
or distribution sheet, but in working out the quartiles. we
must be certain to start at the high end for the best quarter
o the papers, and from the low end for the poorest papers.
Of course one may count off three-quarters from the high
end to find the lower quartile. The term quartile is used
extensively in statistics and should be remembered by
tlie reader. It simply means the mark which shows the
^ore above which or below which the twentv-five per cent
^st or worst performers are to be found. The highest quar-
hle mark is designated as Qj (quartile 3) and the lowest
quartile mark is Or (quartile i). I here is also a Q2 which
IS nothing more than the median or half-way mark.
iiometimes one sees a Q written without a figure designating

It means half the distance between P3 and Oi.
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Percentiles are worked similarly to quartiles. We may

want to pick out the best ten per cent rather than the best

twenty-five per cent. We need only count ten per cent of

the papers or marks beginning with the highest scores, and

we have it. All those students who belong to the ten per

cent which got the best marks are said to come into the

ninetieth percentile because at least ninety per cent of the

examinees got a lower score. The tenth percentiles are the

ten per cent who had at least ninety per cent of the

examinees doing better work than they.

The mean is worked out quite differently from the

median. It is the average score. One way to find the

average score on 20 papers is to add up the score of all

20 papers and divide by 20. Every teacher knows this

method.

When hundreds of papers are involved, this method is

rather tedious. If many scores or frequencies are in the

same pigeon-hole of the distribution sheet, multiplication

may be conveniently used. For instance, if there are 56

papers with a score of fifty and 63 papers with a score of

55, etc., multiplication will help to avoid part of the tedium

of addition. One gets all the information needed to work

out the average score from the distribution sheet. If

there are 20 papers that scored between 55 and 51, the

half-way mark of 52.5 is considered quite usable. Even

with the help of averaging, or bunching the close scores in

this way, and by use of multiplication, the process is a

tedious one when dealing with large numbers of examinees.

There is a short method of calculating the mean w'hich

is both easy and convenient though a little tricky to learn.

Let us assume that 120 students make scores between 2

and 10 on a test according to the following frequency dis-

tribution slieet.
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Glancing at this tabic we can immediately see that tlic

average score must be about 5. Let us assume 5 to be the
average score. If we guess wrong it does not matter for
we are going to correct whatever error vve make. The
nearer right we guess the easier our computations will be
but there is no harm done if we guess wrong. We then
write a zero in the same line as the score 5 with its fre-
quency of 31 (see table on next page). The meaning of
this zero is no steps away from the assumed average or
mean score . 1 he score of 6 is one step above our as-
sumed mean so we write a one above it. The score of 4
is one step below the assumed mean so we write ‘minus
one' below the zero which indicates that it is less than
average.

The other steps may be filled in similarly.

The amounts in the fourth column are obtained by
multiplying the figures in the second and third columns.
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Score

' Frequencies (or

number of

j

pupils making
the score)

Steps away
from

Assumed
Score

Number of

steps

multiplied by
frequencies

10 3 5 15

9 7 4 28
8 8 3 24

7 10 2 20
6 25 I

1

25 112

5 31
!

0

4 25 I —25
3 8 —

2

—16
2 3 —3 — 9 —50

Totals 120

1

1

62

Now add the plus quantities and minus quantities in the

fourth column. This gives ‘ plus 62 Divide this by

the total number of frequencies (given in Column II). 62

divided by 120 gives 0.51—the amount of correction we

have to make. Since in this case the amount of correction

is a plus quantity we add this to the assumed mean which

is 5. Thus our true mean is 5.51.

Supposing we guess 6 to be the mean instead of 5. Let

the reader work out the result. The minus products will

then be much higher than the plus products, which means

that when we add them we have a minus quantity which

is to be divided by the frequency (120). This will make

the quotient also a minus quantity which again means in

effect that we subtract instead of adding. Thus the as-

sumed mean will be corrected by making it less than six

and will work out to be the same as we secured by assum-

ing the mean to be five.

The task is a little more complicated when we have
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grouped our scores. Instead of the range of scores lying
between two and ten. we will assume them to He between

^
and 49. Ihis time the assumed mean is half-wav

between 25 and 21 (see table below). In the score interval
It IS wntten 20-24 but what is actually meant is 20 to just
short of 25, or some such figure as 20-24.9999999. Half-
way between these two figures is approximately 22 5 which
is our assumed mean. This is rather confusing to the
novice. The easiest way to remember it is that if you
start as 20 and allow an upward leeway of 5 points the
average score is 22.5. When you come 'to make your cor-
rection you must again remember that the scores of the
examinees did not go up one at a time in the frequency
distribution but five at a time, such as 5-9, ro-14, etc.
Therefore you must multiply whatever correction is to be
made by five. A study of the last step of the process given
above should make this clear. 22.5 (assumed mean) plus
(•51x5) (the amount of the correction multiplied by the
score interval which in this case is 5) equals ' true mean
22.5 plus (.51x5) equals 22.5 plus 2.55 equals 25.5.

Score
Intervals Frequencies Steps

Frequency
Step

45—49 3 5 15
40—44 7 4 28
35—39 8 3

1

24
30—34 10 2 20
25—29 25 I 25 1 12
20—24 31 0
15—19 , 25 I —25
10—14 8 —

2

16

4— 9 3 —3 — 9 —50

Totals 120 62.0
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Finding the mean is undoubtedly less fool-proof than

finding the median. These two are not always approxi-

mately the same and therefore the statistician frequently

demands to know both. But for general school purposes,

the median alone or the mean alone are quite satisfactory

and since the median is less confusing and less work to

compute, the amateur is advised to use largely the median,

unless he masters the above short method of computing the

mean. Most ' norms ’ employ the median.

Normal Cur\^

A statistician is by no means satisfied with knowing only

average or median scores. He wants to know whether the

rest of the scores cluster around the mean or median or

whether they distribute themselves all over the possible

range.

First he will want to know the range of the testing.

This is the distance between the top score and the bot-

tom score. If in a test in which it is possible to score loo

marks the range is 75-100, that is, all scores fall between

75 and 100, we immediately know that the test was too

easy. If the range is 0 to 37 we know the test was too hard

for the group. If the range was from 10-95 know that

the test has probably been hard and easy enough to give all

a fair chance, but not necessarily so. If 75 per cent of the

examinees got between 80 and 95 and the remaining 25 per

cent got between 10 and 80 the test was obviously lopsidedly

easy. Likewise it was lopsidedly hard if 75 per cent scored

from 10 to 20 and a few got numbers all along the range

up to 95. If on the other hajid, in the range of 10 to 95,

about one-half got from 40 to 60 and the frequencies

gradually taper off in number towards the highest mark and
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the lowest mark^ we have a well balanced test that divides
the examinees off according to natural abilities. If we show
these results in graph fonn we will approximately have what
IS called a normal probability curve.

A graph is called a normal probability curve, or is said
to approximate the normal curve, when it shows the same
results as many other measurements in human abilities or
traits (if the people who are examined are a random sampl-
ing and not a selected group). One does not find that all
people are either very good or very poor in any trait or
ability. Most people are nearly average. Sixty-eight per
cent of the people usually get a score in a reliable measure-
ment that gives a fair chance to all, in that one-third part
of the range which is cut in half by the average score. Only
twenty-six per cent usually get scores in the second sixth
and the fifth sixth of the range. Whether one measures
intelligence, or height, or weight, or the size of feet, or arith-
metical ability, or running ability, one finds that people
are divided into very similar classifications. Even jn
throwing dice or tossing coins tabulations of the results in
a graph will give us a curve very like the illustration on the
opposite page. This is a most interesting phenomenon
which many try to explain but no one has explained satis-

factorily. The significant part is that it is so often true.

Sixty-eight per cent of us are within one-sixth distance of
being average in any trait or ability. A table similar to

that on page 163 on the distribution of intelligence could
be repeated for almost everything we do.

So much faith is placed in the probability that most
measurements will reveal a similar result, that any test

which does not show results that can be plotted in a graph
something like this curve, is suspected of not being natural,

snd the group tested is suspected of not being a random
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The straight line on the bottom is divided into six equal parts,

signifying that the range of the measurement has been divided

into six equal parts. The middle division line indicates the

average score or measurement. Normally 34 per cent of th“

f>eople tested or measured will get a score in the division imme-
<!iatelv below the average score and 34 per cent will get a score

in the division immediately above the average score (m No. -i

and No. i). 13 per cent of the people will get a score in No. -2

an<l in No. 2. Only about 3 p>er cent will get a score in No. 3 an<l

in No. -3. This means that:

68 per cent score within one-sixth distance of the average

score (in the two middle divisions).

26 per cent score in the second and fifth divisions (Nos. 2

and -2) of the range.

6 per cent get extreme scores (Nos. 3 and -3).

Onlv a perfect type measurement and an absolutely normal

sampling of people can be ^xpectetl to show exactly this normal

probabilitv curve, but a rougli approximation to this curve will

be found in most measurements if the measurement is sufliciently

well graduated.

sample of the population. Most curves are expected to

resemble the normal one approximately. Some graphs look

like the outline of jagged mountain tops and are not bell

shaped. But nevertheless the peaks build up on a huge

massif which indicates an approximation to the normal curve.

Our ways of measuring are imperfect and these imperfections

are in part revealed in the jaggedness of our graphs. This

does not sav that if the results of a certain measurement do

not approximate to the normal curve there is necessarily
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something wrong with the measurements. One cannot be
certain that the results of the measurements of all abilities
and traits will approximate to those indicated by the curve
until one proves it experimentally; statisticians only say that
very many measurements do and it is worth inquiring into
the reason when they do not.

A normal curve is not to be expected when testing only
a few cases. At least one thousand measurements are needed
and even this is a small sampling. A sampling of 100,000
is desired in some cases.

Standard Deviation

It is not surprising that the statistician, finding that in
most of our measurements the results should approximate
a normal curve, has made a mathematical device which
tells him the range of the score within which, approximately,
the sixty-eight per cent of the scores that are closest to
average come. This device is called the standard deviation.
When the standard deviation of a certain measurement is

10. it means that within ten scores on either side of the
mean (a range of 20) sixty-eight per cent of the frequencies
are to be found ; or, what is the same thing, the score-limits
wthin which sixty-eight per cent of the examinees got their

score, is 20 points. With this information in hand the
statistician can make a rough guess as to how the other
thirty-two per cent of the examinees fared on this measure-
ment provided the examinees were distributed over the range
as in a normal curve (which is to be expected but not to be
depended upon). Thus the standard deviation is a moasure-
rnent of the spread of the scores over the range of the scores.

If in addition to the standard deviation {which is represented
hy the Greek letter sigma or the initials S.D.) the range and
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the mean are indicated, the statistician has a fairly accurate

picture in his mind of what the measurement found.

The standard deviation has a relative value. It means

a great deal to the statistician who knows approximately

what standard deviation is to be expected on each particular

measurement for examinees of certain ages. Older examinees

are expected to have a larger range in ability and therefore

a higher S.D. in the measurements made upon them. The

stiffness of a measurement also helps to determine the range.

There are a number of considerations which, unless one has

standard deviation data on other similar measurements

conducted on similar examinees, make an unrelated S.D.

figure useless. Unless one knows approximately w'hat S.D.

is to be expected under similar measurements and circums-

tances. an isolated S.D. figure is completely useless. So

although the S.D. means much to the statistician it is not

likely to mean much to the amateur. But the amateur

should know' that it is a mathematical device which shows

whether most of the examinees made nearly the average score

or whether the scores w'ere scattered over a wide range.

References to the S.D. are so numerous in literature on

modern tests that the amateur needs to know w'hat it is

about.

It is not very difficult to compute the S.D. ;
but to go

into mathematics in sufficient detail to help to a real

understanding of complicated processes like S.D., corre-

lations. and probable error is beyond the purpose of this

book. What can be given in one chapter is not sufficient

to be of real help. He w'ho wishes to go in for statistics

will need a more adequate guide such as the two recom-

mended in the beginning of this chapter.

Overleaf arc given the S.D.s for several columns of
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figures. Note the change in character of the data in each
column as the S.D. goes up. No. i tells us that seventy
per cent of fhe scores are found within 5 points of either
side of the mean or quite close to the mean. No. 4 tells

us that most of the scores were made relatively far away
from the mean. No. i approximates a normal curve while
No. 4 is about as far from normal as it can be.

Correlations

One cannot delve far into educational psychology without
using a very handy device called the ‘ coefficient of corre-

lation This technical device is used by several sciences

including astronomy, physics, biology, psychology, econo-
uiics, engineering, and education. What it tells us is the rela-

tionship between two or even more factors. Almost anybody
who reflects at all on the causes of the phenomena we see

about us makes correlations in at least a haphazard way.

For instance, when we expect the older of two unknown
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schoolboys to be the taller of the two and we also expect

him to be in a higher class in school, we show that we have

an understanding of the co-relation (or correlation, as it is

usually written and pronounced) between age and height,

and between age and scholarship. That does not mean
that we invariably expect the older to be taller and more
advanced in school, but as a rule that is what we do expect.

When we say that the bright children have better results in

school than the dull, we mean that there is a definite corre-

lation between brightness and scholarship.

When two factors correlate they may be in the relation-

ship of cause and effect. But again they may not. There

is a correlation between height and weight but height is

neither the cause nor effect of weight, nor weight of height.

Rather both are the result of a variety of causes such as diet,
%

state of health, heredity, age, etc. Correlation is no proof

whatever of cause and effect but simply a statement that

when you have the one, you arc likely to have the other also.

An educationist is in constant need of knowing the answer

to certain questions involving correlation. He will never

know what kind of education he is imparting until he knows

the answer. For instance, he needs to ask: ' Are those who
read the most rapidly the ones who understand best what

they arc reading? Are those who are the best in mathe-

matics the ones who can best work out the kind of prob-

lems they will meet in the practical world? Are those who

arc weak in reading the ones who arc weak in the ability

to make themselves understood? ' Questions of this nature

can, since a scientific procedure in the examination of edu-

cational matters was developed, be answered with a fair

degree of accuracy. In the past such questions were answered

by asking the opinion of individuals, which is another

name for ‘ guesswork Nowadays there is a scientific
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approach which, when applied discriminately, can give an
answer wjhich is not far from the mark.

Let us take, for instance, 100 children and examine them
with a carefully worked out geography test and then with
an arithmetic test. Let us then put down the name of the
examinee who. got the highest number in geography first,

the second highest next, and so on down the line with the
entire 100, ranking them according to results in arithmetic
in the same way. Now if these two lists are exactly the
same and every pupil has exactly the same standing, relative
to his fellow examinees, in both tests, there is a perfect
correlation between the abilities measured by the test. Of
course there will not be such a result. In education a
perfect correlation is practically impossible. Most of the
pupils who are good in arithmetic will be good in geography,
but there will be some cases of being good in one and weak
in the other. We can measure the amount of correlation

there is. We can even measure negative correlation, that

is, tell whether strength in one subject is usually accom-
pained by weakness in another. There are degrees of cor-

relation betw^een two subjects that are as easily, though
not quite as reliably compared as the degrees of attraction

and repulsion of the different parts of a magnet.

In fact an illustration of the mathematical designation

of the amount of correlation looks like a bar magnet with

its positive and negative ends, the positive force weakening
as we travel towards the middle where there is complete

neutralization. Negative quality is found towards the other

end. At the positive pole we have the symbol ‘ one ’ and
at the negative pole the symbol ‘ minus one '. Here is the

way one might picture it

:
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1.00 means that two traits or skills or factors correlate

perfectly. 0.75 means they are strongly alikei to three-

quarters extent. 0.50 means there is a decided correspon-

dence between them but only half as strong as perfect cor-

respondence. 0.25 means there is correlation of quarter

strength. Zero correlation means, pure chance, nothing

more than a chance relation between the two. A correlation

of -0.25 means, the less you have of the one the more you

will have of the other. -0.50 means the same to a stronger

degree, -i.oo means exact opposites like heat and cold,

honesty and dishonesty, etc., if indeed these be quite the

opposite of each other. ^

A correlation of 0.50 must not be interpreted as meaning

that the chance is 50-50 that he who is good in arithmetic

is also good in geography. A 50-50 chance is zero corre-

lation. A correlation of 0.50 is half way between a perfect

correlation and 50-50 chance, which means a quite decided

con;elation, almost enough to say, ' as a rule '. The coeffi-

cient of correlation must not be confused with percentage.

If we say two Intelligence tests have a correlation of 0.50

we do not mean that they are 50 per cent accurate. We
mean that these two tests measure the same thing to the

extent that is about half what it would be were they identi-

^ The above e.xplanation is, as any very concise explanation must
be. an over-simplification and must be regarded as only approxi-

mately accurate. The amount of correlation is expressed mathe-
matically which gives an expression of exactness which does not

quite correspond to fact. We cannot say that the difference

between -So and *90 of correlation represents exactly the same
amount of correlation as the difference between *10 and *20, as

we can xiy that a difference of ten degrees of temperature is

' \actlv the same difference in amount of heat whether near freezing-

point or n<'ar boiling-{>oint. The amount of correlation is not nearly

-IS derinit<“ly fixed a quantity as the mathematical e.xprcssion of

it seems to suggest.
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cal. (Incidentally, in education there are no tests that aeree
even with themselves loo per cent of the time Any test
which can be given twice and have the results correlate
between .80 and .90 is considered a fairly reliable test
Mental abilities cannot be measured as accurately and
reliably as the expansion of a rod of iron under changes of
temperature.)

®

The mathematics of working out correlations is rather
intricate and will probably be used by hardly anyone who
is not doing serious research work. The theory aiid mathe-
matics of correlations cannot be treated in this book for
lack of space. But understanding what is meant by a cor-
relation is essential for anyone who reads progressive edu-
cational literature, because the fads on which the changes of
modern education are based owe much to what was learned
in using the technique of making correlations, and these
facts are continuously being expressed in the terms explained
above.

The amount of correlation depends to some extent on
whom we are examining. If we chose eighteen boys with
birthdays one year apart, it is possible that we should find
a perfect correlation between their heights and weights.
At any rate we would find a very high correlation. If on
the other hand, we took eighteen boys all six years of age.
we would find fhat the correlation between their weights
and heights was much less. This is easy to understand
because among the eighteen boys of different ages the differ-

ences are so great in both height and weight that the rule

the taller the heavier ' is obvious by merely looking at the
hoys. Amongst the six-year-olds the rule is not so obvious
and although the rule still holds, it docs not work quite
so smoothly. Similarly, if we were to correlate the ability

to read and to do mathematics of boys of each class from

15
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kindergarten to college, we would find two mental abilities

correlating much more highly than if we examined the

pupils of Class where those examined arc much more

nearly of the same ability. We must expect much higher

correlations with examinees of unlike ability than with those

of nearly the same ability. A correlation of 0.25 in two

abilities among pupils of Class I may be more significant

than a correlation of 0.50 among pupils of Classes I to V.

A correlation is precise only when it is clear what group was

examined.

Then, too, the correlation depends partly on the test.

A test in which the pupils score anywhere from 10 to 100

questions right is much more accurate than one in which

all the pupils scored between 90 and 100 or between 10 and

20 although there were 100 points to be made. The first

test really separates the weak pupils from the strong while

the last two are either so easy or so hard that the differences

in the abilities of pupils were not found out at all. It

takes a good test with many items to be useful in finding

the correlation of two abilities. Generally speaking, it takes

a Standardized test or at least a skilful objective test to be

of use. The ordinary eassy type of examination in which

different examiners give widely divergent marks is useless.

The name or description of the test used is an essential part

of the information regarding the correlation.

The correlation device is used extensively in research

work. One cannot read much on the scientific aspects

of education or psychology without finding references to it.

In this book the author has been practically forced to refer

to it a number of times in reference to the computation of

the reliability and validitv of tests, in discussion of how

prognostic tests arc composed, and in reference to the reli-

ability of the results of Old-type tests. Educational psycho-
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logy has found the method of correlation to be one of itsmos usable tools in working out what skills or trait oabilities may be considered related.
One usually finds the coefficient of correlation written in

the laZI ± P'- - --- 0.03 !

check to see how reliable the coefficient of correlation is
It means that there is a fifty per cent probability that what-
ever error may be in the figure given for correlation, due
to chance elements, will not exceed 0.02

; in other words
there is an even chance that the true figure, freed of all
chance elements, will be somewhere between 0,82 and 0 78The amateur need not concern himself about the probable
error. Its value is to the statistician and research worker
and may be ignored by others.

If only a few examinees are examined, the probable error
will be large

; if many are examined it will be smaller for
the more examined the less the probability that these parti-
cular scores were freakish.

One may also compute the probable error of the mean,
that is, give the figures which show the probable limits of
error in statistical averaging.

The standard error is similar to the probable error and
indicates a two-to-one chance that the true mean will be
found within the limits indicated instead of the even chance
designated by the latter.
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CONCLUSION

This book will be concluded with a brief appraisal of the

various types of tests described and discussed and a note

on their probable usefulness in India in the next few years,

provided proper effort is made to use them. Proper effort

does not mean effort to duplicate the rather extravagant

development taking place in America, but modest effort to

take advantage of some of the undoubted advantages of

scientific measurement in education and psychology.

In America the development of Standardized tests has

not been a mushroom growth, as is often alleged, although

extravagant developments and exaggerated claims have been

made for them. The entire school system in America has

become interested in Standardized tests and it is not neces-

sarily a mushroom growth because several million pupils use

several million tests a year. Let it not be forgotten that

it would also take as many millions of sheets of blank paper

a year to examine such a large number of pupils in several

subjects by the traditional methods. The cost of printing

in India need only be about 25 per cent more than that

of blank paper. Objective tests have not proved economi-

cally extravagant and have helped to put education in a

more scientific footing.

In the British Isles the use of such tests has not been on

the mass scale found in America but the movement met with

the favour of progressive leaders from the very beginning

as is shown by the development in Northumberland and

Fife.

Which types of tests show' promise of general usefulness

in India? Which types are undoubtedly practical and
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which types are still in the experimental stage? Which
types are usable by the expert alone and which are usable
by any average progressive teacher? Attempt ^^'ill be made
to answer these questions.

Of those types still distinctly in the experimental stage,
prognosis, aptitude, and many of the psychological tests
(such as evaluating the emotions, temperament, conduct,
etc.) must be mentioned. Intelligence tests have in many
respects passed from the experimental stage into the stage
of positive usefulness, but there are many points respecting
the use of such tests which are still in the experimental stage,
especially as regards their use among primitive or semi-
primitive peoples. Revision of opinion as to just how
much one can depend on the findings of Intelligence tests

is still going on among the experts.

When we ask which tests need to be administered and
interpreted by experts, we must mention the same groups.
The various Mechanical Aptitude and Industrial Aptitude
tests are not to be handled or interpreted by any but the
professional

;
so also all but a few of the distintly psycho-

logical tests. Prognosis tests are too new as yet for one to

know whether even the professional can do anything with
them. The results with all these tests is encouraging and
worth experimenting with in India, but they are not practical

for the amateur at present.

Intelligence tests of the performance type require a care-

fully trained examiner to administer but there are no few
pencil and paper ' tests which are objective and simple

enough for a discriminate layman, who will carefully

obser\'e the directions, to give. As to actually making use
of the results of such tests there is considerable difference

of opinion. It is a moot question whether it is at all wise
for the teacher to know the intelligence quotient of the
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pupil. A teacher with such knowledge may take the results

too seriously, quickly interpreting every failure on the part

or certain pupils to be due to low intelligence and giving

unfair preference in his attentions to those who are supposed

to be bright. Some teachers cannot help but let this in-

formation prejudice them in the treatment of pupils so that

the backward pupil senses the teacher’s low estimate of his

abilities and develops an inferiority complex
; and the

pupil with a high 10 on the other hand is encouraged to

assume an attitude of superiority. In schools where all pupils

are given Intelligence tests as a matter of routine the infor-

mation thus gained is usually accessible only to the principal

and psychological adviser and not to individual teachers.

Only the exceptional teacher is able to use such in-

formation wisely. Therefore only the exceptionally well-

informed teacher should be entrusted with the information

except as it occasionally sheds light on a particular case.

The information gathered from Intelligence tests as it applies

to individuals is to be treated as strictly confidential.

There is also the question as to whether the examinee

should be told his IQ. Those of low IQ usually have little

understanding of what it means after they have been told.

Those of average intelligence may be disappointed in finding

out that they are not superior, but it is also essential for

us to know our limitations and to realize that if we wish to

succeed we must be prepared to work somewhat harder

than our neighbour with a higher IQ. No rule can be given

as to how much an examinee should be told of his own
condition. As a physician uses discretion in revealing to his

patient his condition, so the psychological must use discretion.

Much depends upon the personal relationship between exa-

minee and his examiner or adviser.

In India, where only a small percentage of the popula-
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tion can receive education above the primary standard and
where the economic pressure has been so great that relatives
goad boys on because of improved pay prospects, even
though they are incapable of satisfactory work and are over
age. Intelligence tests are needed to select the small per-
centage that shall have the privileged opportunities, and
also to separate the mere rote-memor^' learners from those
of natural ability. Intelligence testing will be the province
of the principal, special adviser of the students, or an
experimentalist, rather than of the individual teacher. At
present the greatest need is for good Intelligence tests for
the educational experimentalists, as many of the problems
of administration, curriculum, and selection of pupils need
to be studied with reliable information in hand as to the
natural ability and possible development of students. In
this respect Intelligence tests can supply much of it.

The type of Standardized tests which are of greatest use
to teachers are the Scholastic tests. These any intelligent

teacher can use. The use of such tests is no longer in the

experimental stage. Their usefulness has been proved and
they can readily be applied. The individual test is an
experiment until it can be proved that the test docs what a
good arithmetic or reading or science test is supposed to

do: but there is no longer doubt about really useful tests

being possible.

It is in this field where there is so little doubt about

valuable help being available that so little experiment and
adaptation has been done in India. There has been more
experiment with Intelligence tests which cannot be put to

use so readily by the ordinary teacher than with Reading or

Arithmetic tests which can be to immediate use when-
ever and wherever wanted by any capable teacher. The
Intelligence test can only give information about a relatively

hopeless situation. (The situation is termed hopeless
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because whatever intelligence a child has, it has. The teacher
cannot add greatly to it or substract greatly from it.

Nature’s gift of more or less potential intelligence has been
given to us for better or for worse and is not exxhangeable
although better and happiest surroundings sometimes in-

crease it quite appreciably.) Scholastic tests, however,
reveal weaknesses in the pupil that can very often be
remedied and strengths that can be made into foundations
for larger constructions. The Intelligence test reveals little

to the teacher of his own successes and failures but a
Reading test may give a sharply focussed profile of the
teacher as teacher.

Widespread use of good Subject or Achievement tests

could have a most profound influence on both teaching and
on the method of teaching and the

contents of the curriculum but on the spirit and aims of

teaching. It would also aid in the much needed reform of

the examination system in India and provide definite

standards for achievement in place of the present muddled
standards. But hitherto very little has been done in India
in this most practical asp>ect of the entire movement towards
scientific measurement in education.

As regards the possible use of informal New-Type tests

by the teacher, nothing further need be said. These are

evidently usable by anyone who learns to construct them.

Achievement test supply no end of suggestions as to proper
models. Much of the benefits of the Standardized Achieve-
ment test can be got from informal tests constructed on a

modest scale along the same lines.’

^ A noteworthy attempt has been made by I^Ir. D'Sylva and his
team of officers on special duty for the Department of Education
of tlie former Central Provinces to introduce improved informal
testing methods on a modest scale into the ordinary’ primary school.
• ee . leasuremeut of Attainoients in Primary Schooh, published bv
the Government Printing Office. Nagpur. 1937.
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Diagnostic tests, as mentioned before, can be used bv
-any teacher who will examine the work of his pupils with
these questions in mind: Why does this particular pupil-
have difficulty in doing this piece of work? Just what does
he understand of the process and what does he not under-
stand? What is the defect in his skill or where does his
reasomng go wrong? Any test can become a useful diag-
nostic test for the teacher who realizes that every individual
has his peculiar difficulties which the teacher must locate
if he is to help the pupil. Some tests show up the difficulties
of pupils more than others and a good test especially cons-
tructed for this purpose is considerably more helpful than an
ordinary test, but more depends on the inquiring mind of
the teacher than upon the form of the test.

In conclusion, the modern testing movement is more than
just a flood of interesting novelties. It is a way of measure-
ment that greatly refines the crude methods of measurement
employed in the educational and psychological field hereto-
fore. The tape measure and the square add much to the
precision of a carj)entcr's work. Similarly modern testing
methods, when used discriminatingly, add precision and
standards to the educationist’s work. There is nothing that
has added as much to educational advance in America and
England in the last generation as the better technique of

measurement. It has been said that the only advance in

education of the last hundred years is the refinement of

measurement. India will not progress towards a progres-
sive and up-to-date educational system unless she improves
her way of educational measurement. The modern testing

movement has much to offer and probably no other thing
will do as much to break Indian education away from the

fetters of its admittedly legalistic, stereotyped, and exami-
nation-dominated education (which is neither oriental nor
'^vestern) and launch it on a course of open-minded but
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safelV'-piloted experiment which will bring to her a more
progressive and at the same time more naturally Indian
education. With a better way of measuring educational
efforts India would be freer to experiment and could much
sooner reject that of which the value is doubtful. As it is

at present many (questionable practices hang on interminably
because no one checks their results, which in many (but by
no means all) cases arc easily ascertainable with the means
of measurement now at our disposal.
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YEARLY TEST FOR CLASS IIIOF THE primary^ SCHOOL

The following test was composed by Hr B Sadhu
Supervisor of Primary Schools, Bisrampur, C.P.

‘

This test
IS for Class III and aims at covering most of the work
required in the syllabus of this class. A few of the items
are to be administered individually or orally. In the case
of handwork and physical culture, the work of the pupil
must be observed. But for the most part all that the
pupil has to do is done in the printed examination paper.

This examination takes about three two-hour-periods to
administer. Parts of it may be omitted without prejudice
to the test as a whole. It is not a fully standardized test as
norms are not supplied. It was printed for use in fifty schools
and was supplied as a i6-page folder to all pupils at one
anna a copy, which shows how cheaply extensive testing
can be when a number of schools club together.

Ihe test is included here as an illustration of a test using
both old-type and new-type items which tests most of a
year's work in a comparatively short time.

V0CABUL.\KY TeSI

1 point for each right answer [20 minutes

I. Write the meanings o[ these words:—

Pleased.

Western

Difficult

Underline the synonym of ihe first word in each line:—
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Suddenly (Yesterday, quickly, without warn-
ing, repeatedly, wonderfully)

Praise (Compliment, hymn, scold, sing)

Leader (Master, soldier, police, one who goes

before)

Accept (Confess, deceive, receive, except)

Attempt (Finish, succeed, fail, try)

Discourage (Dishearten, disgrace, defeat, desert)

Debate (Quarrel, argue, oration, declare)

Anger (Laughter, weeping, violent, rage)

2.

Write the word imth the opposite meaning of the

words given below:—
Swiftly Soft Expensive
Finished Just Cruel

Underline the word with meaning opposite to that of the

first word in each line :—
Profit (Shop, loss, sale, rupees)

Master (Chowkidar, kotwal, servant, coolie)

Strong (Weak, healthy, defeated, gentle)

Front (Side, back, south, answer)
Outside (Palace, house, inside, well)

Medicine (Liquid, bitter, sweet, poison)
Humility (Stubborn, unjust, pride, yield)

hresh (Green, stale, worthless, bold)

3. Write a sentence with each of the following words:—
Power of hearing

Cavalry

Attack

Earning

4. Correct the spelling of the words:—
Phagwan Nipyi Dud
Apradhi Kijiyega Karay

5.

The examiner will select 25 isolated words used in

the readers and give them as a spelling lesson. 12 points
it all are right. i off for each mistake down to zero.
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Reading (Siory)

Read Silenlly.
[10

A merchant wished to go to Bombay and so went
to the railway station in plenty of time. When he
arrived he realized he had forgotten his trunk So
he quicldy jumped into the tonga again and drove
home. The tongawalla made his horse go very fast
When they arrived back at the station with the trunk
the tram was already at the station. The merchant
paid the tongawalla and called a coolie to carry his
^^.ggage. No coolie came. Ihe trunk was very heavy
for it had Rs. 3000 in silver in it. At last the merchant
seized the trunk himself and ran to the ticket office to
get his ticket. The ticket babu said ‘

I am sorry. It
is late. \ ou will miss the train. Tell the guard that
you have no ticket. He will sell you one at the next
station The merchant ran towards the train but
the train started. The guard was very kind and stopped
the train. The merchant lifted his trunk with 37^ seers
of silver in it on the train and climbed aboard". He
was all out of breath and very hot and tired when the
train started. He fanned himself a long time before
he felt comfortable again.

Some of the statements below arc tiue, and some are
false. Underline ‘ true ’

if the statement is true, and
‘ false '

if it is false.

The merchant wished to go to Hombay True False
After the train had left he remembered

his trunk True False

He went to the station in a horse tonga True False
The tongawalla drove very fast True False

The train left before the merchant
arrived with his trunk True False

The merchant did not pay the

tongawalla True False

A coolie came as soon as the merchant
called True False
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The trunk was not heavy

The ticket babii quickly sold him a

ticket

There was Rs. 300c in the trunk

The money was in notes

The ticket * babu told him to tell the

guard he had no ticket

Rs. 3000 in silver weighs 37.^ seers

The guard was helpful

The guard told him not to get on the

train without a ticket

The guard stopped the train

The merchant caught the train with

difficulty

He missed the train because he could

not lift the trunk

He was very hot and breathless

He could not get a fan to cool himself

off

2 points for each right answer

2 points penalty for each wrong

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

answer

Poetry

What is the meaning of the 2 verses below?—
[8 points

1. Bahut n shit, n ati garmi hai,

Kahin ann-jal ki n maki hai.

Vayu yahan ki hai sukhkari,

Rog nahin hai koi bhar.

2. Nirjan ban men giri se girkar,

Bahta rahta hai kal-kal kar.

Kitna swachchh aur shilal hai,

Chandi ki dhara si jal hain.

Read the poetry given below, then answer the ques-

tions:— points

Vvarth widesh nahin main jata,

Jata to kuchh lekar ata,

Pakar mujhe tumhen sukh hota.

Agar kahin main rupya hota.
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Mam nirarlhak kahin kahan nahin iata?
Kise pakar tumko sukh milta^
Widesh se rupya kya lata?........

In panktiyon ko kaun kahta

Composition
Write the story of ‘ How our Class made a Garden

[40 points

Oral Reading

k/V ^ paragraph. 5 marks may
be given for pronunciation and 5 numbers for each ten
words read per minute

Follow directions. Read silently.

2. Do as you are insiructed. {Time: 3 mmuies)
[20 points

Draw a circle round the elephant.

Colour the cow black.

Write Gandhiji’s name under his picture.

Draw four lines under the Charkha.
Write a G under the gramophone.
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Put an arrow at the part of the watch used to wind
the watch with.

Colour the glass in the spectacles black.

W'rite a 5 in the middle of the star.

Write your name under the lantern.

Put a cross under the heel of the shoe.

Arithmetic

I. (a) Write these numbers in order according to their

ascending value. (lime: 5 minutes) [6 points

775, 905, TOO, 567, 899. 612, 325, 360

(6) Subtracting 5 each time start with the number
67 and continue to 27:—

f r f

2. Write these in value numerals '.

—

[Time: 5 minutes) [6 points

Twenty-five thousand fifty

Three lacs five

Thirty-nine thousand one
Fifty-nine lacs three thousand
Three hundred sixty-seven

Eighty-nine

Addition. (Time: 20 minutes) [16 points

Rs. as. ps. Md. sr. ch

40567 9 12 9 47 37 6

4102 10 9 6 103 28 15

^45
250

8 15 6 3 10 12

Subtract.

Md. sr. ch

61058 88 12 13

9562 37 28 14

Yds. girah Tola masha

30 12 18 5
28 14 12 9
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Multiply :

6758
523

241

Rs.

12
as. ps,

8 6
X 28

Rs.

26
as. ps
8 12

X54

^ Rs.
32)6456( 20)646

4. W'ri/e the Answers of these:

as.

12
ps,

6
(

120 inches

90 inches

64 annas

32 pice

48 furlongs

84 masha
63 inches

75 pice

57 seers

15 paili

138 ratti

99 chhatak

360 minutes

80 quires

120 days

36 weeks

84 months
2 sheets

{Time: 6 miftutes)

76)4824o(

[12 points

yds.

Rs.

mds.
kathas

tola

seers

ft.

ft.

Rs.

annas
miles

tolas

ft. . .

as. . .

seers

paili

masha
chhatak
hours

reams
months
months
years

quires

. in.

. ps.

. .ratti

Arithmetic Reasoning
Write the answers of these 9 problems in 20 minutes.

(2 numbers each for these six problems)
1. How many paos in ij seers?

( )
2. At as. 2/6 per pao what does i seer

of jalebies cost?
)

3 * Mohan weighed out 2 maunds 10 '

seers of dal. How much must he
add to make it 2A maunds? r

^

16
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4. It is now 4.30. Wliat time ^vill it be

after 45 minutes?
^

( )

5. 12 umbrellas cost Rs. 18/-. What is

the cost of 7 umbrellas? ( J

6. I went to the bazaar with Re. i/-. I

bought, at the rate of — per seer, 3

seers of potatoes,—worth of sugar

and — of chillies. How much money

should I have left? ( )

(4 points for each right of the following 3 problems)

Solve these problems showing clearly the method.

1. 16 blankets cost Rs. 80/8/0. What will 12 cost?

2. A merchant bought 30 umbrellas at Rs. 61/14/-

and sold them at Rs. 12/2/- each. What was his

profit?

3. I went to the bazaar with Rs. 27/-. I bought a dhoti

for Rs. 3/8/-, cloth for Rs. 6/10/- and a blanket for

Rs. 13/ iC'/-. How much money should I have left?

Hygiene and Physical Culture

1. Fill in the blank spaces'. [6 points

The mouth should be while breathing.

It is best to play where the air is

By drinking unboiled milk we run the risk of

catching disease disease

is spread through flies»

2. Write the answers: [8 points

What time of day is best for sweeping the school?

What harm is there in keeping windows closed tight

at night?

What harm is there in smoking for children?....

What harm is there in drinking intoxicants?

(Name 2) (i) (ii)

3. Observe posture, discipline, co-operation in and

observing the rules in games, co-operation
^

in

marching, and keenness. [25 points
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Geography

1. Draw a map of your district and show these places
on the map. ^

Your village, the road from your tahsil headquarters
to your district headquarters, 3 prominent villages on
the road, 2 places where there is a bazaar, the place
of a mela, the biggest river in the district, a mountain
range (if any), the section where winter crops are
grown, railroads (if any). [20 points

2 . Answer these questions
: [20 points

a. At what time of the year are ' Unhari ' crops
planted?

h. What kind of soil is best for building mud
homes ?

c. What is the monsoon?

d. What tahsil of your district is the most heavily
populated?

e. What are the principal industries of your
district?

f. What kind of fresh vegetables come to the
bazaar in July?

g. By the altitude of which river is the general level

of your district calculated?

h. What body is responsible for the primary schools
of your district?

I. What is the principal forest product of your
district?

j. From which direction docs the wind come mostly
during the monsoon in your village?

Citizenship [30 minutes

I. What is ' safety first ’
?

What are the principal handicrafts in our district?
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What products are got from the forests along the biggest

river of your district?

(Name 3 kinds of wood and 3 other products)

What differences do you find in a railway station and

a motor bus stand? Give 3 differences. [11 points

2. Underline the word true if the statement is true, and

false if the statement is false :— [11 points

When a master comes into the school we should remain

sitting. True False.

When a guest from afar, comes to your house, his name

should be sent to the Mukaddam. True False.

The river and the canal do the same work. True False.

The malguzar may send a man to jail. True False.

In order to get one’s mail from the post office, one should

give the postmaster a baksheesh. True False.

Only officials may send goods on the railway.

True False.

You are entitled to open the mail bag if the postmaster

is slow about it. True False.

The tahsildar may buy any fields he likes for himself.

True False.

The patwari is next in rank to the tahsildar.

True False.

The patwari is under the rank of the revenue inspectors.

True False.

Railway tickets may be bought at the post office.

True False.

3. Write the words of the song ‘ My River.'

[6 points

4. Make a model of a railway station in the sand show-

ing signals, etc. using paper, cardboard, bamboo, etc. to

complete the model. (Time 40 minutes).

[12 points
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Handwork

baked kter
^

2. Practical work :—
Colour the mango.
Make i yard of rope.

Make a bhindi and a plantain out of earth.
Make 2 flowers out of coloured paper.

[40 points



APPENDIX II

THE MIDDLE SCHOOL
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (IN HINDI)

The purpose of this test is quite different from that of the

test in Appendix 1 . That test attempts to review nearly

the whole syllabus for a year’s work. This test very largely

ignores the syllabus of the past year and conducts a rapid

survey of the work done during the last five years or so.

It was designed as a High School or Normal School entrance

test to survey the educational foundation of the pupil before

admitting him into a higher institution. It is a rapid review

of the fundamental skills and knowledges.

It has nine sub-divisions, grouped in two parts. Part

I contains Hindi reading, arithmetic computation, arithmetic

reasoning, and English. Part II contains vocabulary,

grammar, history and civics, geography, science and hygiene.

Each part takes only two hours to administer so that the

nine subjects may be examined in four hours. The reli-

ability is .83. Part I alone has a reliability of .81 so may
be used alone without Part II. This test does not pretend

to be thorough in every subject (for that it would have to

be lengthened) but it is reliable enough in each subject to

give at least a fair indication of the pupil's ability and
when the results in all subjects are used to determine the

all-round ability of the pupil, may be considered to give a

highly reliable prohle, even when only Part I is used. The
test is designed for reliability in all-round ability rather than

ability in each subject separately.

For reasons of space, the entire test cannot be reprinted

but the extracts sufficiently indicate what it is like. The
omitted test in Flindi reading is much like the one here

printed in English but is more difficult because Hindi is

assumed to be the mother-tongue while English is a foreign

tongue. The tests in history, geograpy, and grammar are

much like the included example on science.
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The norms (both the median and the quartiles) based
on 3000 tests are included. These norms show the achieve-
ment m all subjects separately as well as in acKreEate The
test was composed by the author in collaboration with the
staff of Bhatapara Middle School.

JVofe :—Reduce fracti

denominators.

(1) 29788

42391
2430

.36875

51 134
+ 777

(2) 760384

—276435

(3) 4832
X 578

(4) 88)43890 (

(5) 8i
- 6 A

(6) 65 s- 65 =
(7) 2/3 + 3/4 + 5 /(S =
(8) 9x42/3 =
(9) 13/5-13/5 =

(10) 42.1

4.566
,008

9
315-045
+ .17

Arithmetic Computation

Time: 30 miaules
? fractions in answers to the lowest

(II) 4-05
X3-99

(12) 4 ft. 4 in. = in.

(13) 150 per cent of 250 =
(14) 14 mds. 4 seers 8 chh.

divided by 4 =
(15) Principle Rs. qoo

Time i year 4 months
Rate 6 per cent

Interest =
33:j pc'r cent of 96=

(17) 5 per cent of Rs. 45 =
(18) Md. Seers Chh.

+ 14 T5 8

{19) Miles Fur. Yd.
12 6 o
—6 2 TOO

{20) Give the average of 10,

6. 8. 5.

(21) The time is now 42 min.

after 6-0. What wili

it be in 8 hr. 30 min.
from now?
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(22) At the rate of 10 pice

each, what is the price

of g6 knives?
;

(23) 625x1000=
I

(24) 4.25 + .05=
I

(25) 16:48: .*4:

{26) It takes 2^ yds. of cloth

to make a shirt. How

many shirts can one

make of a piece of cloth

48 yds. long?

(27) Write in woids:

3146507.

{28) Write in figures : One
crore twenty-five lakhs

four thousand seven
hundred and ninety-one.

Each right, i point Score

Arith.metic Problems
V

Time: 20 minutes

Write the answers in the block.

1. If you get 20 mangoes to the rupee,
what will 2 dozen cost?

(
2. Mohan went to the bazaar to get 8

seers of nails. There were 4 chhataks
of nails in each paoket. How many
packets should he buy?

(

3. Mohan paid as. 1/3 for cabbage seeds.
He grew 58 cabbages and sold them
for I anna each. How much did he
earn?

j

4. The area of a square is 6.25 square
—

yards. What are the dimensions of the
square ? f

5. A piece of cloth was roj yards long,
ij of a yard was cut off. How much
is left?

^

- —
6. Ram earns Rs. 3/- per week. His

~
living expenses are Rs. 2/4/- per week.
How much can he save in a year? (

~
]

7 - A room is 35 feet by 20 feet. What
will it cost to cement the floor at
Rs. 5 - per hundred square feet? (

'

)
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8. A man wanted to build bunds around
his nee field which was 43^ yards long
and 30 yards wide. The field wns an
proxiinatcly square. At 2 annas per
hand what will it cost him to build the
bund?

9. The average age of 5 boys is 10 years

3 girls is 12 years'.
What IS the average age of the boys and
girls together?

10.

Budhu took a loan of Rs. 760/-. At
the rate of 6% per year what interest
does he owe after 2 months?

Each problem right counts 2 points Score

English Test

Directions: Read the following paragraphs carefully
and be prepared to answer questions about them. In some
of the questions a choice of several answers is given, only
one of which is correct. Underscore the correct answer.

Time: jo minutes

I. Perhaps the most faithful and the brightest animal
that the world has ever known is the dog. For ages, the
dog has been the loyal friend of man. He has worked for
his master. He has saved him in times of danger. Such
devotion should be returned with kindness.

(1) Man’s ever-faithful friend is a dog, cow. cat.

horse?

(2) The dog has been tamed for years, ages, months,

weeks?

(3) Copy one word you read in the storv that means
strong affection

(4) This story is about :
—

(a) How dogs work. (/>) Man’s loyal friend,

(c) An Indian dog, {d) Dogs of other lands.

t
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2. Not long ago, a man who had been unkind to Moti

walked by the elephant’s cage. A pepul branch came
sailing through the air. The man stooped or it would have

hit his head. Moti had picked up the pepul branch with

his trunk. He threw the branch at the man who had been

unkind to him.

(1) What did the elephant throw? Water, cage, trunk,

branch?

(2) What kind of man was he? Good, unkind, slow,

kind?
I

(3) Copy one word you read in the story that means
the elephant’s nose

(4) This story is about:—
(a) A pepul branch, (6) An elephant's cage, (c)

A man and an elephant, (d) The elephant's trunk.

3. Among the writers of proverbs we must rank

Benjamin Franklin very highly. His proverbs show rare

common sense and have become famous the world over.

Here are a few of his best-known ones:

(i) Never leave that till tomorrow which you can do

today.

{2) God helps them that help themselves.

(3) Early to bed and early to rise makes a man healthy,

wealthy and wise.

4. Beware of little expenses; a small leak will sink a

ship.

(1) Franklin made many
{a) expenses, (6) proverbs, (c) beds, {d) healthy

men.

(2) Franklin was
(a) sensible, {b) wealthy, (c) rare, {d) early.

(3) Write one word that means a wise saying

(4) What proverb tells us to be careful in spending our

money? (Give number only.)

(5) Which proverb tells us that staying up late and

sleeping long in the morning is not the best thing?

(Give number.)
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(6) Which proverb tells

which we can do
us not to delay in doing that
now? (Give number.)

(7) Which proverb tells us that we must do that which
we want done ourselves and not expect it to be
done for us?(Givc number.)

4. P. L. Gupta & Co.,
Calcutta.

Dear Sirs,

Please send me by goods train the following supplies

:

6 dozen pencils at 12 annas per dozen.
2 quires Elephant Brand paper at Rs. 2-4-0.

20 slates at 2 annas each.
Please do not send tin slates but stone slates. The paint

comes off the tin slates very quickly and then they are use^
less. The railway receipt should be sent V.P.P.

Yours sincerely,

D. Singh
(i) Which item will cost Rs. 2-8-0?

{2) Of which article are 72 wanted?
(3) Who is dissatisfied with tin slates?

(4) How will the money for the goods be sent?

5. When the moon passes between the sun and the
earth, the sun is darkened for a short time lliis is called
an eclipse. At first we do not notice that the moon is in
front of the sun but by the time the moon has blotted out
half of the sun, the light is beginning to get dim. When
the moon covers most of the sun it begins to get dark, and
by the time the moon gets squarely in front of the sun it

is quite dark. Birds get fooled, thinking it night, and go
to sleep. This part of the eclipse takes only a few minutes
however. The stars are now shining even though it be
noon time. Soon the moon is passing from in front of the
sun and it begins to get light again. The sunshine is getting

stronger every moment. It takes the moon about two
hours from the time it first gets into the path of the sun-
shine to get entirely out of tlic way again.
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(1) There is an eclipse when

(a) birds go to sleep, (6) when the sun gets

between the earth and the moon, (c) when
the stars shine, (d) when the moon gets between

the earth and the sun.

(2) The time of greatest darkness takes

(fl) a few minutes

(b) until noon
(c) two hours

{d) until night

(3) Who is deceived, thinking it night?

(4) What is this story about?

(fl) The eclipse of the moon
(6) The eclipse of the sun

(c) Darkness

{d) Stars shining in day time

6. There are many birds in India in the cold season that

are not found here in the hot season and monsoon. These
birds are called migrating birds, that is, birds that regularly

spend part of the year in one country and then fly away
to spend the rest of the year in another country. To move
to another country to live is called ‘ migrating

Among the migrating birds found in India, the ducks
are perhaps the best known. But not all ducks found in

India are migrators. Several ducks stay with us all the

year. All the more common non-migrating ducks are

ducks which at times rest on trees. Some of them even
build their nests in trees. When you see a duck which
sits on a tree you may be certain that it is one of those

\viiich never leaves us all the year round. The migiators
are not tree ducks, neither do they hatch out their young
in India.

Many birds besides the ducks arc migrators, namely
cranes, some snipe, a species of stork and many songbirds.

(i) Migrators are:

(a) ducks, (6) animals or birds that travel to

another country to live, (c) birds that live in

trees, {d) birds that build nests.
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(2) Ducks th^t their young in India arc *

(a) migrators (6) non-migrators, (c) common
ducks, [d) ducks that never sit in trees.

(3) Name one bird that is mentioned as a migrating bird
that IS not a duck. °

(4) This story is about:

(a) ducks, (6) cranes, (c) migrating birds, (t/) tree
ducks.

Each right, i point.

Science and Hygiene

Time: 20 minutes

In the second column the known effects of heat upon
certain chemicals arc listed. I he first column is the name
of the chemical. Write the number of the chemical m the
parenthesis which you think is affected by heat as noted
in column two.

Effect when heated

( ) Turns yellow when heat-

ed.

( ) Crystals break and a
crackling sound is heard.

( ) Not affected by ordinary'

heating temperature.

( ) Sublimates and a chok-
ing smell is produced.

I. Name of chemicals

1. Salt

2. Paraffin

3. Blue Vitriol

4. Sulphur
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I^ame of chemicals

5. Magnesium

7. Chalk

8. Green Vitriol

Effect when heated

( )
Bums with bluish-yellow

flame.

6.

Ammonium Nitrate
( ) Melts and then bums with

smoky flame.

( ) Sublimates when heated.

Noticeable odour.

( )
Burns with thick smoke
of bright light.

( ) Biurns white when heated.

II. Match the undermentioned ' Apparatus ’ with its

use\—
Apparatus

1. Callipers

2. Mariner’s Compass

3. Barometer

4. Graduated cylinder

5. Rain gauge

6. Thermometer

7. Balance

8. Test tube

III. Match the ’ Effect ' u

Cause
1. Bending of the sun’s

rays by rain drops.

2. Earth’s turning upon
its axis in its re-

volution about the
sun.

Use

( ) For measuring atmos-

pheric pressure.

( ) Chemicals are heated

and tested in it.

( ) Used by ships at sea

to determine directions.

( J Used for measuring

mass and weight.

( ) Used for measuring heat.

( )
Ordinarily used for

measuring amounts of

liquid.

( ) Used for measuring

rainfall.

( ) Used for measuring

diameter.

{ its Cause:—
Effect

( )
Eclipse.

( )
Evaporation of water.
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Cause

3. Sun’s rays shining hot
(

and the air being dry.
4. The passing of the

(

moon between the
earth and the sun.

5. Excess of water-
(

vapour in atmos-
phere.

6. Change of the posi- (

tion of the moon
\vath relation to the
sun and the earth.

7. Earth’s wobbling on its (

axis at an angle of

23r.
8. Substances being light- (

er than the weight of
equal volume of
water.

IV. Match the ' Substance '

Substances

1. Chalk Gas (Carbonic
Acid Gas).

2. Nitrogen.

3.

Oxygen.

4.

Sawdust.

5 - Phosphorus.

Effect

) Floating of substances.

) Appearance of the rain-
bow.

) Succession of day and
night.

) Appearance of the
phases of the moon’.

) Rain, snow or hail.

) Succession of the seasons.

with its properties:

Special properties

( ) H e 1 p s substances to
burn.

( ) May readily be turned
into .solid, liquid and
gaseous forms.

( ) When introduced into
colourless limewater, it

turns it milky.

( ) Gives off oxygen in pre-
sence of sun's light.

( ) Even though it is a

liquid, a solid ironball

does not sink in it.

( ) Bad conductor of heat.Vegetation.
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Substances Special properties

7. Mercury.
(

8. Water.
(

V. Underline the best answer

below:—

1. Only those clothes (a)

should be consider-

ed clean (6)

(C)

w

2. It is desirable to (a)

bathe daily

(b)

[d)

3.

We should not let [a)

any one else enter

the room of a (b)

smallpox patient

other than the one (c)

attending him or her

id)

) In its presence ice does

not melt at the usual

temperature.

) Burns when it comes in

contact with air.

to the statements given

which get white when
washed.

which are washed with

one's own hands,

which are boiled and
washed with soap,

which are Wcishcd in

river water.

because it is a religious

rite.

to keep the body cool,

to keep the pores of the

skin open in order to

allow the inside dirt to

pass out with perspira-

tion.

for appearance s^e.

because it might make the

patient angry,

because smallpox is an in-

fectious disease,

because the entrants might

be sorcerers.

because the patient needs

rest.
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“S7„,C « “r • Ple„

* “ !*) "»k i!' .™i. dW„fc*d
water.

(C) paint it w.th tincture
iodine.

(d) smear dust over it.

{^) apply lime.

5. A house

cribed

cleaned

may be des-
as properiy
when

6. It is necessary- to clean
the hn.^er nails be-
fore taking meals

(a) the iwoepings ha\'c been
thrown out.

{!>) the sueopings arc piled
at one place.

(c) tile surroundings are also
thoroughl\' cleaned.

UO the house has been
plastered with cow-
clung.

) the house has bet'n swept
man\’ limes a da\'.

(rt) because thev may be
dirty.

{b) because there is a sort of
poison in the nails.

(c) because there is a sort of
liquid produced in nails.

id) because it is a good
custom.

7 - In order to stop typhoid
from spreading

(^0 patients should be given

clove watei.

[h) carefully disp!)se ot the
patient’s stool and
urine.

(c) patients should be given
pioper medicine.

(d) inoculate the patient.
17
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8. What or^an rid^ the Kidneys.

b(uly of pnisnn? Lungs.

ic) Heart.

\ii} Hrain.

(e) Liver.

I-.eh rieht, i
point Score
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appendix III

THE CHATTERJI ARITHMETIC TEST

This test is reprinted with the kind permission of the

author. It is intended for high schools.

I. Mechanical Arithmetic

Time allowed—\ hour.

Attempt only those sums that you know. Put down

your answers at the end of the questions.

Work mentally as far as you can; scrap work is.

however, allowed on separate paper.

1, Express seven lakhs thirteen thousand and two in

figures.

2. 9 + 6 + 12 =

3 - 769-635=
„ .

4. Express 190805 in words.

5. I 1=
6. Turn 2097 pies into Rs. as. ps.

7. Subtract Rs. 2-5-3 ^^om Rs. 17.

8. 19 - 5 - 3 =
9. 2000 - 1 =

TO. Turn into a decimal.

11. (.09)= =
12. What is X in 4 ?

13 - =
14. 444 - 400=
15- 57 X 8 =
16. 6 X 7 X 0 X 3:=

17. Add:
Rs. as. ps.

17 14 3
6 15 9
8 , 8 9

18. What is jc in i=:- ' ?
t
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19.

20 .

21 .

22 .

23 -

24 -

25 -

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31-

32.

33 -

34 -

35 -

3^1-

37 -

38-

Which one is greater or 2>

4 h + 3i - 2i =
6| = 2| =
•5 +-75 +-25 =
4 .004 =
Rs. 13-64 as. X 2 =

SV-ntS'

“

2942 -r 6 =
0-4 =
72-72 =
Turn 7 rncls. 30 sr. 13 chh. into chhataks.
15 yds. 2 ft. 6 in. -5 =
8 x2 - 21 - 7 =
Rs. 17-4 as. - Kc. 1-7 as. =
Find the ('..C.M. of 16, 24. 5b.
Find the L.C.M. of i. 2. 3^ 4. 5.
Reduce to its lowest terms.

Find the number of davs in the first tliree months of
the year 1932.

4 . H

7 T J 1

-

39. Simplify
^ ^

of £ 22 .

40. I - 2 I =
41- X ]

=

7 days 4 hrs.

1 day 19 firs.
“

43. Express .0001 as a fraction.

44. Express ^ decimal.

45 - 5-3-3-
46. What is 5% of 10 shillings?

47. What is 1% of 100?

48. What is 100% of 100?

49. What is 100% of I?

50. Find the average of 5, 6, 7. 10.
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11. Arithmetical Reasoning

Attempt only those sums that you know. Put down your

answer at the end of the questions.

Work mentally as far as you can; scrap work is, however,

allowed on separate paper.

1. Two thirds of a class is 20 boys. How many are

there in the class?

2. Find the cost of 12 chairs at Rs. 5/8 per pair,

3. A carpet 20 ft. by 15 ft. costs £10 . What was the

cost per square yard?

4. Ram is as old as Mohan: Mohan is twice as old as

Rahim: Rahim is as old as Hari. If Hari is 5 years old,

how old is Ram?
5. I want equal numbers of stamps and postcards for

Re. 1/5. If a stamp costs one anna and a postcard 9 pics,

what will be the number of each?

6. How many men will do a piece of work in 12 hours

that 4 men can do in 18 hours?

7. A man takes 20 minutes to walk from his house to

the station. His son also takes 20 minutes. How long will

it lake them if they both walk together?

8. What is the greatest number that will divide 64 and

76, and leave a remainder 4 in each case?

9. The area of the floor of a room is 156 square feet.

What is the sum of its four sides?

10. If mangoes sell at the rate of Rs. 3/2 per 100, how

many can I buy for 7 as. ?

11. The distance round the wheel of a motor car is 3 ft.

6 in. How many times does the wheel go round in travelling

140 yards?

12. Find two numbers whose sum is 19 and whose

difference is 5.

13. The area of a field twice as long as it is broad is 200

sq. yds. Find its sides.

14. How many times can I subtract 3 from 73?
15. What is the length of a stick which I can cut up

into 8 pieces, each 6 in, long and have 4 in. left over?

16. A man aged 35 years is 7 times as old as his son:

how many times as old as his son will he be 25 years hence?
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17. At what rate per cent simple interest, would Rs. 10
amount to Rs. ii in 4 years?

18. Rs. 9/^^ made up of equal numbers of rupees,
cight-anna, four-anna, two-anna and one-anna coins. Find
the number of each.

19. I buy some articles for Rs. 40: what must I sell tliem
for. so as to gain 20%?

20. If 3/5 of a piece of cloth cost Rs. 3/6, what is the
cost of the whole piece?

21. After spending half of my money and then half of

the r^'inainder I had 2 annas loft. How much had I at first?

22. Divide Rs. 30 between A and H so tliat their shares
may be proportional to 6 and 4.

23. What is the least number which must be subtracted
from 45 to make it exactly divisible bv 7?

24. What two whole numbers multiplied together make
II?

25. There are two numbers one of which is greater than
the other by 4. When multiplied together they make 165.

What is the smaller one ?

26. If telegraph poles stand 50 yards apart in a straight

row, what is the distance from the first to the eighth?

27. 5 per cent of A's income is the same as 15 per cent

of B’s, A’s income is Rs. 300 a year. What is B’s?

28. A brick weighs 7 lb. and half its own weight. What
is the weight of the brick?

29. If a man’s salary is Rs. 80 a month and he spends

Rs. 56 a month, how long will it take him to save Rs. ()Oo?

30. If 2 pencils cost 3 pice how many pencils can you
buy for 50 pice?

Note: Printed test papers both of the mechanical an<l rra-

soning arithmetic, answer-kev. and instructions will be sent on

application at a nominal price. The applicants are requested t{j

mention the Indian language in which they want tin* above

materials.

Patna I ruuxxng Colli':’>;.
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II. Arithmetical Reasoning

Attempt only those sums that you know. Put down your

answer at the end of the questions.

Work mentally as far as you can; scrap work is, however,

allowed on separate paper.

1. Two thirds of a class is 20 boys. How many are

there in the class?

2. Find the cost of 12 chairs at Rs. 5/8 per pair.

3. A carpet 20 ft. by 15 ft. costs £10. What was the

cost per square yard?

4. Ram is as old as Mohan; Mohan is twice as old as

Rahim; Rahim is as old as Hari. If Hari is 5 years old,

how old is Ram?
5. I want equal numbers of stamps and postcards for

Re. 1/5, If a stamp costs one anna and a postcard 9 pics,

what will be the number of each?
6. How many men will do a piece of work in 12 hours

that 4 Inen can do in 18 hours?

7. A man takes 20 minutes to walk from his house to

the station. His son also takes 20 minutes. How long will

it take them if they both walk together?

8. What is the greatest number that will divide 64 and

76, and leave a remainder 4 in each case?

9. The area of the floor of a room is 156 square feet.

What is the sum of its four sides?

10. If mangoes sell at the rate of Rs. 3/2 per 100, how
many can I buy for 7 as. ?

11. The distance round the wheel of a motor car is 3 ft.

6 in. How many times does the wheel go round in travelling

140 yards?
12. Find two numbers whose sum is 19 and whose

difference is 5.

13. The area of a field twice as long as it is broad is 200

sq. yds. Find its sides.

14. How many times can I subtract 3 from 73?
15. What is the length of a stick which I can cut up

into 8 pieces, each 6 in. long and have 4 in. left over?
16. A man aged 35 years is 7 times as old as his son;

how many times as old as his son will he be 25 years hence?
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17. At what rate per cent simple interest, would Rs. 10
amount to Rs. ii in 4 years?

18. Rs. 9/^1 made up of eciual numbers of rupees,
eight-anna, four-anna, two-anna and one-anna coins. Find
the number of each.

19. I buy some articles for Rs. 40: what must I sell them
for, so as to gain 20% ?

20. If 3/5 of a piece of cloth cost Rs. 3/6, what is the
cost of the whole piece?

21. After spending half of my monev and then half of

the r^'iiiainder I had 2 annas left.
' How much had I at hrst?

22. Divide Rs. 30 between A and B so that their shares
may be proportional to 6 and 4.

23. What is the least number which must be subtracted
from 45 to make it exactly divisible by 7?

24. What two whole numbers multiplied together makt‘
II?

25. There arc two numbers one of whicli is greater tluui

the other by 4. When multiplied together the\- make 1^5.

What is the smaller one?

26. If telegraph poles stand 50 yards apart in a straight

row, what is the distance from the first to the eighth?

27. 5 per cent of A’s income is the same as 15 per cent

of B’s, A’s income is Rs. 300 a year. What is B’^?

28. A brick weighs 7 lb. and half its own weight. Wliat

is the weight of the brick?

29. If a man’s salary is Rs. 80 a month and he spemK
Rs. 56 a month, how long will it take liim to save Rs. boo?

30. If 2 pencils cost 5 pice how many pencils can you
buy for 50 pice?

Nule: Printed test papers both of tlu* ineciianical ainl re.i-

soning aritliinetic, ans\\er*k<“\-. an<i instructions will be sent on
application at a nominal price. The applicants are reqiiestetl to

mention the Indian language in which they want ilie abo\c
materials.

Patna Training Culh'g'’.-
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APPENDIX IV

A ‘CHARACTER CUP’ FOR CLASS VIII

By M. P. Davis, d.d.

All boys give their estimate for eveiy^ boy in the class.

It is assumed that the boys (or girls) have been together in

school for several years and know each other well. Their

estimates are strictly confidential and they should be advised

not to tell any one else just what they entered. It should be

explained to them carefully that the estimate is to be made
very objectively, that is. the estimates should bo made strictly

on the merits of each boy. No boy should be given a good

mark because he is a special friend or be given a bad mark

because he is not liked. Every voter must be as fair as he

can possibly be and judge each boy on his own merits on

every^ item separately. No marks at all should be given in

cases where the voter is too uncertain to vote intelligently.

If the boys of a certain class arc well-known to the boys

of other classes, others may aNo give their estimates but it

is to be remembered that in so far as the ones to be voted

on are not well known to each other the Character Cup loses

its reliability. As the boys in the highest class are nearly

always the best known in the school, they can be voted on

by other classes in schools where the enrolment is not over

150. There should bo at least 25 people voting on each other.

Copies may be cyclostyled with the names of ail boys on

which estimate is to be made included in the list. The scor-

ing is done by simplv adding the number of marks given by

all those voting and dividing by the number of boys who

voted for him. A separate estimate by members of the start

for comparison with that of the boys will prove interesting.

Boys usually know more about each other in such matter>

than the teacher is apt to know about them. A naturalK

popular boy in the school is apt to receive more votes than

one less popular even though in the qualities listed he ma\

be equal to or perhaps even superior to the more popular
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one. But on the whole it is surprising how objective

students are when the matter has been properly explained
to them.
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APPENDIX V
V

Since the system of naming classes is not consistent in the

various states of India, it is necessary to explain the system
used in this book. The Madhya Pradesh system is used.

This is the simplest. Classes I to IV comprise the primary

school, classes V to VIII the middle school and classes IX
to XI the high school. We might use the term ‘ year ’ just

as easily: Class I is Year I, Class V is Year V, and so on.

In other states Kindergarten or Infant Classes precede the

regular classes, standards or forms. In Madras there are

both standards and forms, the latter signifying entry into

the middle school. Class III in the M.P. and Punjab are

by no means equivalent for Class I is the first year of school

in the M.P. while it is the 3rd in the Punjab.- In the follow-

ing table of class systems it will be seen that there is not

only difference in terms and numbering but that the number
of classes in the primary school system, middle school

system, and high school system varies greatly. It is a very

confusing situation.

To repeat, the system used here is the Madhya Pradesh

system in which Class I is the first year of school. Class IV

the fourth, etc. When making comparisons with the school

system of your own state, or when considering standards

and norms for various classes, the equivalent class place-

ments for your own province have to be worked out.
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